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Preface 

When our Task Force was set up, our main focus was to examine the existing 
income structure in Canada's Atlantic fishery and to recommend a long-term 
program of income supplementation and stabilization. To this end, we have 
developed proposals which we believe will address the needs of those active 
in the industry 

However, our mandate from the beginning was broader. During our work 
we came to realize, like most other Canadians and certainly everyone in 
the Atlantic fishery, that a new phenomenon was upon us, and that the 
fishery was experiencing not just a cyclical downturn, but a failure of its 
most important species: groundfish. 

Fishermen, especially those based inshore with fixed gear, had been saying 
for some time that there was a resource crisis, whose dimensions are now 
beyond even their most dire predictions. Some fisheries, such as shellfish, 
continue to thrive, but the industry as a whole is in crisis, and a great many 
of Atlantic Canadas coastal communities are threatened with collapse. We 
face a disaster of monumental proportions. 

In what follows, we have tried to describe the Atlantic fishery, to set out its 
problems, and to recommend ways to break the cycle of overdependence, 
excessive pressure on a finite resource that is the fish stock and overcapacity 
in both harvesting and processing, ultimately resulting in chronically low 
and unstable incomes. We have arrived at our conclusions through research 
and consultation . We want to thank all of those who have helped in our 
work, and they are many. Nevertheless, the responsibility for our findings rests 
with us. 

Because we believe the message of our final report is urgent, we have orga
nized it into separate parts. The first is a narrative summarizing our exami
nation , analyses and findings, and setting out our recommendations. The 
second is the technical basis of our work, set out in summary in the annex 
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PREFACE 

to this volume. The third is in the form of background papers to be published 
separately and available to those needing a more detailed perspective on 
our work. 

Those outside the fishery will find it hard to understand the shock that has 
been felt by the loss of ground fish, where people have been told the resource 
may not rebuild for a decade. The sea is to those who fish what land is to 
those who farm. The devastation of the fish stocks is like the land becoming 
barren and no longer capable of producing crops. Fishing, like farming, is 
more than a job. The relationship of the harvester to the elements - the sea 
or the land - is more than economic: it is organic. It is how one gains a sense 
of place, of belonging and of accomplishment. What then has befallen the 
people of the coastal communities is a catastrophe. It is so great and so horren
dous as to challenge the ingenuity and creativity of the communities themselves, 
and the nation as a whole. 

Hardest hit has been Newfoundland, because it is most dependent on ground
fish. Newfoundland accounts for most of the Atlantic ground fish fishery in 
number of jobs, landed tonnage and overall contribution to the provincial 
economy. Those coastal communities in other areas of Atlantic Canada where 
the ground fish has collapsed face the same bleak prospects as Newfoundland. 
Failure of the resource means a calamity that threatens the existence of many 
of these communities throughout Canada's Atlantic coast, and the collapse of 
a whole society. 

Because this has happened, there will be much pain. We have been asked 
not to design detailed programs, but rather to formulate a strategy that will 
give a credible vision of hope to the coastal communities that there is a future 
for the fishing society. Indeed, we believe there is such a future fishery. However, 
it will support fewer people. Many who made all or some of their income in 
the fishery will have no work. Some will relocate; many will retrain for jobs 
that are unfamiliar and are uncertain. For many others, because of the abysmal 
lack of real economic alternatives, the prospects of retraining as matters now 
stand offer little hope. Some, perhaps half of those who until recently depended 
on the industry, should have a decent living in a renewed and sustainable 
Atlantic fishery. All must face social change greater than they have ever known, 
and greater than most Canadians would tolerate or even contemplate. 

The alternative to the planned change which we describe is quite simply 
disaster and destitution. Rebuilding key ground fish stocks \-vill take five to 
seven years. That is the best expert advice we can obtain. This is probability, 
not certainty. Nonetheless, it provides a planning framework. 
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Far more is at stake than the closure of single-industry towns. The sOciety 
itself is at peril. We have a tragedy of enormous proportions for the people 
who operated the boats, the people who worked in the plants, and for many 
processing and fishing enterprises, large and small, where people have laboured 
for so long. 

Conventional approaches to adjustment, including conventional ways of 
delivering programs to individuals, will be far from adequate . The task 
is too great to be undertaken as things have been done in the past. Key in 
shaping the fishery of the future and in dealing with appropriate adjustment 
programs will be involving the affected people themselves through their own 
institutions: fishermen's and industry organizations, co-operatives and com
munity organizations. Sending in outsiders, however well intentioned, to sit 
fishery workers down in classrooms and tell them about the future will not 
inspire confidence among those whose livelihood has been destroyed. Unless 
governments, in partnership with the industry and the people affected, can 
shape a credible vision of hope, the coastal society of Atlantic Canada will be 
consumed by anger and despair - a brew for unprecedented social unrest. 

We are dealing here with a famine of biblical scale - a great destruction. The 
social and economic consequences of this great destruction are a challenge 
to be met and a burden to be borne by the nation, not just those who are its 
victims. We believe that the Atlantic fishery can be renewed , rebuilt and 
strengthened. In broad terms, we have described how this can be done. 
However, this should not be done solely on the backs and at the cost of the 
people and their industry: it will take a national effort. Our concern, com
passion and ingenuity as Canadians will be needed to rescue and reconstruct 
Atlantic Canada's coastal economy 

Vll 

Richard Cashin 
Chairman 
Task Force on Incomes and 
Adjustment in the Atlantic 
Fishery 
November 1993 







c H A p T E 

Making a Living 
in the Fishery 

R 

Who makes a living in Canada's Atlantic fishery, and what kind of living do 
they make? Much depends on where they fish, what species they harvest, what 
gear they use, whether they work full time or part time or on a casual basis, 
and what the processing requirements of their catch may be. However, they 
all have this in common: the work is hard, often dangerous , and always 
uncertain. 

The harvest is divided conventionally into three types of catches: shellfish, 
such as shrimp, lobster, crab and scallop; pelagics, such as herring, mackerel 
and capelin (which are caught near the surface); and groundfish, including 
haddock, pollock, redfish , flatfish and other commercially less significant 
species (which feed and are caught near the ocean bottom) . The most famous 
and important ground fish species is the cod. 

In 1991, ground fish made up more than half of the catch by weight , but less 
than half of the landed value - shellfish yielded the highest dollar, pelagics 
the lowest. 

The Atlantic fishery is characterized by great diversity in structure, a wide 
range of income distribution, and chronic income instability. Some species 
are so profitable and susceptible to harvesting by small operations, that a 
crew of two or three can do well working independently. Other species 
require different harvesting methods if they are to be worth pursuing. 

The diversity 

of the Atlantic 

fishery 

The Atlantic fishery has three main fleet sectors: the inshore - vessels less The Atlantic 

than 45 feet operating mainly fixed gear; the midshore - vessels between fishing fleets 

45 and 65 feet operating either fixed gear, mobile gear or both; and the offshore, 
consisting largely of 150-to-170-foot trawlers using mobile fishing gear. 

Generally, inshore vessels operate close to land and only seasonally; they 
normally return to port each day. Midshore vessels can operate far from land 
during good weather, but have limited capability to fish in deep water. 
Offshore vessels can operate year-round at any distance from land . 
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CHAPTER 1 

Inshore vessels comprise a variety of vessels up to 45 feet. Some are open boats; 
that is, they have no covered deck. They are suited for operations close to 
land, and day trips. They operate mostly fixed gear, such as traps, nets or long
lines. Thus, they have a shorter fishing season , as their harvesting depends 
on the fish - notably cod - migrating close to shore . 

Crews on inshore vessels number between one and five , depending on the 
size of boat and the gear used . The skipper of the vessel often shares 
the returns of the voyage with the crew, or may pay wages. While there have 
been improvements to inshore vessels and gear, the fleet's harvesting 
pattern is the most traditional of the three fleet sectors. 

Midshore vessels vary considerably in their harvesting capacity and range 
of operations. Many of the larger ones (the "65 footers") tow a cone-shaped 
net called an otter trawl (mobile gear) or set gillnets or lines (two types of 
fixed gear). These vessels can operate far from shore throughout most of the 
year, with voyages of up to a week. Smaller, midshore vessels generally will 
use fixed gear only In general , these vessels have a more limited range and 
duration of safe operation . 

Crews on midshore vessels number between three and six, depending on 
the size of the boat and the gear used. These vessels are owner-operated, 
with the crew on the larger ones often being employees and the crew on the 
smaller ones usually sharing in the returns of the voyage . 

Offshore vessels typic::.lly tow an otter trawl along the ocean floor. With a crew 
of 12 to 16 people, these vessels stay at sea for voyages of up to 10 days. 
The catch is gutted, iced at sec; by trawlermen, and further processed - for 
example, into fillets - at a processing plant in the vessel 's home port. 

Trawlermen have two days ashore between voyages. Before recent resource 
declines reduced the number of voyages, they worked almost year-round. 
Offshore crews often work on stormy seas, winter and summer, and there 
is a constant risk of injury from the heavy machinery employed. In return, 
trawlermen earn good wages compared with other fishery workers. 

Inshore plants process fish caught by inshore and midshore vessels. These 
plants vary considerably, from small-scale manual operations that process 
cod almost exclusively during the inshore fishing season, to medium-sized, 
mechanized operations that process a variety of species and generally, operate 
up to half the year, although some may operate longer. Wages in the smaller, 
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highly seasonal plants tend to be lower than in the medium-sized, multi
species plants. 

The nature of the work in these plants is not fundamentally different from 
that in the offshore plants. However, the product mix from smaller, highly 
seasonal inshore plants tends to be quite limited, consisting largely of com
modity production rather than the more market-sensitive products from the 
larger processing plants, or those with a broader variety of supply, which 
produce packaged foods. 

Offshore plants are typically large, highly mechanized operations. These 
plants receive cod, flounder and red fish year-round supplied by a fleet of 
trawlers owned by the same company as the processing plant. Plant work
ers take the semi-processed fish that was iced at sea and process it to a fin
ished product, ready for sale. Before recent resource declines reduced the 
period of operations, offshore plant workers worked almost year-round and 
earned the highest wages of all plant workers. 

The importance of the groundfish resource would be hard to exaggerate . 
Traditionally, it has been the foundation of the Atlantic fishery, accounting 
for about two-thirds of the tonnage of the total Atlantic catch and 40 per 
cent or more of the landed value. Because of its sheer volume and process
ing requirements, ground fish has always prOvided the bulk of employment 
in the fishery ~ two-thirds or more of all jobs. 

Groundfish landings vary greatly from province to province . While they 
make up to 30 per cent of the catch in New Brunswick and Prince Edward 
Island, and less than 50 per cent in Quebec, they account for about 50 to 
60 per cent of Nova Scotia~ catch, and - in normal circumstances - about 
80 per cent in Newfoundland. 

This resource base has collapsed. Most of the collapse is because of the dis
appearance of the northern cod, off the northeast coast of Newfoundland 
and Labrador. It usually made up one-third of the total ground fish and one
half of all cod catches in Atlantic Canada. The reasons for the collapse are 
complex, and not well understood - but the consequences are all too clear: 
devastation for those who live by the groundfish. 

Groundfish stocks have always been subject to cyclical swings. There are 
ecological changes and anomalies that affect their reproduction and survival, 
such as changes in water temperature and salinity. Changes in their food 
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supply can have a major impact, especially on cod. The impact of predators 
such as seals is also a major factor. When a forage stock such as capelin 
declines, cod will prey on less nutritious food, including smaller cod. The 
effects of this are two-fold: not only do absolute numbers of cod decline , 
but the weight of a surviving cod is dramatically less under normal conditions. 

Numbers alone do "..rho actually catches and processes fish in Atlantic Canada? The numbers 
not tell the story only tell part of the tale, and must be treated with great caution because they 

can be misleading. In 1990, approximately 64,000 people were registered 
officially as fishermen, with some 60,000 fish plant workers processing 
catches in more than 800 plants. That year, about 28,000 fishing vessels of 
many sizes were registered. 

Earnings in the 

Atlantic fishery 

tend to be low 

These numbers barely begin to describe the diversity of the fishery. In the 
inshore sector, incomes range from a few hundred dollars, earned by a casual, 
marginal participant to the highly successful small-boat operation in the lob
ster fishery, and in good years in the cod trap fishery as well. Those working 
on a longliner or gillnetter may earn $50,000 a year, and the skipper more. 
However, each of those individuals is one of those registered fishermen. 
Thus, a registered fisherman may be a full-time professional, someone who 
works steadily but only part time, a casual fisherman, or someone who never 
goes fishing at all. 

A longliner or gillnetter may be - and often is - a state-of-the-art vessel 
\vith the best gear, working every possible day to pay back its cost , while 
the casual fisherman may use a small, simple boat that has been around for 
years. Nevertheless, each is one of those 28,000 registered vessels. Vessels may 
be highly active , only occaSionally used or quite inactive. 

Processing plants also are not necessarily alike. Some are large, complex oper
ations with sophisticated and versatile equipment that can cope readily with 
various species as they become seasonally available, and thus can operate year
round - if there is stock to harvest. Others are small, seasonal operations 
deSigned for only a few species or often, just for cod, and employ fewer than 
20 people. Nevertheless, each operation is one of those 800 processing plants. 

Individual earnings from the fishery are lower and less stable than from any 
other industrial sector in the Atlantic region . This was true even in the 19805 
when fishery landings, landed values and marketed value averaged over the 
decade were the highest in history. In the meantime, stocks have declined 
in many species - some stocks to the point of closure - even as demands 
on the fishery have grown. 
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In 1990, the fishery was midway between the earnings peak year of 1987 and 
today's disaster. In that year, fishermen and plant workers on average earned 
slightly more than 40 per cent of the average earnings in the Atlantic economy 
as a whole. (These averages should be viewed with caution, because we 
are dealing with the average of all of those who participate in the fishery, 
including part-time and casual workers - of which there are many. Quite 
often, profesSional fishermen make the case that these averages do a disservice 
to those more fully engaged in the fishery). 

On average, a fisherman gained 25 per cent of his total earnings from other 
work, and a plant worker 15 per cent - and even with these additional 
earnings, incomes were at about half the average for the region. Their 
Unemployment Insurance (UI) benefits on average almost equalled their net 
earnings from fishing or processing. Net annual earnings for a fisherman 
averaged $8,100 which with additional work rose to $10,800. A plant worker 
averaged $8,200 yearly from the fishery, and brought earnings to $9,700 
with outside work. For the Atlantic economy as a whole, a person's main 
job yielded an average $18,500, which additional work brought to $19,300. 
Roughly, a fishery worker on average made about half as much as the average 
non-fishery worker. 

In addition , fishery earnings grow more slowly over time . Between 1981 
and 1990, fishermen 's earnings rose 33 per cent, plant workers' 43 per cent, 
while across the Atlantic economy, earnings grew 56 per cent. 

Nova Scotia has perhaps the most diversified fishery, taking shellfish , pelagics 
and ground fish , and making the most use of large, well-equipped vessels. 
Newfoundland is heavily dependent on ground fish , especially cod. Groundfish 
make up about 80 per cent of both the catch and the landed value in the 
province during normal circumstances. In New Brunswick, by contrast, 
pelagics comprise two-thirds of the tonnage landed, but only about 12 per 
cent of the landed value, with shellfish landed value accounting for nearly 
80 per cent, and ground fish less than 10 per cent. 

Shellfish are even more important in Prince Edward Island, accounting 
for more than 80 per cent of landed value. In the Lower North Shore and 
Gaspe areas of Quebec, the pelagic fishery is relatively minor, with ground
fish yielding more than half as much as shellfish in terms of tonnes landed , 
but with shellfish yielding more than two-thirds of the landed value . 
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CHAPTER 1 

Dependence on ground fish makes for greater employment, especially in pro
cessing. Where the economy as a whole is less diversified, the impact of fluc
tuation in the ground fish industry has a correspondingly higher impact. The 
fishery as a source of employment is most important in Newfoundland . In 
1990, some 16 per cent of the province's employed population was in the 
industry, compared to about six per cent in Nova Scotia. 

Seasonality is a major characteristic of the Atlantic fishery. For the most part, 
seasonality is a function of species and geography, and thus is most pro
nounced in Newfoundland and the Gulf of St. Lawrence. In these areas , the 
June catch is typically more than double the May catch , and four times the 
January catch. Nova Scotias peak is a little later, and not so pronounced. 
The same is true of New Brunswick. Quebecs catch normally peaks in May, 
whereas Prince Edward Island typically has a double peak in May and August 
with a brief trough in between. 

What do fishermen make for their efforts? Given the great variations in the 
Atlantic fishery, the unsurprising answer is that a few do very well, a 
few more do moderately well, and some do rather poorly. In 1990, through
out the entire fishery, 3,800 fishermen made more than $35,000 in total 
income - their average earnings were more than $50,000. Another 7,800 fisher
men made between $20,000 and $35,000. However, two-thirds of Atlantic 
fishermen made less than $20,000 , and nearly one-quarter of them made 
less than $10,000. Within a Single province , there can be substantial varia
tion, with Newfoundland providing perhaps the most dramatic example. In 
1990, close to one-third of all Newfoundland fishermen had total incomes 
of less than $10,000 , but more than half of the trawlermen earned more 
than $35,000. 

The fishery labour force is ageing. In 1990,27 per cent of fishermen were 
45 years of age or older - Significantly higher than in the non-fishing sector. 
That year's statistics showed that nearly 18 per cent of fishermen and some 
10 per cent of plant workers were 50 years of age or older. In general, plant 
employees tend to be younger. However, between 1981 and 1990, there was 
a Significant shift out of the younger age group. In the 19-and-younger age 
group , the decline was 42 per cent among plant workers and 34 per cent 
among fishermen. This decline may reflect the relative prosperity of those years, 
which allowed young people to pursue higher education and subsequently, 
employment outside the fishery. Certainly, some of our studies showed that 
mothers , in particular, preferred that their children not follow them into the 
plants. This factor of an ageing fishery workforce - particularly the high 
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proportion of those more than 50 years of age - has obvious implications 
for any adjustment program, especially when it comes to retraining. 

Fishermens incomes are not stable. Fishing has the most variable income of Instability of 

any sector in the Atlantic economy, and plant work the second most variable. fishermen 's 

UI beneuts reduce variability to some extent, but they are based on the most incomes 

recent earnings, which are themselves variable. Even in the best of times, 
there are major year-to-year fluctuations in prices for fish that cannot be pre-
dicted. International demand may shift, so that what was a species without 
commercial value one year is worth fishing the next. SpecifIc local condi-
tions - ice, or unpredictable migration of ush - may vary to create a pocket 
of misery in an otherwise generally prosperous season. Illness or a mechanical 
breakdown in peak season can destroy a fishermans livelihood. The fisherys 
reputation for unstable incomes is well deserved. 

One of the reasons for the instability of incomes is that there is little control 
on the number of those who make demands on the fishery Overcrowding, 
overexpansion and overcapacity are rife . Enterprises tend to work on the 
narrowest of margins, and the risk of failure is constant. This situation is fur
ther complicated by the participation of people who are not, by community 
standards, profeSSional fishermen. 

These are individuals who find their way into the official ranks of the fishery 
by doingjust enough to meet their own objectives of topping up their other 
income and by qualifying for special Fishermen's UI benefits. These marginal 
participants have little long-term commitment to the industry, and contribute 
little to the total catch. 

Our longitudinal survey of reported fishery incomes was revealing. For exam
ple, between 1981 anti 1990, some 80,000 people in Atlantic Canada reported 
some self-employed fishing income in at least three of those years. However, 
only 14,000 of them fished in each of those 10 years , and only 36,000 fished 
in at least five years. For purposes of adjustment , a definition of a regular, 
professional fisherman is essential. 

By any standard, the core group of professional fishermen is a lot smaller 
than the registered total. Approximately half of those who register and two
thirds of those who actually fish at some point in the year would qualify as 
profeSSional fishermen. These are the real fishermen who run almost all the 
boats and enterprises, land almost all of the fish, and support virtually all 
the plants, jobs and communities. Many of the remaining participants make 
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only small amounts from fishing , and more from Ul. Nevertheless, they 
contribute significantly to the apparent inefficiency of the industry by dis
torting costs, espeCially the cost of public programs directed to the fishing 
industry. 

By itself, the fishery cannot provide a good living to all who partake. It could 
not do so when the resource was at its peak , and emphatically cannot do so 
today. A consequence is the growing reliance on unemployment insurance. 
In 1990, UI accounted for 30 per cent of fish plant employees' incomes, and 
34 per cent of fishermen's incomes, compared with nine per cent across the 
region. The UI share of income has increased steadily, and there is little reason 
to doubt that current figures are higher. 

As an income supplement, UI has several drawbacks. These are explored in 
more detail in Chapter 8. For example, because it is based on most recent 
earnings, UI inevitably favours those who have been recently employed. It 
may be seen as something to be shared, so that infonnal community arrange
ments will arise for benefit sharing through creative interpretation of the 
qualification criteria. 

In understanding who makes a living within the fishery, the standards of the 
community cannot be overemphasized. That community has its own dis
tinct mores, and often its own social and economic structures, evolved to 
meet its own needs. This is especially visible in the smaller, Single-fishery 
communities, but can be adapted and modified as necessary to address more 
or less urban settings. Where communities are small- as they typically are 
throughout the region - people know each other through a variety of roles 
rather than only through the narrow perspective of the more fonnal, spe
cialized urban life. Knowledge and skills enabling young people to take their 
place in the fishery are transferred not through formal education, but through 
infonnallearning. Tasks that would create regular employment in a city often 
are done voluntarily or through part-time arrangements. 

In 1990 , some 42,000 families made a living from the fishery in Atlantic 
Canada: 16,000 from harvesting, and 26,000 from processing. More than half 
had dependent children aged 18 or less, and about 30 per cent had two or 
more dependent children. As with other sectors of the Atlantic economy, 
about half of the families had two or more wage earners. Nearly half of these 
families lived in Newfoundland - another indicator of that province's depen
dence on the fishery - and about 30 per cent in Nova Scotia. 
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In addition, there were some 30,000 other fishing families whose incomes 
from the fishery at 10 per cent were small relative to their non-fishing employ
ment income. At $37,700 , they had a higher family income than either fishing 
or processing families whose main income source is the fishery. On average 
in Atlantic Canada , families with self-employed fishing as the main source 
of income made as a total family some $31,900. Processing families fared 
less well, averaging $28,300. In other words, families truly dependent on 
the fishery for their livelihood made appreciably less money than families who 
merely used the fishe ry to supplement their incomes. The latter group was 
almost three-quarters the size of the group of families most dependent on 
the fishery. 

Again, there are marked regional variations. In Newfoundland , processing 
families averaging incomes at $29,100 did better than fishing families, at 
$24 ,900. In all four Atlantic provinces, families in the fishery averaged signi
ficantly less than families in other sectors, by margins of $6,000 to $11 ,000. 
Between 15 per cent and 43 per cent of family incomes came from unem
ployment insurance benefits, whereas among non-fishing families, UI 
accounted for anywhere between four per cent and nine per cent. 

Of course, if wage earners cannot work even seasonally, they cannot draw 
wages, and thus cannot qualify for UI benefits. The northern cod morato
rium in Newfoundland and the fisheries closures and drastically reduced 
catches elsewhere mean plant closures, and thus , no wages. In many of the 
affected areas, processing families had average incomes of $33,000, and where 
there were multiple plant workers in a family that increased to $45,000 or more. 

Unless some support system is put in place where plants have closed, this 
income will disappear and these families literally will be without income or 
at a bare minimum, supported only by those few fortunate family members 
who can find work in other sectors. However, often these other sectors are 
themselves dependent on fishery incomes for survival , and will in tum wind 
down as fishery workers exhaust their savings and UI benefits. 

Within the fishing community, traditional reliance on the sea and deeply 
ingrained beliefs as to what is a suitable occupation lead to a scepticism about 
the value of training or retraining for work in anything other than traditional 
fishery occupations, hard as those jobs may be. And they are hard. Fishing 
as a way of life is risky. Even aboard a modem, deep-sea vessel, a worker 
runs twice the risk of a coal miner; and, the smaller boats have their own risks 
and hardships. 
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Work ashore in. the processing plants is not without its hazards. Plant workers, 
especially women, are subject to occupational stress because many plants 
are cold and damp, the work is boring and repetitive, and there is pressure 
to speed production and heighten quality. While occupational health studies 
in this area are not prolific, one study suggested that stomach and chest 
pains, rashes, colds and influenzas, bladder infections and respiratory ailments 
are among the conditions associated by workers with their working condi
tions. Repetitive strain injury is common among female workers. However, 
there is as much diversity among processing plants as there is in most other 
aspects of the Atlantic fishery, and these conditions should not be considered 
universal. 

While women have formed an essential part of the Atlantic fishery for 
400 years, their role tends to be overlooked by outsiders. Fishing remains 
largely the preserve of men. Although, in recent years, women have moved 
into the small-boat sector. Most of the women work in the plants, where 
they are about half of the labour force. Plant jobs tend to be segregated, and 
women often earn lower incomes than men, although in many plants their 
wage rates are the same. 

Until recently, women were largely excluded from fishing due to traditional 
patterns of inheritance of boats and licences. Government policy also played 
a part. For years , wom~n who worked in the boats with their husbands were 
ineligible for UI benefits. In addition, women perfonn many essential ser
vices infonnally, such as keeping accounts for a fishing enterprise. Their com
munity role cannot be overemphasized in a society where men are often 
away for long hours or days at a time. They provide continuity, and their 
informal networks are important in setting community standards and shaping 
public opinion. As well, they are the custodians of succeeding generations 
in a society where significant choices must be made about adhering to the 
traditional occupations of the fishery or seeking other employment paths. 

Women's role as the binding force in the fishing community will be essen
tial to the adjustment process. Their participation in that process should be 
re~ognized specifically and planned. 

We began this chapter by asking who makes a living in Canada's Atlantic 
fishery, and what kind of living do they make? The answers are that they are 
mostly men, often older men, espeCially those employed in harvesting. Their 
incomes vary, with a very few making high incomes, about twice as many 
making moderate incomes, but the majority making rather low incomes. In 
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general, Atlantic fishery workers make quite a bit less than their regional 
counterparts working outside the fishery. Their incomes are unstable, even 
when they are skilled, dedicated workers fully committed to the fishery. They 
suffer the consequences of overcapacity, seasonality and resource and mar
ket fluctuations. Those fishing work very hard, often in harsh conditions 
and always in danger. Those in the plants work hard at boring, repetitive 
jobs in often uncomfortable conditions. They all deserve a decent income, 
which they cannot all get. They are increasingly dependent on unemploy
ment insurance, because the resource has declined - and, in the case of the 
groundfish , collapsed - and because governments have never fully faced up 
to the challenges that come from the fishery being the employer of last resort . 

Those who depend on the ground fish are the majority. Regardless of what 
their incomes would be under normal circumstances, the collapse of this 
resource has left them all equally devastated. They share a common culture 
with unique features, including a capacity to endure disaster through mutual 
self-help. This will be the key to adjusting to the fishery of the future . 

To understand their situation, we must examine the fundamental problems 
of the fishery, to which we now turn. 
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Fundamental Problems 
of the Fishery 

The fundamental problems of the fishery may be summed up as three ele
ments - overdependence on the fishery, pressure on the resource, and 
industry overcapacity - all interacting in a vicious cycle. 

Overdependence means simply that there are more people and capacity than 
the fishery can sustain. This means high levels of employment and generally 
low levels of income. It stems from three causes: 

• a social, historical tradition of "the right to fish" among Atlantic Canadians; 
• a lack of economic alternatives; and, 
• the use of the fishery as the employer of last resort. Governments have 

succumbed to pressure which has gone well beyond an understandable 
objective of maximizing employment, to the extent that overcapacity has 
diminished the value of employment and the return on investment. 

Pressure on the resource flows from overdependence, and the fact that while 
the resource is finite, the human population keeps growing. Ignorance is 
another factor. This includes our lack of adequate knowledge of the resource, 
its habitat, the interaction among species, and other ecological factors. In 
addition, fishing technology keeps improving. Pressure also comes about 
from mismanagement of the resource - the failure to control, to enforce 
limits, and the lack of a meaningful partnership with the users of the resource. 
And it comes from wasteful harvesting practices. 

Overcapacity is the logical result of overdependence and pressure on the 
resource. Too many harvesters use too many boats with too much gear trying 
to supply too many processing plants by finding and catching too few fish. 
The results are low and unstable incomes, problems with income assistance, 
especially unemployment insurance, and a generally unprofitable industry, 
characterized by persistently underfinanced operations. The net effect exacer
bates the problems of overdependence and pressure on the resource . And the 
cycle continues. 
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Too much is being demanded of the fishery. This is inescapably obvious 
today in bad times, but it was just as true when times were good. A basic rea
son is that a fish swimming free in the ocean belongs to anyone with a legal 
right to catch it. It is the common property of everyone holding an applic
able licence. Everyone wants as much of the resource as possible. So, without 
adequate controls, the resource declines. And, if more people can put 
pressure on the resource, average returns decline even faster. 

In much of Atlantic Canada, the fishery is the employer of last resort. 
Governments all too often have assumed that the fishery can absorb, just 
with the issue of licences, the unemployed from other industries - as if 
fishing was a totally unskilled occupation for which no training is necessary. 
In the absence of legal recognition of the fishery's most productive users -
the bona fide fishing enterprise and the full-time, professional fisherman - the 
industry is used increaSingly by those for whom the fishery is a marginal 
activity as a lever on Ul funds. As the employer of last resort, the fishery is 
increasingly coupled with unemployment insurance. 

Historically, the fishery was the main resource for many areas of the Atlantic 
region. That has changed as alternative employment has emerged and the econ
omy has diversified. However, in many Newfoundland and Labrador 
communities and in many parts of the Maritimes and coastal Quebec, the non
fishing sectors of the economy are heavily - and sometimes, entirely -
dependent on the fishery for their existence. 

However, beyond the economic dimension, there is a societal aspect. For 
some communities, as on Newfoundland's south coast, the fishery remains 
the sole industry. The failure of the resource means not only economic ruin, 
but a threat to a way of life. The society of those who fish is as distinctive as 
the society of those who farm, with this difference: those in the fishery have 
no secure claim to the underlying resource. 

In understanding the fundamental problems of the fishery, we must take Miscalculation 

into account the effect of the miscalculation of the abundance of the resource and unfulfilled 

on the expectations of governments and communities with regard to the expectations 

ability of the fishery to sustain coastal communities. The understandable 
desire for increased local employment that led to the proliferation of fish 
plants was fuelled by boundless optimism associated with the implementation 
of Canada's 200-mile limit. 
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Northern cod, which yielded barely 34,000 tonnes in 1974, was projected 
to reach annual catch levels of close to 500,000 tonnes in the mid-1980s. 
Coincidentally, ground fish market prices were at a record high. There was 
a boom in the herring fishery and a new, promising market for previously 
underutilized species such as capelin and squid. This gives at least a partial 
explanation and justification for governments' attempt to employ more people 
than the fishery could sustain. Even then, there was an awareness of the 
danger of oversubscribing the resource, as illustrated by the introduction of 
management measures such as limited entry licensing. 

Limited entry was based on licences for species fished, rather than on 
fishermen, and never limited the number of people. As a traffic in licences 
grew - predictably - costs of entry to the fishery increased. This led to a 
degree of control of the licences by those able to command the capital. For 
example, up to $1 million was necessary to get started in the dragger industry, 
or enter the more profitable shellfish fishery. When entry costs are high -
and mortgaged - there is a temptation to highgrade, dump or misreport 
catches and to overfish. Where so many people are trying to live off a limited 
resource, there would be, under almost any management system, a temptation 
to overfish. 

But how can we determine whether a stock is overfished? Scientists have 
depended heavily on fishermen's log books - except in the inshore -and 
buyers' purchase slips, although today log books are supplemented by research 
vessel surveys. As confidence in the ability to predict the abundance of har
vestable stocks grew in the 1980s, quotas were subdivided into thousands 
of allocations by area, vessel, gear type, and individual vessels. 

Fishermen, particularly those using fixed gear, have their own ways of gauging 
the state of the fish stocks they are fishing. They know how many days at sea 
it takes them to catch how many tonnes of fish and with what gear. They also 
know what the catch has histOrically been at what time and in what area . 

The inshore, fixed-gear fishermen often have differed with scientists, saying 
the resource was overestimated. They turned out to be right. Government 
scientists still today have no systematiC way of getting accurate information 
from fishermen, nor were they traditionally inclined to heed them, nor is 
there a true partnership with them. There is an obvious need for a much 
better relationship, and much more reliable data. Fixed-gear fishermen were 
pointing out the decline in certain cod stocks well before this was acknowl
edged SCientifically, and before there was recognition that the models being 
used by scientists to predict abundance were flawed. 
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PIioIity to conservation, even when stocks can be accurately measured, is not 
by itself effective management of the resource if other concerns are dis
regarded. The history of the Newfoundland crab fishery is a case in point. 
Although the total allowable catch may have been correctly set, this has not 
prevented the catch being taken - at times - in a disorderly, even frenzied 
manner. This leads to the Iisk of lower quality, lower pIices and a greater 
flow of harvest than plants readily can process. 

This is a specific example of a general problem: the failure of the Department 
of FisheIies and Oceans to manage the fishery as a whole, consideIing all its 
aspects , and the range of social and economic impacts of management deci
sions. An integrated approach to planning and management is essential, and 
should be addressed by the department as a matter of urgency. 

Paradoxically, concentration on management of the resource rather than on 
people and enterpIises contIibuted to the collapse of the resource and the 
plight of the people. About 60 per cent more people are claiming a place in 
the harvest than in the 1970s, despite limited entry. There is vastly more 
fishing power, in the offshore, midshore and inshore sectors. Fish plants 
have nearly doubled in number, plant workers have increased by about 
50 per cent. And yet today, there are fewer groundfish than in the 1970s. 

In addition, financial rewards generally have not been good . A few fishermen 
earn high incomes, and a few more can be said to have adequate earnings. 
Many do not. The work is inherently seasonal, although this vaIies by prov
ince - the Gulf of St. Lawrence and northeast coast of Newfoundland have 
the most pronounced seasonality, because of climate and the patterns of fish 
migration. Since most of the catch is exported, the fishery as a whole also is 
subject to vaIiations in the world market demand, and fluctuations in cur
rency exchange rates. And , of course , there are the vaIiations in the size of 
the harvest. 

Processing plant workers in particular are inclined to take other work when 
they can get it, due to the instability and low income associated with their 
work. Some, no doubt , hope for enough work to secure UI benefits, as is also 
the case with marginal fishermen. 

One of the chronic problems of the fishing industry has been the multiplicity Multiplicity of 

of underfinanced commodity exporters. Unlike agriculture, there has been underfinanced 

neither the political will nor the industry consensus to organize the export commodity 

of commodities. The exception was the establishment of the Canadian Saltfish exporters 
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Corporation in 1970. This came about with the strong support of the 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador in the aftermath of the 1968-69 
fisheries crisis. The Corporation, whose mandate included Newfoundland, 
Labrador and Quebecs Lower North Shore, maintained price stability for 
processors and fishermen alike through the cyclical market crisis of 1974-75 
as well as that of 1981-82. 

In 1983-84, a restructuring of the major fishing companies was carried out 
on the recommendation of the Task Force on Atlantic Fisheries. In part, this 
was an attempt to deal with marketing problems by creating large, vertically 
integrated companies which could market their own production and that 
of others more effectively However, there was no consensus among indus
try to develop a co-ordinated market approach, for example, for cod blocks 
and capelin. 

Nothing in this discussion of the fundamental problems of the Atlantic fishery 
suggests they are insurmountable. A renewed fishery based on a core of pro
fessional workers drawn from a society dedicated to fishing is possible once 
stocks are restored. In a ironic way, the collapse of the fishery provides the 
time and the incentive to plan for a renewed fishing industry based on true 
and effective partnership among fishermen, processors and governments. 
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The Collapse of 
the Resource Base 

Groundfish, especially cod, is the foundation of the Atlantic fishery Europeans 
settled in what is now Atlantic Canada because of the abundant cod and 
other groundfish, which afforded them simultaneously an assured food sup
ply and a profitable export. Other species came to be significant, but ground
fish, until very recently, still accounted for two-thirds of the tonnage of the 
total Atlantic catch, nearly half the landed value, and almost two-thirds of 
the jobs. 

In the early 1980s, Canadian catches of Atlantic groundfish peaked at 
775,000 tonnes, gradually declining to 688,000 tonnes by 1988 (see Table 3.1 
and Figure 3.1). This decline then continued rapidly, dropping to 
418,000 tonnes in 1992, and to what likely will be about 250,000 tonnes 
in 1993. The 10 principal cod and flatfish stocks (see Table 3.2) went from 
500,000 tonnes in 1988 to what will probably be considerably less than 
100,000 tonnes in 1993 and a potential catch - at best - of 50,000 tonnes 
in 1994. This means a decline in catch of 90 per cent in five years. 

What does this mean for people:> On average, 1,000 tonnes of ground fish 
generate 30 full-time jobs in a year. However, given seasonality and other fac
tors such as the number of plants, those thousand tonnes in fact provide 
employment for about 75 people in any given year. In communities that 
are highly dependent on ground fish - and there are communities where the 
fishery supplies directly more than 90 per cent of jobs - collapse of the 
resource means ruin. 

However, it is important to note that ground fish as a proportion of the total 
catch varies greatly from region to region. In Nova Scotia, which has the most 
diversified fishery, ground fish represents about 50 to 60 per cent of the catch 
in a normal year. In Newfoundland, under normal conditions, it would be 
about 80 per cent for the province, although in some parts, it is effectively 
100 per cent. In the other Atlantic provinces, where the fishery is more diverse 
and relies more on shellfish and aquaculture, groundfish makes up about 
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30 per cent of the catch during an average year. Consequently, the impact 
of ground fish reductions in terms of fish production and employment loss 
varies greatly among provinces and regions. 

As we noted earlier in this report, Canada's Atlantic fishery is extensive and 
diverse, from the Gulf of St. Lawrence out to the 200-mile economic limit , 
and from Davis Strait to the Bay of Fundy. Within this vast area are many 
species yielding, in average years, an annual harvest of about 1.2 million 
tonnes, with a landed value of about $1 billion and a production value of about 
$2 billion. Within these fisheries, ground fish traditionally have accounted for 
about two-thirds of the landed volume and about 40 per cent of the landed 
value . 

Given the greatly reduced ground fish quotas , fisheries closures and poor 
catch performance to date, the projected 1993 ground fish catch will be no 
more than 250,000 tonnes. Compared with 1982, this means that the ground
fish base of the Atlantic Canada fishery will have shrunk by more than 
500 ,000 tonnes. This is equivalent to some 15,000 full-time, year-round 
jobs in harvesting and processing, which normally would mean employ
ment for some 35,000 people. While the impact of this massive collapse 
affects almost all of the Atlantic fishery, it falls heavily on Nova Scotia , and 
more particularly, on Newfoundland (see Figure 3.2). 

In 1993, the ground fish resource collapse is spreading. In the Maritime 
provinces, there are closures or quota cuts in many fisheries. Most of the 
Atlantic industry is ~ade up of people working in small boats and small 
plants, and living in small and often very isolated communities. About a 
thousand such communities dc.[1cnd in whole or in large part upon the fishery 
for jobs in plants, boat building, equipment supplying, transport provi
sioning, and general support services. The ground fish resource failure means 
a total or at least major economic collapse for hundreds of communities in 
Atlantic Canada. 

The resource base of the Newfoundland fishery - namely, cod stocks adja
cent to Newfoundland, and cod and flatfish stocks on the southern Grand 
Banks (see Figure 3.3) - has virtually collapsed. In four years, the catches 
of these stocks went from close to 400,000 tonnes in 1988 down to less than 
100,000 tonnes in 1992. This represents a reduction in the annual catch of 
some 75 per cent. The projected total 1993 catch from these stocks is about 
50,000 tonnes or one-eighth of what it was only five years prior. Other areas 
also have experienced substantial declines in ground fish catches on which 
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fishermen and processors rely. Catches of cod stocks in the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence have dropped significantly, as have catches of cod and haddock 
on the Scotian Shelf (see Table 3.3). 

The outlook for the Atlantic fishery is bleak. Current scientific projections 
for cod and flatfish stocks are extremely negative. The prospect for north
ern cod actually has worsened since the moratorium on commercial fishing 
was established inJuly 1992, suggesting that a closure will have to be main
tained for years to come. The other prime ground fish stocks - cod stocks 
adjacent to the rest of Newfoundland, and cod and flatfish on the southern 
Grand Banks, in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence and on the Scotian 
Shelf - are also deteriorating rapidly. Total allowable catches in fisheries 
that remain open in 1994 will likely be considerably lower than in 1993. 
The spawning biomass of most of these stocks is at a historically low level. 
In the case of northern cod, there are no indications of any recovery before 
the end of the 1990s. 

What has caused or contributed to this unprecedented and widespread 
resource collapse? There is no definitive evidence, but there are a number of 
factors which, in varying degrees and combinations, have had a role in this 
decline. Among the more important are: 

• overly high Total Allowable Catch (TAC) levels for many stocks, set too high 
because of overoptimistic scientific projections, inadequate understanding of 
stock dynamics and inaccurate data on commercial fishing activity; 

• under-reporting of actual catches, which caused harvesting overruns, and 
misleading data for management and scientific assessments; 

• destructive fishing practices such as highgrading, discarding and dumping 
of immature fish or non-target species; 

• foreign overfishing of straddling stocks on the Nose and Tail of the Grand 
Banks; 

• failure to control expansion of fishing effort, which in part has been in 
response to the demands of a processing sector plagued by overcapacity, 
and failure to minimize the possible adverse impact of various fishing 
gear technologies; and, 

• unforeseen and possibly long-lasting ecological changes, including 
cooling water temperatures since the mid-1980s, changes in water salin
ity, and shifting predator-prey relationships, particularly among seals, 
capelin and cod, which have affected adversely the growth, abundance 
and distribution of various species. 
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The overall effect of these factors is that 90 per cent of the Newfoundland 
ground fish base has been wiped out and will not recover for years. The 
impact on the people, communities and economy of that province will be 
staggering. The northeast coast of Newfoundland was devastated by the 
1992 northern cod moratorium which meant the loss of employment and 
income for some 12 ,000 fishermen and 15,000 plant workers . With their 
resource supplies almost non-existent , many groundfish plants have closed. 
For many, the prospects for reopening in the foreseeable future are very 
bleak. Among these plants are many small fish plants. However, there are also 
some very major inshore operations that are affected and that have had a 
long history in the cod fishery, including St. Anthony, La Scie, Twillingate, 
Valleyfield, Carbonear, Old Perlican and Fogo Island. 

The northern cod moratorium has been devastating for plant workers , fisher
men and crew members. Government programs help address their short
term problems. However, in the long term, the reality is that perhaps half of 
these individuals will never work in the fishery again. Fishermen who own 
vessels and gear, and processors who own plants and equipment are just as 
devastated. Many operations are family-owned businesses with long attach
ment in the fishery going back decades. They have come through previous 
industry crises , but now find themselves without the weaponry to withstand 
this latest, greatest onslaught. They prepared themselves for the 1992 fishing 
season, expended resources in good faith, were assured that it would pro
ceed, and today find themselves with assets that are close to worthless , if 
they have any value at all. 

The case of Fishery Products International (FPI) , Canadas largest fishing 
company and the predominant operator in Newfoundlands offshore fishery 
also illustrates the devastating impact of the resource collapse. Its source of 
supply has been overwhelmingly reduced and , in the case of cod, has almost 
been wiped out. In four years, the companys total ground fish catch dropped 
from 139,000 tonnes in 1988 to 56,000 tonnes in 1992. The catch of cod 
alone has decreased from 85,000 tonnes in 1988 to 17,000 tonnes in 1992-
a drop of 80 per cent in the catch of its most valuable species (see Table 3.4). 
For 1993, FPI's total groundfish catch is estimated at 37,000 tonnes. In 1994, 
its catch may reach no more than 25,000 tonnes - most of which will be 
ground fish of lesser value, such as red fish, rather than cod. 

All of this has dramatic consequences for the people and communities in 
Atlantic Canada whose livelihood depends on FPl. In 1986 and 1987, 
FPI operated eight trawler-based offshore plants - seven of them on 
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Newfoundland's south coast - as well as seven inshore plants, three secon
dary processing plants, a scallop operation and a fleet of nearly 70 trawlers. 
The company employed some 8,200 people - 7,200 plant workers and 
managers, and 1,000 trawlermen . FPI also bought fish for processing from 
about 2 ,500 inshore fishermen from across Newfoundland. In all, FPI 
provided income to some 12 ,000 people. 

This is no longer the case. Operations, employment and incomes have shrunk 
drastically. Only two of FPI's offshore plants - Marystown and Fortune -
are operating, with Fortune strictly on a highly seasonal basis. Plant employ
ment is down to 1,500 jobs and trawlermen at work numbering 335. 
Groundfish purchases on the northeast coast of Newfoundland have ceased. 
Total employment is down to about 2,500. Given further projected fisheries 
closures and quota reductions for FPI in 1994, next year will be even more bleak. 

Similar is the situation of Atlantic Canadas other major fishery employer, 
National Sea Products (NSP). NSP has seen its groundfish catch go from 
nearly 122 ,000 tonnes in 1988 to just more than 51,000 tonnes in 1992 -
a decline of 58 per cent. Its cod catch since 1988 is down even further at 
67 per cent (see Table 3.4). Its total 1993 catch is projected at 24,000 tonnes
a drop of 53 per cent in a single year. In 1988, NSP provided employment 
for nearly 6,000 people, almost all of them full time. Last year, the com
pany's payroll was down to about 3,500 workers, almost 40 per cent of them 
part time . In 1988, it had 32 active trawlers and nine plants. Today it has four 
plants, all closed, and 21 vessels, all tied up. 

Bleakest is the outlook for Newfoundlands south coast, which has been the The uncertain 

traditional base for offshore fishing for more than a century It has the highest future of the 

dependence on the fishery, and the highest reliance on groundfish - espe- south coast 

cially cod - in Atlantic Canada. In the mid-1980s, groundfish accounted of Newfoundland 

for 94 per cent of the value of fish production on the south coast - the 
highest such dependence in AtlantiC Canada. 

Now, its people have nowhere else to tum. Farming does not exist. Mining 
has long since been played out, with only the most nominal activity still 
going, and forestry barely exists. Yet, Newfoundland's south coast has a proud 
tradition in the fishery. Since it is not ice-bound for part of the year, it suits 
offshore fishing, rising to prominence in the 1860s with the development 
of the famous Banker fleet of 100-foot vessels fishing for cod on the 
Grand Banks. 
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The fishing centres of Burgeo, Ramea, Gaultois, Harbour Breton, Grand 
Bank, Fortune , Burin, Marystown, Trepassey, including all the way around 
to Catalina on the northeast coast, are historic communities going back to 
the 18th Century and before. Their way of life is now under the most severe 
pressure. The list goes on. It includes Lockeport, Louisbourg, Petit de Grat, 
Lameque, Newport and La Tabatiere in other parts of Atlantic Canada. 

These communities were created because of work in the fishery Now, there 
is no fishery. Many are relatively isolated, especially those in Newfoundland, 
often with no more than 2,000 to 3,000 residents, many of them resettled 
there from even smaller outports a generation ago . Often, they are single
industry communities. Where this is so, the fishery provides 70 per cent or 
more of the direct employment, and almost all of the real employment, 
because the other sectors - educational, social services , retail and whole
sale trade - would not be there without the fishing community 

In these areas, the fishing community exists very often chiefly because of 
groundfish . South coast Newfoundland communities get their fish from the 
offshore and process groundfish almost exclusively Until the mid-1980s, 
these were year-round operations, providing 40 to 50 weeks of employment 
a year and the best wage rates in the industry. Now, these plants are mostly 
closed, and the boats tied up. Collapse of the groundfish stocks means that 
a whole society, a whole region, are at stake. 

Looking beyond the impact in human terms and focusing on markets, 
Canadas resource crisis is going virtually unnoticed. In our traditional strong
hold , the United States , Atlantic cod reigned supreme among ground fish 
and Canada supplied more than half of all cod. Yet demand and hence prices, 
have dropped notwithstanding the collapse of Canada's Atlantic groundfish 
fishery. 

Several factors account for this: 

• Demand for seafood in the U.S. is declining, led by a reduction in ground
fish consumption; 

• At least in part, this is because during the past 10 years, prices for tradi
tional sources of competing protein (chicken, pork and beeO have declined 
relative to seafood; 
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• As well , supply of low-cost substitute "wild" ground fish species -
including Alaskan pollock, New Zealand hoki and South American 
hake - has increased dramatically, especially to serve the volume
driven, commodity seafood market; 

• In addition, aquaculture is making major progress in whitefish markets, 
with catfish sales now equal to cod sales and sales of tilapia increasing as 
fast as sales of catfish in the U.S. market; and, 

• Cod production by Norway and Russia from the Barents Sea has recovered 
substantially, largely displacing the decline in Northwest Atlantic stocks 
in our traditional European and American markets. 

Against this competitive backdrop , it is evident that Canadas ground fish 
sector will require a market recovery as well as a resource recovery 

In a few years - perhaps, five, seven, or 10 - the stocks may regenerate 
and the fishery will be revived. Will the people be there to work it? How 
will they adjust in the meantime? How will they ensure that the special 
knowledge and skills of the fishery will be passed on? How will they survive 
in the interim? 
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TABLE 3.1 
Caruuliall Catdl (~r Atlantic GnHIII{~ris',: 

1978-' 993 
('000 tmUll's) 

1978 1982 1986 1988 1990 1992 

271 508 475 461 384 183 

1993 
(as of 

Sept. 15) 

59 
(northern cod) (102) (211) (207) (245) (188) (2 1) (moratorium) 

2 . Haddock 4 1 45 44 30 22 2 1 10 

3. Po llock 27 38 49 43 38 32 16 

4. Redfish 76 65 80 76 82 98 59 

5. Flatfish 95 86 75 59 55 37 20 
(Southern 
Grand Banks t) (66) (63) (65) (39) (30) (21) (14) 

6. Gr. Halibut 25 25 18 13 19 19 6 

7. O thers 8 7 6 4 28 27 

TOlal2 535 775 748 688 604 41 8 197 

NOTES: t JLNO American plaice, J LNO yellowtail, JNO witch 

2 All regulated groundfLSh fish species managed under the Atlantic Groundfish Management Plan 
(i.e ., excluding non-regulated, generally commercially marginal species such as cusk and catfish) 

SOURCE: Atlant ic Fisheries Quota and Alloca tion Repons, Department of Fisheries and Oceans. 
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FIGURE 3.1 
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TABLE 3.2 
10 Principal Cod and FlatJislJ StodlS 

Canadian CatclJes: 1988, 1992 and 1993 
(tonnes) 

Canadian Catch 

1993 
Stock/Species 1988 1992 (as of Sept. 15) 

1. 2J , 3KL cod 245,081 20 , 732 

2 . 4RS,3Pn cod 44,251 27,719 14,492 

3 . 3Ps cod 20 ,921 22,62 1 13 ,570 

4 . 3NO cod 19 ,677 7,790 4,020 

5. 4T cod 5 1,613 32 ,955 2,559 

6 . 4VsW cod 38,067 29 ,740 3 ,125 

7. 4X cod 19 ,13 1 24 ,885 12 ,187 

8 . 5Z cod 12,643 11 ,794 7,142 

9.3LNO Am. plaice 26,127 10 ,170 6, 155 

10 . 3LNO Y Oounder 10,654 6 ,912 5,503 

Tota l 488 ,165 195,318 68 ,753 

SOURCE: Depanment of Fisheries and Oceans' Catch and Effon Data. 
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Figure 3.2 
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FIGURE 3.3 
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V.l 
I--' 

Region! 
Fish Stock 

Nonhern Gulf 
• 4RS 3Pn cod 

Southern Gulf 
• 4T cod 

Scotian Shelf 
• 4VsW cod 

• 4X haddock 

Total 

TABLE 3.3 
D('dillc (~f CWl{ulilln ClItdu's f."om Majo,- GH>UlldfiS'J StOdlS 

OtlUT tllan NOJ"t'UTII Cod and rlatfis'J 

1983 1984 1985 

93,595 79,513 78,056 

47,923 42,045 48,697 

51,570 52,239 56,975 

24,893 19,709 15,313 

217,981 193,506 199,041 

1986 

68,917 

47,862 

51,72 1 

15,184 

183,684 

1983-1993 
(Iollnes) 

1987 1988 

65, 149 43,686 

43,228 44,25 1 

45,411 38,067 

13,692 10,946 

167,480 136,950 

1989 1990 1991 1992 

42 ,199 35,098 29,088 27,946 

42,7 17 40,206 31,571 27,391 

37,055 34,107 32,780 29,74 1 

6,925 7,407 9,991 10,191 

128,896 116,818 103,430 95,269 

SOURCE: Atlantic Fisheries Quota and Allocation Repons, Depanment of Fisheries and Oceans . 
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TABLE 3.4 
COtl .APSI: OF Tfll~ RESOLJRC£ BASE: 
Fishet)1 Pn)(lul'ls InflTnaf;onal (fPI) and 

National Sea Products (NSP) 
Total Han'cst ill 1988 and 1992 

(tmUles) 

FPI 

1988 1992 1988 

84,848 17,326 66,891 

NSP 

2. Haddock 4,092 741 7,006 

3. Pollock 457 484 17,308 

4. Flatfish 39,863 22,217 3,617 

5. Red fish 8,708 13,135 26,503 

6. Other 636 2,132 300 

TOlal 138,604 56,035 121,625 

SOURCE: Atlantic Fisheries Quota and Allocation Reports, Department of Fisheries and Oceans. 
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c H A p T E R 

Adjustments Towards 
the Future Fishery 

The Atlantic fishery as it existed traditionally is gone, swept away by a com- Shaping the 

bination of forces. We believe that the challenge now is to shape the fishery fishery of the 

of the future. How can this best be done7 Clearly, we must consolidate the future 

assets, human and material, that remain, and seek to apply them in the best 
and most efficient way. And in determining the nature and method of this 
consolidation and application , we must make the most of the knowledge 
and skills of the people affected, through genuine and detailed consultation. 
We believe the elements of this process must include: 

• providing a reasonable balance between resource supply and industry 
capacity; 

• providing for an appropriate adjustment to a smaller, stronger industry, 
with due consideration for the people and communities involved, and 
the prospects for alternative employment; 

• providing transitional assistance, including training and financial support; 
• recognizing the professional fishermen, fostering their professional skills; 

and acknowledging their primacy in the process of adjustment; 
• controlling access to the resource, for conservation and commercial 

efficiency; 
• tying together the licenSing and income support systems, to target their 

benefits to professionals in the fishery; and, 
• creating an effective partnership of government and industry in the 

management of the fishery resource. 

Carrying out this process of adjustment will require a blend of new mechanisms 
and existing organizations and people, which we discuss in this chapter. 

In 1982, the Canadian catch of Atlantic groundfish reached 775 ,000 tonnes, Catches and 

the largest catch since the extension of fisheries jurisdiction to the 200-mile capacity 

limit in 1977. At that time, the Atlantic ground fish industry was experienc-
ing a serious financial crisis. The 1982 Task Force on Atlantic Fisheries, 
headed by Michael Kirby, noted the serious overcapacity in both the har-
vesting and processing sectors. The 1982 Task Force suggested that part of 
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this problem could be solved by the projected rapid growth in the Canadian 
catch - the forecast was that by 1987, the ground fish catch would reach 
1,100,000 tonnes. Of course, the expected growth did not take place. Instead 
of an increase of some 350,000 tonnes, the annual catch has declined by 
more than that amount (see Figure 4.1). If previously there was serious over
capacity in the industry, by 1992 it had dramatically worsened. 

Even before the current resource crisis, the groundfish fishery was charac
terized by overcapacity in harvesting and processing. In the current crisis, 
most of the ground fish plants in the Atlantic Canada are in peril. Few fisher
men reliant on ground fish will be able to make a living for a number of years. 
In ecological and societal terms, those dependent on the fishery, particularly 
the groundfish fishery, face the equivalent of the prairie dust bowl of the 
1930s or the Irish potato famine of the 1840s. 

Beyond taking the measures to protect and rebuild groundfish stocks, the chal
lenge we face is whether this ecological calamity will give rise to equally 
calamitous economic and social consequences. 

• In responding to the current resource crisis, governments must address 
the immediate needs of fishennen and plant workers, especially the need 
for income assistance. 

• Having done this, federal and provinCial governments must act together 
to create an Atlantic ground fish fishery that is ecologically and commer
cially sustainable. 

To do so, chronic problems must be overcome, problems that existed before 
the current resource crisis, and will exist after it unless they are resolved. A 
first step is to bring harvesting and processing capacity into balance with 
the sustainable limits of the resource. 

For the future well-being of the coastal areas dependent on groundfish, this 
reduction in capacity must be balanced and fair. Balance in capacity in both 
harvesting and processing among coastal areas is essential. Balance among 
fleet sectors is equally essential. Capacity reduction based on one coastal 
area or one fleet sector taking fish from another would be divisive and totally 
unacceptable. 

While maximizing employment is a legitimate goal of government, this must 
be done within the limits of the resource. Profitability of enterprises and 
the quality of work and incomes generated - that the pay and working 
conditions are decent - also should be considered. 
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Without fundamental change, the fishing industry will come out of the 
resource crisis in even worse shape than when it went in. There \-\Till still 
be far too many vessels and processing plants, with a great many of these 
enterprises being even weaker finanCially than in the past. 

Lacking an orderly, planned change, the fishery following the current resource 
crisis risks consisting of no more than many of the existing vessels and fish 
plants, however deteriorated. This would be an industry finanCially incapable 
of adapting new technologies or responding to new marketing opportunities. 
Probably, it would provide only short-term employment and generally low 
and unstable incomes. It also might be an industry where some coastal areas 
would have no processing capacity at all . 

Thus, the fishing industry of the future - at least the ground fish sector -
would be little more than a run-down version of the industry that entered the 
present crisis. Parts of that industry - particularly where it is more diver
sified such as into shellfish and other species - might remain relatively 
unchanged . This would only cause resentment from those dependent 
on ground fish; that is, they also would want access to the more profitable 
species. In turn, they would put pressure on government to extend access, 
thus weakening the value of these fisheries and further perpetuating the 
notion of the fishery as employer of last resort. Dealing effectively with the ground
fish crisis extends beyond helping those directly involved to considering 
those currently participating in more lucrative fisheries. 

Therefore, both levels of government must decide to take positive action to 
provide a credible vision of hope and, for an orderly adjustment from the over
capacity in today's fishery to a future that brings harvesting and processing 
capacity into balance with the sustainable limits of the fishery resource. 

The need for 

fundamental 

change 

Two basic challenges to achieving this adjustment must be addressed. First, Reducing capacity 

capaCity must be reduced to match the limits of a rebuilt resource. Second, while sustaining 

the necessary infrastructure and core group of profeSSional fishermen and the necessary 

skilled workers must be sustained until the stocks recover. Our success in infrastructure 

meeting these challenges will shape the future of the Atlantic fishery. 

Meaningful industry participation in this process is mandatory. Such 
participation is essential to both levels of government developing a com
prehensive strategy to deal with the dilemma of balancing resource and 
capacity 
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Undertakings of this magnitude and far-reaching social and economic con
sequences will require more than a conventional approach to industry adjust
ment. Governments have recognized this in the past, where industries have 
undergone fundamental changes as, for example, in the Canadian textile 
industry. 

The Task Force believes that while government, in partnership with the 
affected industry has a responsibility to develop an overall policy for capacity 
reduction and consolidation, the implementation of such a policy is best left 
to an independent body or bodies outside of government. For this purpose, 
we propose the establishment of one or more fishing industry renewal boards, 
which would be composed of experienced, knowledgeable persons, including 
people from the industry These boards would implement capacity reduction 
regionally, operating at arms length from both government and industry 

These boards, which should have Iifespans restricted to the implementation 
of speCified capacity reduction plans, could combine the tasks of dealing 
with capacity in both the harvesting and processing sectors. This integrated 
approach to dealing with the question of overcapacity is most desirable. 
Otherwise, Significant imbalances in harvesting and processing capacity may 
continue to exist. What we are proposing is a mechanism that will assist in 
the implementation of a long-term policy of renewal in the fishery - a 
renewal that would go a long way to achieving objectives of an ecolOgically 
sustainable yield and a decent living for the people in the fishing industry. 

Obviously, the greatest single crisis in the groundfish sector exists in 
Newfoundland. A Single board dealing with processing and harvesting in 
that province is thus warranted. Capacity reduction in the Maritimes and 
Quebec, which will be on a smaller scale, could best be handled by a separate 
board. 

To believe that governments can rely on an ad hoc approach to the problem 
of overcapacity is naive. To deal with capacity reduction on an ad hoc basis 
is to invite pressures from communities where fish plants are affected. 
Politicians and governments will face harsh criticism for the permanent clo
sure of a plant in one community while allOwing - even assisting - a plant 
in another community to continue operating The same will be true with 
regard to reducing harvesting capacity. A planned and orderly approach to 
capacity reduction also will permit introdUCing other significant adjustment 
policies for the affected people and communities. 
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Any meaningful adjustment in tenns of capacity reduction and related mea
sures demands full co-operation of the federal and provincial governments 
Nothing less than the future of the fishery - and those who have relied on 
it - hangs in the balance. Too often the failure of federal and provincial 
governments has led to inaction when action was needed. This crisis absolutely 
requires concerted and co-ordinated action by both levels of government. 

A key ingredient to the success of implementing a policy of fishing indus
try renewal is a real partnership between government and industry We speak 
here of a partnership with industry that can give a credible vision of hope 
for the future. Those in the industry know there are problems. In almost 
every fleet sector, particularly in the ground fish fishery, it is known that 
unless the resource rebounds dramatically and almost immediately - which 
is not expected - many will be in dire straits. 

The role of 

governments in 

adjustment 

The need for adjustment is well known. Thus, the notion of industry adjust- Industry 

ment committees is vital to the success of any renewal plan. Committees adjustment 

comprised of fishermen should be encouraged to develop adjustment plans committees 

for the harvesting sector. Committees of processors should be encouraged 
to develop similar adjustment plans for the processing sector. 

As an example , such an approach might be used with the midshore mobile
gear fleet and possibly, the fixed-gear fleet in the northern and southern Gulf 
of St. Lawrence . The fishing industry renewal boards should define the geo
graphic areas within which harvesting capacity reductions would take place. 
Within these areas , groups of fishermen , organized by fleet sector and gear 
type, should be assisted financially to design their own plans for consoli
dating operations in a manner similar to what the processing industry has 
already done in Newfoundland. In either case, the plans submitted by groups 
of fishennen or processors within a given area would be decided upon by the 
renewal boards. Through these means, the boards would engage in what is 
essentially a process involving fishing enterprises and processors on a geographic 
basis to achieve balanced capacity reduction in harvesting and processing. 

Maintaining the links between coastal areas and the resources upon which Balance among 

they have traditionally relied should be an express policy to be given effect fleet sectors 

by the renewal boards. As well, it is important to ensure a balance among 
fleet sectors in achieving capacity reduction. A balanced inshore, midshore 
and offshore fleet is required for the fishery of the future. 

Given the likelihood of lower catches than in the 1980s - even when The need for an 

the ground fish resource recovers - the need for an offshore fleet has been offshore fleet 
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questioned. We see three reasons to continue the offshore fleet. First, some 
species can only be harvested with offshore fishing technology. Second, major 
coastal areas have been historically dependent on stocks fished offshore. 
Finally, there is a market requirement for some year-round supplies that can 
only be met by an offshore fleet. The question of the appropriate technology 
for the harvesting of the resource is different from the question of access to 
the resource by different fleet sectors. 

Capacity reduction should be based on the principle that coastal areas would 
maintain priority access to resources upon which they have traditionally 
relied. For example, for northern cod there was a traditional inshore allowance 
(for vessels less than 65 feet) of 115,000 tonnes. Principally, the harvesters 
for this were from along northeast coast of Newfoundland and the coast of 
Labrador. It is unlikely that there will be a directed offshore fishery for 
northern cod in the future until the total allowable catch approaches or 
exceeds the traditional inshore allowance. The same is true of other groundfish 
stocks including for example, cod , flounder and red fish on the southern 
Grand Banks , which have been the traditional resource base for communi
ties on the south coast of Newfoundland and elsewhere. Offshore fleets and 
the communities dependent on them should have priority of access to these 
resources , whatever harvesting technology is used. 

The fishing industry renewal boards should not be in the business of 
deciding appropriate harvesting technology or resolving fleet sector con
flicts. These are policy matters to be decided by government, not issues for 
an arms-length board charged with capacity reduction. 

In the processing sector, regional balance in capacity reduction is extremely 
important. For example, it would make no sense to have no processing 
capaCity in Labrador or inadequate capaCity in eastern Nova Scotia or Cape 
Breton, or to have low capacity on the south coast of Newfoundland 
and overcapaCity on the Avalon Peninsula. A balance must exist between 
harvesting capacity and processing capacity for each major coastal area. A 
particular responsibility of the renewal boards would be to define areas 
appropriate for consolidation of processing capacity. 

An obvious example is the Bonavista Peninsula in Newfoundland, where 
the plants are located close together and owned by the same company, Fishery 
Products International. Port Union has a large offshore plant, and there are 
inshore plants at Charleston and Bonavista . Bonavista also has a crab pro
cessing plant which currently is the only plant that operates. There is no 
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prospect of all four plants operating ever again. People should not be left 
with the hope that their plant will reopen. Rather, a decision to consolidate 
processing on the Bonavista Peninsula should be made now. The end result 
likely will be a single, multi-species operation. 

Similar plant consolidations could be undertaken on a regional basis in other 
coastal areas. In some of these areas, there also are multi-plant operations 
owned by a single owner. It was necessary to do this in the past in order to 
get fish to process. Over the years, small processing facilities , such as com
munity stages, have been expanded into small fish plants, providing local 
employment. Operators of established fish plants who ignored the prolifera
tion of these types of facilities also were vulnerable to losing the fish. Of 
course there also are many examples where, on a regional basis, there is a 
surplus of individually owned plants, the consolidation of which will be 
more difficult than where plants are owned by the same operator. 

Certain regional fishing centres should be designated as places where fish pro
cessing capacity would be maintained and some people continue to be 
employed . The economic viability of these plants would be enhanced by 
consolidation with or buy-out of other plants. Capelin, crab, lumpfish, turbot, 
herring and other available resources would be thus targeted to a smaller 
number of plants. As with harvesters, owners of processing enterprises along 
relevant coastal areas should be involved in studies undertaken for the renewal 
boards. With some financial assistance from government and industry, har
vesting and processing sectors could prepare their own analyses on how to 
consolidate, and therefore provide input to the renewal boards. In this man
ner, consolidations and licence buy-outs through public funds would be 
done with maximum co-operation and greatest likelihood of achieving the 
desired pattern of regionally centred plants. 

While resources are rebUilding, some means should be found to maintain the Assistance 

infrastructure and skills of the workforce for plants and vessels which are not to maintain 

decommissioned and are expected to continue in the fishery. If programs of necessary 

assistance for this are required, as will be the case for areas hardest hit by the infrastructure 

ground fish resource crisis, consideration should be given to having these 
administered via the fishing industry renewal boards. 

This would ensure proper maintenance of processing equipment, continuity 
in the workforce and some economic activity for the community. As resources 
rebuild and more fish is available for processing, these plants and fishing 
vessels should operate at increasing levels of capacity utilization. The essential 
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capacity determined for the viable future fishery should be utilized during 
the intervening years as the resource rebuilds. Unless core plants and fishing 
vessels - which will be needed in future - are maintained appropriately 
now, they will deteriorate, skilled workforces will be lost, and these com
munities will have no economic base . However, reopening of plants would 
be better achieved through a plan of consolidation, rather than by chance. 
As with harvesting enterprises, processing capacity needs to be reduced in 
a balanced way, regionally and sectorally. 

One area where this approach is clearly needed is the south coast of 
Newfoundland . Communities there have a long history in the deep-sea 
fishery. Fishermen from the south coast have for many decades harvested 
cod, flounder and red fish on the southern Grand Banks and in the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence. However, the resources on the southern Grand Banks are now 
badly depleted by foreign overfishing and access to stocks in the Gulf has 
become increaSingly limited. 

Already, major plants in the offshore fishery have been permanently closed: 
Lockeport, St. John's, Trepassey, Grand Bank and Burin (since re-opened as 
a secondary processing plant) . Only some of the others - Louisbourg, Petit 
de Grat , Canso, Lunenburg, Newport, Burgeo, Ramea, Catalina, Gaultois , 
Harbour Breton, Fortune, Marystown and Arnold's Cove - will operate in 
future. Most are closed now, or operating at greatly reduced capacity. In 
1994, the prospects are that as few as two of the Newfoundland offshore 
plants will operate . As with inshore processing, decisions should be made 
now as to which offshore plants will operate in future . Similarly, deSignated 
offshore plants would operate at lower levels of capacity utilization during 
this period of resource recovery, rising as the resource rebuilds. It is better 
to provide a vision of hope for some that can be fulfilled for several com
munities, than leave an illusion of hope for all that cannot be fulfilled for 
many communities. 

"\That is needed is relatively fewer regionally supplied plants to process the 
full variety of species harvested in that area. Small, inefficient and under
financed facilities processing only ground fish and producing commodities, 
like cod blocks, cannot be the basis of a viable processing sector. The aim 
should be to achieve a minimum of 20 weeks operation annually in multi
species, regionally centred plants, that can produce value-added products for 
speCialized markets. 
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An effective program of capacity reduction and consolidation in the pro
cessing sector will require co-operation and financial support from both levels 
of government. 

The inevitable consequence of reducing capacity to achieve future viability 
is the reduction in the number of jobs and enterprises in the future fishery. 
Many have been lost already. However, the inevitable consequence of failing 
to reduce capacity is a future of dependence and very likely destitution. 

Capacity reduction in harvesting and processing must be accompanied by 
parallel measures for social and economic adjustment of the affected people 
and communities. Without this, the pressures to once more make the fishery 
the employer of last resort would be ovelWhelming. This would be propelled 
by the thousands of displaced people with nowhere else to tum - those 
already out of work would see themselves being denied the chance to return 
to work when the resources rebuild. There could well be social unrest. 
Calamities in the fishery have given rise to this in the past. 

The kinds of adjustment measures needed for people are well known. Income 
assistance for a transitional period is unquestionably necessary, given the 
collapse of the resource base. However, continuing income assistance for all 
cannot be the answer. People will have to adjust to new and, for many, unex
pected realities. They must make deCisions about their own futures. The role 
of government must be to help give them the support to make and act on 
those decisions. 

As part of any adjustment program, older workers should be offered early 
retirement , as is being done for some under the Plant Workers' Adjustment 
Program. This should be available to all fishermen and plant workers aged 
50 years and older who have a long history in the fishery, but who now have 
little opportunity to remain in it. 

Training for new opportunities is critical for other workers. Many in the fishing 
industry have few transferable skills. Basic literacy and numeracy skills are 
the first steps for many. Community-based adult education, using wherever 
possible existing institutions such as trade unions and co-operatives, is an 
important means to achieve this. As people acquire new skills, some will 
need mobility assistance, so they can go where other jobs exist. 

Suggesting that "training is the answer" to adjustment is no more useful than 
stating that "markets will decide" for capacity reduction. Training is part of 
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the answer, but it will do little for older workers, who need an opportunity 
to retire with dignity Nor will it fulfil the needs of enterprise owners who 
need reasonable licence buy-outs to help them retire their debts . Where 
training will be of greatest importance will be for those who have the chance 
to start over again. 

vVhile a combination of early retirement, vessel buy-backs and licence retire
ment should go a long way to reducing the number of participants in the har
vesting sector, the only comparable measure for plant workers is early retirement. 
Even this will be less effective, as plant workers tend to be younger. For 
some, upgrading in literacy and numeracy must be a first step. They ought 
to be encouraged to acquire appropriate skills to seek alternative employment, 
whether this can be found in their own communities or elsewhere. 

Critical to all these decisions is the need for a sense of certainty about the 
future. Plant workers cannot be left hanging onto the illusion that their fish 
plant will reopen rather than the plant in the next community. Similarly, 
fishermen cannot be led to believe that their gear sector will have enough fish 
because the fish will be taken away from another gear sector. If that hap
pens, then a great many people will simply stay where they are and suffer 
disappointment. Decisions concerning harvesting and processing capacity 
should be made now, and not when the resource rebuilds. Individuals can
not be expected to make choices as to their future, until governments make 
critical decisions about the fishery. This means work should commence 
immediately on a joint strategy to address fishing industry renewal and 
related social and economic adjustment . At the same time, people must be 
given something to live on until governments have made their decisions. 
Simply put, governments must decide now, not later. 

Even when governments have fulfilled their responsibilities, individuals will 
face difficult choices. They will need information and counselling, and they 
will need to feel that something is being done for them rather than to them. 
In this, fishermens organizations, trade unions and processor associations can 
and must playa leading role . 

It would be far better to make use of existing industry organizations in deliv
ering adjustment services, rather than it being done strictly by government 
or third parties. Such an approach has been used successfully for a number 
of years in the steel industry. We looked at the example of the Canadian 
Steel Trade and Employment Congress, and noted that certain innovative 
features of the program had contributed to its being superior to more 
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conventional approaches. These included an industry-led adjustment process, 
peer counselling to encourage all workers to assess options and develop a 
plan, and, early consideration of adjustment measures. 

Several communities that exist because of the fishery face an uncertain future. The need for 

Efforts by both levels of government must be directed at exploring all pos- social and 

sibilities for viable new enterprises for these communities. These are matters economic 

beyond the scope of this report. However, social and economic adjustment adjustment 

for people and communities is vital for the capacity reductions needed to 
achieve a viable fishing industry in future. 

The resource crisis has displaced thousands of workers and severely affected 
dozens of communities. A plan for social and economic adjustment must involve 
adjustment not only for people, but also for communities. It must include 
targeted training that will contribute towards the profitability of the future 
fishery, as well as training for jobs outside the fishery In addition, there must 
be consolidation of harvesting and processing enterprises which will pro
vide a core of profeSSional fishermen and plant workers for the future . There 
also must be some government assistance for maintenance of infrastructure, 
so that the reopening of the industry can be an orderly, planned revitalization 
with consolidated operations for the fishery of the future. 

From time to time, we will again face crises in the fishery, just as we do in 
agriculture. A renewed fishing industry that is ecologically and commer
cially sustainable can prOvide a more stable future for communities and ade
quate incomes for fishery workers. A failure to renew the fishing industry 
would lead to instability, increased dependence and - almost certainly -
widespread destitution. 

The transition from where we are today to where we want to be - with a Making the 

viable industry, harvesting and processing rebuilt resources on a sustainable transition 

basis - will be long and painful. However, unless that transition is success-
fully carried forward, we will end up where we do not want to be: a run-down 
industry, widespread destitution and the fishery that is once again treated as 
the employer of last resort. Then , the cycle of overdependence, overcapaCity 
and excessive pressure on the resource would simply repeat itself. 

Transitional assistance should combine enterprise and income support The need for 

with the appropriate adjustment programs. This would achieve a sustain- transitional 

able core fishery for those who remain, and allow people who leave the assistance 
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fishery to move to new employment. Thus, such assistance must integrate 
two elements: 

• enterprise assistance to reduce fleet and processing sectors to their core 
number, and help maintain the enterprises that remain until recovery 
occurs; and , 

• income assistance for those who are training for new employment outside 
the fishery 

Leaving the fishery - where a long career's worth of skills and capital have 
been built up - for an uncertain future of trying to acquire new skills and 
then suitable employment, simply will not be practical for many. For others 
considering employment outside the fishery, there must be reasonable licence 
buy-outs, meaningful training and job opportunities related to that training. 

People are every society's key resource. Atlantic Canadians have a tradition 
of being independent and highly motivated, often self-employed, and with 
a practical and solid knowledge base related to the harvesting of natural 
resources. Their communities are often small and cohesive. These charac
teristics should be seen as advantages to be capitalized upon in the opening 
of new employment opportunities. 

A critical date for fishermen and plant workers affected by the resource crisis 
is May 15,1994. This is when both the Northern Cod Adjustment and Recovery 
Program (NCARP) and the Transitional Fisheries Adjustment Allowance (TFAA) 
expire. However, it is not realistic to expect that by then decisions will have 
been made regarding the future of the fishing industry, including which plants 
and fishing enterprises will be consolidated and which will continue as part 
of the core infrastructure needed for the fishery of the future. 

For certain , some fishermen and plant workers will have taken early retire
ment. Others will be in training toward employment outside the fishery 
Some fIshermen will have had their licences bought out. All of these things 
should be happening. Yet many fishermen and plant workers will be waiting 
in hope that their fishing enterprise or their plant \vill operate again in future. 
Many will be mistaken in this , given the need to reduce Significantly both 
harvesting and processing capacity. 

The people and their families will need to know which fishing enterprises 
and which plants will continue before deciding whether to pursue other 
opportunities. Decisions on plants and enterprises should be taken by fishing 
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industry renewal boards applying policies and criteria established by the 
federal and provincial governments. However, until those decisions are taken, 
governments must continue to provide income assistance to individuals 
along the lines of NCARP and TFAA. Given the complexity of the work of 
the renewal boards, many of these decisions probably cannot be taken and 
implemented before january 1, 1995. Income assistance must be provided 
until these decisions have been made. 

During this period , other measures of social and economic adjustment that 
provide new productive employment opportunities outside the fishery should 
be actively pursued . The extent to which this is achieved will profoundly 
affect fishing industry renewal and adjustment. 

Many of those remaining in harvesting or processing enterprises that will 
continue foll c'.<,ing capacity reduction will face a difficult period. Where 
resources have rebuilt so that cod or other ground fish can be harvested , 
albeit at low quota levels, this will supplement income from harvesting other 
species, like lumpfish or turbot. In some areas, cod may still be subject to a 
moratorium. In any case, there will be a period of reduced harvesting and 
processing while stocks are rebuilding. 

Governments will have to establish policies and criteria to assist enterprises 
and individuals so that they can make it through this period of rebuilding. 
The fishing industry renewal boards should administer this. Maintaining the 
core fishery - to keep up infrastructure, safeguard skills and provide some 
income - is vital. Incentives, to earn as much as possible from the fishery 
and to rely as little as possible on assistance to enterprises and individuals, 
are essential. 

However, assistance of this kind should not be available until harvesting and 
processing enterprises are consolidated to achieve needed capacity reduction. 
If such assistance was provided before capacity reduction occurred, then 
this would be no more than a subsidy on overcapacity That would defeat the 
purpose of this assistance; that is , to maintain the essential core of the future 
fishery during the years while the resource is rebuilding. 

To minimize this kind of assistance, all efforts should be made to develop alter
native employment opportunities in non-traditional fishery activities. jobs 
can be created for the core group of fishermen and plants through projects 
that were neglected in the past. For example, there are opportunities for 
technology and skill transfers to fishing communities elsewhere in the world. 
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Many developing countries have fish , but do not have boats, plants, and 
harvesting and processing technologies. 

The India project currently being undertaken by Newfoundland and Quebec 
fishermen is a good example. Under this project, Canadian fishermen will 
train Indian fishermen in inshore and offshore harvesting technolOgies. Other 
examples include the exploration of the potential for using marine resources 
for new products , especially for bio-medical uses, and the development of 
aquaculture projects for different species and fisheries. Governments should 
support those initiatives that explore new paths and add diversity and vitality 
to the future Canadian fishing industry. 

As resources rebuild , markets also must be reclaimed. In the fishery of the 
future, certain market realities must be faced: new sources of supply, com
petition from other food sources, and changing consumption patterns. 
Canada's strong position in U.S. ground fish markets may be difficult to 

reclaim. However, we may be able to reposition our ground fish towards the 
prime quality, upscale markets. This market niche is not volume driven and 
therefore, less price sensi tive. 

This will require a change in the industrys traditional approach to marketing. 
It will necessitate consolidating the processing sector, moving toward increasing 
the use of new technology, developing highly profeSSional, competent and 
committed workforce, and pursuing market development strategies for pre
mium ground fish products. However, the opportunity represented by value
added production while real is not a panacea. The market niche is limited 
and will not be able to absorb the full quantity of increased production. 
There will continue to be a significant dependence on commodity markets. 

Different parts of Atlantic Canada will emerge at different times from the 
resource crisis. Resources on the Scotian Shelf may rebuild more rapidly 
than those off the coast of Newfoundland or circumstances may surprise us 
again. However this turns out, policies and criteria established by governments 
must be flexible enough to allow renewal boards to administer these in response 
to local circumstances, with the view to completing the transition to the future 
fishery as quickly and directly as possible. 
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c H A p T E R 

Resource Supply and 
Industry Capacity 

We were asked to advise on the continued supply of the groundfish resource Striking a balance 

and the major factors contributing towards a viable future fishing industry. between supply 

We therefore had to consider the appropriate balance between resource and capacity 

availability and the capacity of the industry to harvest, process and sell. 

Any sustained imbalance between resource availability and industry capacity 
is detrimental. If we can catch and process more fish than the ocean can 
sustainably yield, the fishery suffers because: 

• workers ' incomes and industry profitability go down because of the 
capital and overhead costs of fleets and plants; and, 

• pressures to exceed sustainable harvests increase, leading to overfishing 
or setting of catch levels above biologically sustainable levels. 

As earlier noted, Canada's Atlantic fishery has a highly diversified resource of 
shellfish, pelagics and ground fish, yielding - under normal circumstances -
a total annual harvest of about 1,200,000 tonnes (see Table 5.l). Before the 
recent collapse, groundfish usually made up two-thirds of the total annual 
catch. Because of the sheer volume and the labour intensity of harvesting 
and processing, the groundfish resource has been the foundation of the 
industry, and the key factor in determining the industry'S harvesting and 
processing capacity. Before the collapse, cod made up about two-thirds of the 
ground fish catch. Shellfish - principally lobster, scallops, shrimp, crab and 
clams - were 13.5 per cent of the landed volume (in tonnes) , but nearly 
50 per cent of the landed value. Herring and other pelagic fish were nearly 
one-quarter of the landed volume, but 8.4 per cent of landed value, as these 
are relatively low-value species. 

The volume of shellfish landings has increased during the last decade, partly in 
response to shifts in consumer demand . By landed value, the most important 
shellfish species to the fishery are lobster, scallop, shrimp and snow crab. The 
total Atlantic catch of shellfish has grown from 170,000 tonnes in 1982 to 
230,000 tonnes in 1992, with catches of lobster almost doubling in that time. 
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The current status and immediate prospects for shellfish stocks are relatively 
good . However, we must note that our capacity to predict is always low, 
given the uncertainties of what happens beneath the ocean surface. Never
theless , the biomass of most shellfish stocks is above their historical averages. 
Assuming average levels of future recruitment - that is, the rate at which 
immature creatures grow to a commercially desirable age - current levels 
of shellfish catches may be sustained in the next few years. Achieving this 
will reqUire prudent, responsible management in which fishermen themselves 
must play an important role. Regarding the major commercial success among 
shellfish - the lobster fishery - we must note that predictions of future 
stock status and catches are almost impossible, because so much depends 
on future spawning success. 

PelagiC stocks are generally healthy. They make up about one-quarter of the 
total volume of the Atlantic catch under normal conditions, but less than 
10 per cent of the total landed value. Between 1980 and 1990, annual landings 
averaged some 280,000 tonnes, reaching a peak of 423,000 tonnes in 1990. 
They dropped back to 269 ,000 tonnes in 1992. Catches of these pelagiC 
species - namely, herring, mackerel and cape lin - depend largely on global 
market demand. 

That leaves groundfish. We have already described the collapse of this resource , 
contrary to earlier predictions. As described in chapter 3, the Canadian catch 
of the 10 prinCipal cod and ground fish stocks traditionally accounted for about 
60 per cent of the total ground fish harvest. This catch has dropped from almost 
500,000 tonnes in 1988 to what probably will be less than 100,000 tonnes in 
1993 and a potential catch of 50,000 tonnes or less in 1994. 

The current status and future outlook of these stocks is extremely poor. Biomass 
levels are at an historical low and recruitment of juveniles into the commer
cial fishery has been very poor. There is no evidence of any foreseeable improve
ment in the status of most of these stocks, particularly northern cod. 

Two questions face us. How long will it take for these stocks to recover? And, 
what harvest levels can be expected in the future? 

We have neither the information nor the expertise to make detailed projec
tions, However, based on what scientists, fishermen and others have told us 
this much is clear: 

• recovery will take a long time - most of these stocks, especially 
northern cod, will require at least five to seven years; and, 
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• after recovery, catches generally will be substantially lower than those 
experienced in the 1980s. 

There are two main reasons for this: 

• Substantial recovery will take up to seven years because of the current 
biomass and age structure of these stocks. Previously, the age structure 
was reasonably evenly distributed . Now, there are gaps and anomalies. 
As the nature of cods sexual maturation necessitates that females be between 
five to seven years of age before they can reproduce, we can anticipate a 
new pattern of very short -term fertility cycles; and 

• We will not see in the near future high productivity of most ground fish 
stocks, because current ecolOgical trends all mitigate against rapid recovery 
and above-average productivity. 

Recent scientific surveys and analyses of the major ground fish stocks indi
cate a number of factors pointing to slow stock recovery and towards future 
catch levels. Among these are: 

• the spawning biomass of these stocks - that is, sexually mature fish of 
six or seven years of age and older - are either at their lowest-ever 
observed level or very close to it; 

• recent year-classes - the fish that hatch in any given year - have been 
very poor numerically, and thus, will contribute little to stock rebuilding; 

• poor recruitment to the fishery - that is, very low numbers of fish sur
viving to the age of four years, at which they are commercially harvestable; 

• slower growth of fish - the average weight of fish at a given age has 
declined substantially since the late 1970s - some 30 to 50 per cent among 
the various stocks - meaning that in future , Significantly greater num
bers of fish will be required to catch the same tonnage of fish as in the past 
The fact that the fish are smaller also limits their marketability; 

• current ecolOgical trends - including, changes in water temperature and 
salinity, and predator/prey relationships - mitigate against early stock 
recovery and a return to the high levels of productivity experienced in 
the early 1980s. 

Therefore, we estimate that the total ground fish catch, after the stocks recover, Future groundfish 

will be at least one-third lower than those experienced in the 1980s. Of course, catches will 

there will be differences in the potential recovery and catches of individual be lower 

stocks and fishing areas. 
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The total groundfish catch, five to 10 years from now, is likely to be about 
550,000 tonnes, of which cod may make up some 300,000 tonnes. However, 
it must be acknowledged that unforeseeable things may happen In the fishery, 
nothing is certain. 

We must therefore plan and adjust for future levels in the ground fish catch 
that will be considerably lower - at least one-third lower - than those 
experienced in the 1980s. This will have Significant implications for the 
harvesting and processing capacity of the industry, and in general for the 
industry's future viability. We therefore must plan for a reduction in both 
harvesting and processing capacity of about 40 to 50 per cent. 

The resulting challenge of adjustment will be most severe in the processing 
sector, which employs most of the people in the Atlantic fishing industry. 
Reducing processing capacity means redUCing the number of people in a 
more or less proportionate manner. However, redUCing harvesting capacity 
is largely a matter of reducing fishing power across all fleet sectors. This is 
a question of technology rather than people. 

Overcapacity in the industry has long been recognized. The 1982 Task Force 
on Atlantic Fisheries commented on the considerable overcapacity in both 
the harvesting and processing sectors. It attributed this to "undisciplined 
expansion" follOwing the 1977 extension of the limit of Canadian fisheries 
jurisdiction to 200 miles. The Kirby Task Force identified excess processing 
capacity as a major factor in the deep crisis of the processing sector. 
And this was during a time when the total ground fish catch was about 
750,000 tonnes, of which cod made up some 420,000 tonnes - compared 
with only 400,000 tonnes of ground fish including 180,000 tonnes of cod 
in 1992. 

There was already significant overcapacity when the ground fish resource 
base was about 90 per cent higher than it is today. 

We noted in chapter 4 that the 1982 Task Force thought the overcapacity prob
lem could be solved in part by the expanding projected harvest between 
1982 and 1987. It foresaw a 50 per cent increase in total groundfish catch, 
mostly through a 75 per cent increase in cod. It was wrong. Groundfish 
catches, especially cod, have declined by roughly the proportions they were 
projected to grow. At the same time, both harvesting and processing capacity 
have further expanded. 
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This increase in overcapacity was partly masked by the buoyant market 
between 1986 and 1988, but it is now the most fundamental structural prob
lem of the Atlantic fishing industry A 1990 study by the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans concluded that regardless of how capacity was mea
sured, "massive overcapacity exists in both the harvesting and processing 
sector in Atlantic Canada". While there were variations between different 
industry sectors and provinces, excess capacities of 50 per cent and more were 
found to be common in all sectors and regions. 

As part of our work, we commissioned a comprehensive review and analysis 
of the structure and performance of the Atlantic processing sector from 1981 
to 1990. Measuring overcapacity in terms of non-producing fixed assets
that is, buildings, machinery and equipment exceeding that required to 
handle normal production - this study estimated overcapacity at almost 
$200 million in 1991, or almost one-third of the industrys total fixed assets. 
It also concluded that the industry was reasonably profitable in only 
two years during the last decade. Our observation is that this is symptomatic 
of an industry that is oversupplied with a multiplicity of poorly financed 
commodity producers. 

The fishing industry itself has long recognized this overcapacity In 1989, 
an industry-led committee in Nova Scotia reported that the Scotia-Fundy 
inshore ground fish fleet - some 2,300 longliners and gillnetters, and 400 
draggers - had twice the capacity needed to harvest available ground fish 
resources. At that time there were another 1,000 inshore vessels licensed for 
ground fish , but harvesting other species, such as lobster. Were they to return 
to ground fish harvesting, the entire [leet would have four times the fishing 
power needed to harvest available ground fish. 

FollOwing the northern cod moratorium in 1992, a Newfoundland tripartite 
committee of industry, provincial and federal representatives concluded 
that even after a projected stock recovery in the late 1990s, the existing pro
cessing capacity would be far too great. (Current capacity includes some 
240 plants, 163 of them inshore ground fish plants, and 11 offshore plants.) 
The committee recommended a permanent reduction of the Newfoundland 
inshore processing capacity by at least 40 per cent. It was estimated that it would 
cost about $50 million to retire permanently 65 processing licences and plants. 

Clearly, harvesting and processing overcapacity within the Atlantic fishery must 
be reduced. This must be done in a way that brings better balance between 
resource availability and industry capacity 
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While, we did not consider detailed policies or programs to achieve this, we 
made the following observations: 

• Overcapacity is one of the fisherys most fundamental problems, which left 
unrectified will be fatal to the industrys viability; 

• Reduction of itself is insufficient - it must be strategic reduction to achieve 
an appropriate balance of harvesting and processing capacity; and, 

• Co-ordinated, collective action by industry and the two levels of government 
will be essential to effectively rationalize capacity. 

A method of harvesting capacity reduction proposed to us is the expanded 
use of individual quotas (IQs) and more specifically, individually transferable 
quotas (lTQs) where such management systems do not now exist. 

lTQs are harvesting entitlements to predetermined shares or quantities of a 
given stock quota , and can be traded for cash. Such a management regime 
means dividing the common gear sector or fleet quota into individual quotas 
assigned to specific boats or operators. In tum, these operators could assign 
them to others. 

Today, all fisheries in the Canadian offshore ate managed under some form 
of individual quota system. However, these are allocations to individual 
enterprises or companies, referred to as enterprise allocations (EAs), rather 
than individual boat quotas. Such allocations can be transferred on a tempo
rary basis, but not permanently. Individual quota systems - some involving 
permanent transferability, some not - also have been introduced in recent 
years in certain inshore fleets in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and on the Scotian 
Shelf. 

Regarding lTQs, we observed that: 

• individual quotas provide security of access to the resource, and are 
intended to offset the negative consequences of all-out competition for 
the stocks resulting in overcapitalization, poor quality, and glut landings; 

• certain economic benefits do accrue to individual operators or com
panies under such management systems in terms of savings in capital and 
operating costs, market advantages and planning; 

• no social consensus exists in their support; indeed , inshore ground
fish fishermen often blame those operating under individual quotas for 
destroying the resource, claiming they under-report, highgrade, discard 
and dump catches; 
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• wider use of unfettered ITQs may lead to dislocation of harvesting and pro
cessing activities, as quotas are transferred, thereby transferring work 
across communities and coastal areas; and, 

• under this system, quota enforcement may become complex, and therefore, 
more costly. 

Inevitably, ITQs are tied up with the question of open entry. That will be 
considered in the next chapter: Access to the Resource. Before turning to 
that, however, we should note the impact of resource supply and industry 
capacity on markets. 

Markets have been lost because of the resource crisis, the decrease in seafood Effects on Markets 

consumption, the increase in substitute species and more favourable prices 
of other food sources. These markets can be regained only through a coher-
ent, comprehensive and aggressive market development program. This must 
be based on continuity of supply, consistent quality and better "value for 
money" than competing seafood and other food sources. This will reqUire a 
dual strategy of cost reduction and value-added production. 

Value-added production can be achieved by increasing the volume of pro
cessing directed to individually quick frozen portions. Prices are higher for 
these products than, for example, cod blocks. 

Cost reductions are possible through better use of technology and lower unit 
processing costs. Knowledgeable and technologically competent workers 
will not want to work in an industry offering only subsistence incomes. There
fore, wage reductions are not the answer. However, industry consolidation 
can reduce unit overhead costs by increasing utilization rates . 
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TABLE 5.1 
Atlantic Coast 

Average Annual tcuulings 
1984-1988 
Volume 

Tonnes % $000 

757,835 62.1 363,315 
471,077 38.6 227,037 
286,758 23.5 136,278 

164,943 13.5 418,913 
35,869 2.9 227,250 

129,074 10.6 191,663 

297,009 24.4 71,970 
206,083 16.9 34,274 

90,926 7.56 37,696 

1,219,787 100.0 854,198 

Atlantic Coast twu'illgs: 1992 

Volume 

Tonnes % $000 

455,098 47.7 309,307 
185 ,577 19.5 149,535 
269,521 28.2 159,772 

230.044 24,1 571,292 
40,554 4.2 306,632 

189,490 19.9 264,660 

268,598 28.2 62,294 
208,827 2l.9 26,533 

59,771 6.3 35,761 

953,740 100.0 942,893 

SOURCE: Department of fisheries and Oceans' Calch and Effon Dala. 

Value 

% 

42.6 
26.6 
16.0 

49.0 
26.6 
22.4 

8.4 
4.0 
4.4 

100.0 

Value 

% 

32.8 
15.9 
16.9 

60.6 
32 .5 
28 .1 

6.6 
2.8 
3.8 

100.0 

NOTE: Landings figures are always greater lhan quola calch figurs as lhey also include harvesl of non-regulaled 
species. 
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Access to the Resource 

Controlling access to the resource is fundamental to a soundly managed, Controlling access 

renewed fishery. Conservation, viability of fishing enterprises, and adequate is fundamental 

and stable incomes for individuals are all related to it. It may seem to fly in 
the face of the traditional "right to fish", but the current state of the Atlantic 
fishery is all too powerful a witness to the fact that the fishery requires care-
ful, knowledgeable management, and that such management is impossible 
if the right to fish is absolute. 

Current control of access to the resource, especially groundfish, is not par
ticularly effective, although elements of the machinery of control - per
sonal registration of fishermen, species licensing, vessel registration -
are in place. Existing provisions fail, especially in the inshore and midshore 
fisheries. While they control, to some extent, the number of fishing enter
prises, they cannot control the number of vessels or fishermen entering the 
industry. Nor can they limit the actual harvesting power brought to bear on 
the resource. Fishing enterprises can, at will , increase a vessel's harvesting 
capacity through superior equipment, and the number and capacity of 
fishing gear used. 

We should note that the concern of the Task Force is primarily with access, Access not 

rather than allocation. Controlling access means control over the total fishing allocation 

effort or total impact on the resource. This involves the regulation and con-
trol of who can fish, the gear and vessels used, and the species or stocks 
fished by area and season. Allocation refers to who gets how much. 

Under the current system of commercial fisheries licensing, the most basic Current licensing 

fonn of access is conferred by the personal fisherman's registration - an system 

annual licence. Registration as a part-time fisherman is open to almost any-
one who wants it. Anyone who works as crew or as a part-time fishennan 
during two consecutive years can seek registration as a full-time fisherman, 
and will receive that status almost automatically. An individual may be 
Similarly qualified for a species licence if one is available. 
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A species licence confers the right to fish for one of the "limited entry" species 
harvested under federal jurisdiction, of which the 14 major ones are: cod, 
flounder, redfish, herring, mackerel, capelin , lobster, crab, shrimp, scallops, 
squid, salmon, tuna and swordfish . A species licence is not a permanent 
privilege, and does not confer a proprietary right to fish . However, in practice, 
it is often treated this way In principle , licences are not transferable, although 
the Minister may reissue a licence from an existing holder to a new one sub
ject to certain conditions. Nevertheless , the fact remains that fishermen like 
many others in the Canadian economy conduct an unofficial traffic in licences. 

Vessel registration requirements are that every vessel used in a commercial 
fishery must be registered annually in the name of one licence holder. 
However, registered fishing vessels are not necessarily active in the fishery, 
although they may enter at any given time . 

In sum, the deficiencies of the current system are: 

• open entry to the fishery - since anyone 16 years or older can acquire 
a commercial fisherman's registration; 

• lack of effective differentiation between bona fide profeSSional fishermen 
and those with only a marginal interest, including those who fish primarily 
to qualify for UI; 

• individuals can enter and leave the fishery at will, without regard to impact 
on the resource or on those who permanently depend on harvesting it; 

• a limited entry species licensing system that has operated inconsistently 
and ineffectively, and therefore failed to limit entry; and, 

• the system by which access to full-time status and limited entry species 
licences may be acquired other than through demonstrated competence 
and experience in the fishery. 

Overcoming Dealing with these problems will involve at least three things: controlling access 
inadequacies in at the enterprise level; removing virtually automatic progression in the licensing 
the current system system; and revising vessel registration. 

Controlling the number of enterprises, especially in the traditional ground
fish sector, would limit individual participation to the level required for the 
successful operations of duly licensed enterprises active at any given time. 
People would rotate into and out of the fishery as a function of actual opera
ting requirements, rather than on the basis of more personal objectives only 
tenuously related to the fishery. 
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Removing virtually automatic progression entails setting standards of quali
fication, and is the point at which professionalization of fishermen can be 
addressed. At present, two years as a crewman or part-time fisherman qual
ifies an individual almost automatically for a species licence if one is avail
able, regardless of any other qualification or experience - or lack thereof. 
Requiring specific qualifications is a step towards ensuring that the resource 
is professionally, responsibly and knowledgeably harvested and managed . 

Revising the vessel registration system would mean ensuring that the real 
owner/operators of commercial fishing vessels are identified, verified and 
positioned to receive the benefits and privileges conferred by the licence . 
Many currently registered vessels clearly do not fish commercially. A revised 
system would allow inactive vessels, or vessels whose primary function is 
not commercial fishing, to be culled from the registry. This would help elimi
nate latent overcapacity It also would ensure that the registry is a meaning
ful information base, rather than the current undifferentiated mixture of 
working vessels, recreational vessels, occasionally used vessels, and those 
that will probably never be used in the fishery again. 

Such an entry control system would go far to reserve the commercial fishery 
to those whose primary involvement is full-time commercial fishing. Casual 
or recreational licences might be established in some areas to permit fishing 
for strictly personal use , with bag limits or other controls, to meet the needs 
of those whose interest in the fishery is not that of full-time employment. Such 
licensees would not be eligible for fishery support programs. However, 
providing them with these licences would meet some of the expectations 
associated with traditional access to the fishery. 

The collapse of the ground fish resource forces us to recognize that the right Technological 

to fish is not and cannot be absolute. It also forces us to face up to the question assault on the 

of stabilizing the technolOgical assault on the resource. Traditional methods of resource 

specifying vessel size and gear type, coupled with quotas and a limit on the 
number of enterprises , may have been adequate in the past. However, there 
is no limit on the other technology an enterprise can use to locate and catch 
fish . In the past, relatively inefficient equipment ensured that more fish got 
away than were ever caught. Tomorrows fishery will demand a responsible 
and professional approach to the harvesting of fish . In tum, that will demand 
a responsible use of appropriate technology. 

What we cannot countenance ever again is the kind of decision making History should 

that looks on the fishery not as a complex industry based on a finite and not repeat itself 
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fluctuating resource , but as the employer of last resort. The Task Force is all 
too aware of the history of the fishery, and the kind of thinking exemplified 
by - to take just one example - the granting of lobster licences to miners 
thrown onto the job market because a mine had closed. This is an inappro
priate use of the resource, defying any logic in access or allocation. 

We have noted that histonc access to or participation in harvesting fish stocks 
has long been an underlying pnnciple in the allocation of Atlantic fishery 
resources among different user groups. Some recognition of this historic 
access - once the stocks have recovered - is essential. 

The Task Force believes that coastal regions and communities with a strong 
histonc role in the development and exploitation of certain fish stocks should 
have some form of pnority access to those stocks once they have recovered. 
For example, this would mean that the traditional fixed-gear, inshore sector, 
long dependent on northern cod , should continue to have pnonty access 
to this stock once that resource has recovered. However, there will still need to 
be an adjustment in the number of people and fishing enterpnses. 

PIionty access to cod, flounder and redfish stocks on the southern Grand Banks 
should be accorded to the offshore sector that has histoncally had access to 
these resources. The same general pnnciple - recognizing histonc access 
in future allocations - should also be applied to ground fish stocks on 
the Scotian Shelf and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The question of access to 
the resource is quite separate from the harvesting technology employed. The 
communities on the south coast of Newfoundland as well as many of those 
in Nova Scotia traditionally fished these stocks in times before modem tech
nology. This hiStory should be recognized in allocations in the future . 

Reallocation of the resource has been a constant theme among those seeking 
to redress the problems of the Atlantic fishery. Too often it has been seen as 
the answer to resource declines, industry overcapacity or both . The 
Newfoundland government in its consultation document "Changing Tides" 
stated the case against reallocation among fleet sectors as: 

" ... Those resources on which the small boat sector has traditionally 
depended should continue to be allocated on a pnority basis to this 
fleet sector. Similarly the large vessel sector should continue to have 
pnonty access to those stocks in which it has histoncally been the 
pnncipal participant." 
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The current resource crisis will not be solved , nor will the chronic over
capacity in the harvesting sector, by taking one fleet sector's allocation and 
giving it to another (leet sector. 

Beyond the issues of allocation among fleet sectors, there is the linkage 
between coastal areas and the resources upon which they have traditionally 
relied. Sometimes, what are presented as fleet sector or gear technology issues 
are really demands from one coastal area to have resources reallocated to 

them from another. This is no way to decide the future of coastal areas and 
the resources upon which they have traditionally relied. 

Governments must establish and properly administer fair and equitable 
public policies. That responsibility includes explaining why some measure 
is not being taken even though it might command public support, like the 
possible reallocations of groundfish resources among coastal areas. In any case, 
governments must maintain the link between coastal communities and the 
resources upon which they have traditionally relied. 

Meaningful steps towards industry-government co-management of the 
resource would be welcome. For example, in the past fishennen and processors 
have asked for trip limits on crab, to extend the season and avoid a race for 
the fish. The result would have been better quality, and a better pack mix, 
instead of excessive overtime and a reduced calendar period of employment. 
If opening and closing dates could be set by agreement between the Depart
ment of Fisheries and Oceans and a consensus of harvesters and processors 
on a regional basis, with particular attention to the seasonal aspects of mar
keting, the benefits would include higher quality product, improved catch 
rates and a better operating season for harvesters as well as processors. 

Such an approach also would contribute towards providing better "continuity 
of supply" to the processing sector. Having access to a continuous supply of 
high quality raw material is fundamental to the long-term success of any 
manufactUring enterprise. It allows assets to be used effectively, a reliable 
workforce to be retained, markets to be served, debt service requirements to 
be met, and adequate returns on investment to be realized. 

Discontinuity of raw material supply is a long-standing problem for the pro
cessing sector of the Atlantic fishing industry, and particularly for processors 
depending largely or entirely on inshore supplies . This problem has been 
greatly exacerbated by the widespread collapse of the ground fish resource. 
At this time, many plants, whether they depend on inshore or offshore 
supplies of fish, face severe problems of access to raw material supplies 
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The main factors contributing towards continuity or discontinuity of supply 
are nature, economics and government regulation. Nature - biolOgical and 
climatic factors - plays a major role in the seasonality of fish landings , 
although there also is considerable seasonality caused by fisheries manage
ment and regulation . The major economic factors include overcapacity and 
the resulting intensive competition among fish buyers which have led to a 
supply-driven processing sector. All these factors are reinforced by government 
regulation such as the relatively open entry to the processing sector, manage
ment of individual fishing seasons, and regulatory constraints on the industry 

Improving supply continuity in the processing sector would involve some 
fundamental changes in the way the industry is structured and managed. 
Chiefly among these are reduction in the excess capacity of the processi.ng 
sector; restriction on entry into the processing sector, including strict control 
on so-called 'suitcase buyers' which adversely affect established processors 
in parts of the Maritimes; and changes i.n certain management practices 
and regulations. 
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Professionalization 
of Fishermen 

Fishermen have taken the lead in moving forward to professional status; that Fishermen have 

is, the recognition by society as well as fishermen that they represent a body taken the lead 

of skill and knowledge that can be shared , developed and passed on. Where 
organizations of full-time, experienced fishermen exist in the Atlantic fishery, 
they have recognized and advanced the cause of professionalization in 
discussions over several years. 

Fishermens groups realize that in a modem fishery, there must be controlled 
access to the resource and efficient management of the fishery. They know 
that this can only happen when fishermen have equal status with any other 
profeSSional groups in society as experienced, knowledgeable professionals 
whose standing is recognized . They also realize that, without this status , the 
tendency will remain to look upon the fishery as the employer of last resort , 
open to anyone, valued not for its productive contribution but as a gateway 
to ur benefits. 

Many elements are common to most professional groups in Canada. These 
usually include: 

• an organization representing members' interests, liaising with govern
ments or the market , undertaking marketing and promotion, and devel
oping training programs for new entrants and for members wanting to 
upgrade their skills and knowledge ; 

• input to establishing certification standards and entrance requirements; 
• influence on the prices received for their products or services, and in 

many cases, their own income security programs; 
• formal involvement in the formulation of policy and in management and 

regulation of their industry or sector; and, 
• a corresponding degree of social respect or status in acknowledge

ment of their membership in a professional group with recognized skills, 
expertise , standards and responsibilities. 
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Professionalization Throughout the industrialized world, fishing is becoming more profession-
of the fishing alized . Fishermen are increasingly recognized as professionals wi.th specific 
industry skills and expertise. Modern equipment for navigation, fish finding and har-
internationally vesting has made fishing a technically sophisticated industry, both inshore 

and offshore. Consumer demand continues to grow for a high quality product, 
and standards for food handling and quality control are becoming more and 
more stringent. Fish is no longer a food but a valuable commodity, and fisher
men and fish plant workers must work to correspondingly high standards. 

The definition 

of a professional 

fisherman 

Against this background, we are faced wi.th the reality that in Canadas Atlantic 
fishery, there are effectively no profeSSional standards or training require
ments. Any 16-year-old can become certified as a part-time fisherman upon 
payment of a nominal fee. It is entirely possible to go from being a complete 
novice to owner/operator of a fishing vessel wi.thout ever taking a course 
or passing a competency test. It is possible such an ovmer/operator could 
sail - if suffiCiently foolhardy - wi.th a crew who were duly registered 
fishermen, but were neither competent mariners nor fishermen, nor had 
ever been on board a boat. 

In pointing out the need for profeSSional status in their industry, fishermen 
see as benefits: improved levels of income; improved stability of income and 
employment; stronger fishermen 's organizations; greater involvement in the 
management of the fishery; and more generally, the benefits flowi.ng from 
improved status in society. 

These benefits are no~ at the expense of the society at large. The wi.der public 
interest also may be served by other benefits of professionalization and orga
nization. These include: enhc::nced information exchange between fisher
men and government; greater compliance wi.th industry standards and regu
lations; and a better balance between the resource and the harvesting capacity. 
Fishermen are aware that their counterparts in agriculture have benefitted 
not just from publicly subsidized agricultural colleges and other educational 
programs going back many decades, but from the collective strength that is 
based in their industry organizations. 

What is a professional fisherman? Broadly speaking, a professional fisher
man is someone who is experienced, highly skilled and well trained in the 
fishing sector. This individual is a vessel owner/operator or is a steady crew 
member who fishes for the full season , and depends on fishing for his liveli
hood and future . The profeSSional fisherman is involved in the management 
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and development of the fishery through fishermen's organizations. He is 
respected by his peers and the general public as an accredited member of a 
profeSSional group. 

The advantages of a profeSSional fishing workforce have not eluded Canada's Professionalization 

main fish exporting rivals and trade partners. Our review of the industry in in other countries 

Iceland, Norway, the United Kingdom and New Zealand shows that they 
are undertaking professionalization initiatives for their fishermen and plant 
workers. Their primary focus is to improve the quality of their products and 
the effiCiency of their operations. They see professionalization as a major 
factor in remaining competitive. 

For example, the Norwegian Fishermens Association is the recognized, legal 
representative of the harvesting sector, independently funded by a levy on 
the sale of members' fish. No Significant policies or regulations affecting the 
industry are considered by government Mthout the Associations knowledge 
and approval. It negotiates important employment and income benefits for 
Norwegian fishermen. 

The United Kingdom also has established fishermens organizations in its 
fishery, resulting in an innovative system of co-management and market 
development. This system optimizes distribution of available quota Mthin a 
given region, facilitates distribution of resources among communities and pro
vides opportunities for involvement in regulation and enforcement. Such a 
management regime increases awareness and accountability among fishermen ; 
and involves them in quality assurance. 

The productive core of Canadas Atlantic fishing community are de facto pro
fessionals already, and should be recognized as such. These individuals are 
the full-time fishermen who catch and land most of the fish, and take stew
ardship of the resource most seriously. However, in an increasingly techni
cally complex and economically competitive world , there is a limit to what 
can be done through self-training and self-education, and to conveying skills 
only through on-the-job instruction. And, self-training, even when most 
conSCientiously undertaken, inevitably means uneven training across the 
workforce . This is what our partners and competitors have realized. 

Among the identified results of professionalization are Significant improve- Common threads of 

ments in the conservation, management, enforcement, data acquisition, qual- professionalization 

ity control , health and safety, and marketing aspects of the industry Fur-
thermore, Mth professionalization, fishermen assume greater responsibility 
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for the protection of the resource. Self regulation or co-management through 
professional organizations represents a shift in management responsibility and 
control. Professionalization is essential if our proposed changes to registra
tion and licensing are to go into effect. Ultimately, it contributes to the crea
tion of a self-sustaining, viable fishery that benefits fishermen, coastal 
communities and the society at large. 

As previously noted, fishermen's organizations in various regions of Atlantic 
Canada already have begun work on professionalization, and discussions 
with government on the development of professionalization criteria and 
standards have been ongOing for some time. In Quebec, a number of regional 
fishing associations have formed the Alliance des pecheurs professionnels 
du Quebec (APPQ). Following two years of consultations, APPQ has proposed 
a certification system as part of professionalization and training. Also , the 
Alliance was instrumental in the establishment of new provincial legislation 
permitting fishermen's groups to form marketing boards that manage the 
interface between fishermen and processors. 

In Newfoundland , the Fishermen, Food, and Allied Workers union (FFAW) 
has developed a comprehensive certification and training system. It was based 
on consultations in more than 100 community meetings, involving more than 
4,000 fishermen and the majority of enterprises. This system was ratified 
by some 4 ,400 fishermen . It proposes four levels of accreditation: New 
Entrant, Level I, Level II, and Master Fisherman. Existing bona fide fishermen 
would be "grand fathered", but encouraged to upgrade their skills, as many 
have already done . New entrants would have to meet required standards of 
competency before partiCipating in the fishery Training for inshore fishermen 
would meet Coast Guard Standards. 

From the work done by Atlantic fishermen's organizations and from looking at 
what has been done in other countries, it seems clear that a professionalization 
program has four major elements: organization; education and training pro
gram; certification and registration reqUirements; and a co-ordination function. 

Where a province-wide certified fishermen's organization exists - as in 
Newfound-land - it should be recognized as the appropriate focal point for 
professionalization. Where none exists, the creation of self-directed , finanCially 
independent fishermen's organizations should be a priority. In those provinces 
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where there are more than one regional or separate gear sector organization, 
these groups should be assisted in the formation of provincial umbrella orga
nizations to act as the main body dealing with professionalization. 

Fishermen's organizations should develop and implement programs for Education and 

training new entrants. These programs should upgrade the knowledge and training 

skills of bona fide fishermen , provide continuing education for fishermen, 
and train staff to educate and train fishermen. 

Education and training programs for fishermen must be linked to certifica- Certification and 

tion and registration requirements based on criteria for professional com- Registration 

petence and experience. Such certification and registration ultimately should 
determine access to fishery resources through licensing and allocations. As 
well , it should limit access to government services and programs by targeting 
them to certified fishermen and fishing enterprises. 

Fishermen's organizations also may co-ordinate income and benefit pro- Co-ordination 

grams for fishermen. This will ensure that these programs are properly 
designed and administered to meet the needs of fishermen . 

Professionalization cannot be imposed. It requires the full understanding of Goals of 

and broadly based acceptance by fishermen. For this reason, fishermen's professionalization 

organizations ought to play the lead role in any program of pro fessionalization , 
while governments' role should be to facilitate and support such programs. 
Fishermen's organizations could be especially important in countering the 
factors working against professionalization. Among these are: a tradition of 
open access to the fishery; a lack of familiarity with conservation and environ-
mental issues; the perceived threat of any educational or training requirements; 
and , in some places, a distrust of collective action or opposition to the estab-
lishment of professional organizations. In fact , the lack of organization among 
fishermen is probably a Significant obstacle to the establishment of any 
professionalization program 

Professionalization will mean restricting access to the fishery: this must be 
expliCitly acknowledged from the beginning. As we mentioned in the pre
vious chapter, there must be provisions to look after the legitimate interests 
of part-time and marginal participants. These may include special classes of 
licences for casual or recreational use , where and when appropriate . 
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With strong professional organizations, it will be possible for fishermen to 
participate actively in conservation policies and programs that will reduce 
and remove excessive pressure on the resource. Also, it will be possible for 
them to be central players in any program to reduce excess capacity in the 
various fleets affected by the ground fish crisis. In general, professionalization 
will enhance the dignity of fishermen . Through organizations, fishermen will 
be empowered: they will have a voice , a status, and a recognized strategic 
role in all aspects of the management and development of this important 
industry The search for an equilibrium between the people and the resource 
requires well-organized professional fishermen. 
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Reforming the 
Income Support System 

Reviewing the income support system for those who fish the Atlantic resource The need to 

is at the heart of the Task Force's mandate. Our objectives were twofold: to reform the 

propose a more effective supplementation of income; and, to propose a existing system 

means of greater income stabilization. To this end, we reviewed a wide range 
of policy and program options. Our conclusion is that the best way to reform 
the income support system for the fishery is through improvements to the 
current unemployment insurance system, complemented by certain stabi-
lization options Improvements to UI should include a more precisely tar-
geted system, better incentives both to encourage productive activity and 
discourage distortions or misuse, and a reporting system that will lead to a 
credible, consistent data base as part of better management of the fishery. 

Unemployment insurance is an important fact of life for many workers in the 
Atlantic fishery. However, the system is confused and inappropriate; that is, 
it sometimes penalizes those who put the most effort into the fishery, while 
rewarding others whose relationship with the fishery barely exists. In large 
measure, this has arisen because the program - both in general form and 
as Fishermen's UI- has failed to meet the special and changing needs of the 
fishery workers themselves. Reform is long overdue. 

A fisherman has access to three forms of Ul: regular, seasonal Fishermen's UI Types of 

and year-round Fishermen's Ul. Regular UI is available to wage-earning fisher- UI available to 

men, and Fishermen's UI to ovmer/operators, skippers, and co-adventurers. fishermen 

Regular UI is the kind available to most wage-earning Canadians. It is 
available to those fishery workers who are paid wages, such as plant workers 
and trawlermen on offshore trawlers. Traditionally, fishermen have been 
co-adventurers; that is , they provide their labour in exchange for a share in 
both the catch and the risk, rather than for a wage. However, this is changing. 
As the capital cost for vessels and equipment rises, or the ability to pay wages 
increases , the tendency is for vessel owners to hire crew rather than take 
on sharemen. 
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Seasonal Fishermen's VI is the most commonly used benefit. Usually, the 
owner/operator, partners and others sharing in the catch will receive bene
fits between November 1 and May 15 for work done during the previous 
March 31 to November 1 qualifying period. To qualify, a recipient must have 
had at least 10 weeks of insured employment, six of them from fishing; and 
there are various ways of calculating the benefit depending on a number of 
factors. The most a reCipient can obtain is 27 weeks at 57 per cent of insured 
earnings. 

Year-round Fishermen's VI is rarely used because most activity in the Atlantic 
fishery is seasonal, and regular UI provides more flexible coverage for the year
round worker. In 1990, benefits under year-round Fishermens UI amounted 
to about .5 per cent of total fishing benefit payments. 

The separate UI program for self-employed fishermen was created in 1956 
to provide for the speCial circumstances of fishermen that set them apart 
from most Canadian workers. First, co-adventurers are considered to be self
employed because they are paid a share of the catch instead of a wage; and 
as self-employed they are not eligible for Regular Ul. Yet the reasons for 
excluding the self-employed from Regular UI do not apply to co-adventurers. 
They do not decide how long or how often the enterprise operates, nor can 
they lay themselves off. Second, fishermens earnings are interrupted by fac
tors over which they have no control: the length of the fishing season, and 
vagaries of weather, ice conditions or catch failure. Third, fishermen tend to 

work in areas where alternative employment opportunities are few and 
incomes are low. 

Unfortunately, the uniqueness of the fisherman 's situation is not reOected in 
Fishermen's Ul. The program is not speCifically targeted to fishermen , nor 
tailored to how they work. Fishermen's UI defines a fisherma~ as a self
employed person engaged in making or handling a catch, rather than as an 
employee or sportsman. It defines a catch as "any natural product or by
product of the sea or any other body of water, caught or taken by a crew". 

Handling or making the catch, besides the obvious elements, also may include 
loading, unloading, transporting, or curing the catch . In addition, it may 
involve preparing, repairing, dismantling or laying up the vessel or gear and, 
vessel construction. The catch is measured as the value paid by the buyer. The 
catch and its participants are recorded at the time of delivery, based on an 
oral or written declaration by whoever makes the delivery to the buyer or 
his agent. Thus, a "fisherman", for the purposes of Fishermens UI , need not 
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be a registered fisherman. He need never have been on a boat, let alone have 
been a professional fisherman. Such provisions attract the participation in the 
fishery of some whose attachment is marginal, and who participate only to 
receive benefits. 

One of the features that Regular UI and Fishermen's UI have in common is 
the concept of the insurable week. This is based on the peculiar notion that 
fishermen work a regular work week. Above all, fishermens incomes are 
affected by the quantity and price of the resource. Even when fishermen 
are attempting to fish full time, the concept of insurable weeks does not take 
into account the way fishermen have to work given the constraints on their 
harvesting activity. Therefore, the patterns of work may be distorted in an 
effort to conform to the insurable week concept and maximize potential bene
fits. Fishermen may elect to go out fishing even when they know it will not 
profit their enterprise, just to ensure the crew can claim insurable earnings 
for that week. Alternatively, they may report the timing or value of a catch 
so as to maximize insurable earnings in a given week 

There is also the matter of the seasons. Benefits are normally paid on the 
basis of a winter or a summer fishing season. In either case, there is a quali
fying period - the fishing season - and a benefit period , during which the 
recipient receives benefits based on earnings from the fishing season. The quali
fying period begins six weeks before the end of the benefit period, and dur
ing this overlap the fisherman can fish (and accumulate insurable earnings) 
or not fish (and go on collecting benefits). During the benefit period, fisher
men can earn up to 25 per cent of benefits on a weekly basis without penalty. 
Beyond that, the earnings are deducted from benefits, on a dollar-for
dollar basis. 

However, it is noteworthy that seasons as specified under Fishermens UI do 
not necessarily correspond closely with the actual fishing seasons. These 
vary considerably by region , depending on species and gear type, and may 
change from year to year. There may be long gaps between the end of the 
fishermans actual season and the beginning of the benefit period, and during 
this time, the fisherman may have no income at all. As well, a fisherman 
may be discouraged from fishing during the benefit period, since he risks 
lOSing benefits and cannot claim the earnings as insurable . Therefore, the 
benefit period and the qualifying period should be adjusted to accommodate 
the fishing seasons that fishermen actually work, and to encourage them to 
work during these seasons. 
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Finally, Fishermens Ullacks a key stabilization feature, in that it provides a 
stabilizing element during the off-season, but not for poor seasons. 

The lack of fit between statute and reality is no doubt a factor in fishermens 
increasing use of Regular Ul. In 1981 , about 10 per cent of harvesters in the 
Atlantic fishery worked for wages. This had risen to about 25 per cent in 
1990. The composition of UI benefits has followed a similar pattern. This 
shift to wage-earning has been generally true in all provinces except 
Newfoundland where by 1990, the figure remained at about 10 per cent, not 
including offshore trawlermen. Nova Scotia was at about 20 per cent , Prince 
Edward Island and Quebec at 34 per cent, and New Brunswick - largely 
because of its aquaculture industry - at 52 per cent. 

From a vessel owner's point of view, it may be advantageous to pay a wage 
if he: 

• is in a relatively well-paying fishery such as lobster, where sharing the 
risk is less to his benefit; 

• owns an enterprise in which he alone has a considerable investment, so 
he alone receives the return on the investment; or, 

• is part of a family business, so that wages paid to family members will 
offset potential losses if the catch is of low value. 

From the point of view of the crew member, a wage reduces his risk - he 
will be paid regardless of the catch - and provides access to Regular UI 
benefits. 

Another factor favouring wages is that actual fishing seasons have been short 
in recent years. When the season is very short, a fisherman may receive from 
Regular UI benefits that are both more timely - the recipient is eligible as 
soon as that employment is interrupted - and probably last longer. Therefore, 
some fishermen have changed their working arrangements through incor
porations or leases to qualify for better coverage, at least temporarily, from 
Regular Ul. 

What all this tells us is that Fishermens UI, as currently structured, no longer 
meets the needs of fishermen in a Significant number of cases. Its reform is 
long overdue. It has no meaningful definition of a professional fisherman 
and it is not flexible enough to meet the reality of the constraints facing the 
way the fishermen have to operate, and cannot deal with stabilization in any 
substantive way. As it cannot meet changing circumstances, and Fishermen's 
UI needs to be changed. 
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The shortcomings of Fishermens UI have not escaped the attention of those 
who have previously examined the Atlantic fishery. Various task forces and 
commissions have examined this question during the past 24 years. Essentially, 
they have all recommended that Fishermen's UI be phased out or simply 
abolished, and replaced with some other program or combination of programs. 
Nevertheless, none of them established clearly that the alternatives they 
proposed would in fact overcome the problems of the existing system. 

For example, an earned income supplement or a production bonus have 
been suggested as ways to encourage more fishing effort for low income fisher
men. However, such programs could end up forcing smaller enterprises to 
make unnecessary capital investments or pressuring governments for boat 
and gear subsidies so that fishermen could have a better chance of receiving 
maximum benefits. On the other hand, removing Fishermens UI in favour 
of an untested substitute seems a dubious strategy. That previous recom
mendations have not been implemented suggests what the Task Force believes: 
a renewed, inVigorated Fishermen's UI, suitably supplemented by other 
programs, is the most effective solution. 

• We believe that the fundamental concept of Fishermens UI - to provide 
income support during seasonal interruptions of work - is sound. Further, 
we think it can be modified to improve its capaCity to provide stabiliza
tion . Much can be done within the existing program, and we have some 
recommendations. 

A renewed Fishermens UI would address two major objectives: to target the The objectives 

program to full-time, professional fishermen; and, to tailor program design of a new system 

to the manner in which fishermen actually work. At present, UI criteria for 
eligibility are in no way co-ordmated with the Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans' registration and licenSing system. For this reason , benefits may go 
to people for whom Fishermens UI was never intended. Furthermore, as 
we have earlier discussed, the definition of sufficient fishing effort during 
the season is very imprecise and therefore, must be re-examined. 

Thus, eligibility for Fishermen's UI should be tied to status as a registered, 
professional fisherman. This status is determined at the start of the season 
through the licenSing and registration system and through a calculation of 
Significant effort made during the fishing season, based on actual participation 

This approach would restrict Fishermens UI to profeSSionals registered to fish, 
either as a skipper with an active species or vessel licence - who also would 
be the deSignated seller of the catch - or as a partner or shareman, with 
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where necessary adequate provision for replacement workers. Under this 
system, crew working for wages would continue to be eligible for Regular Ul. 
These benefits also may be available to some of those on the margins of the 
fishery including land-based workers such as baiters, on-shore harvesters 
such as clam diggers , and aquaculture workers. 

The concept of the designated seller is new. It reflects our belief that the 
point at which the catch is sold is critical to recording accurately what was 
caught when and by whom, and to whom it was sold and for what. The 
existing system is inadequate and cannot meet the needs of the fishery of 
the future . 

When it comes to eligibility based on fishing effort , this might be determined 
based on two factors - minimum seasonal income, and minimum time spent 
fishing in the season. Minimum seasonal income could be set quite low, in the 
$2,500 to $5,000 range, in line with the reality that fishermen (especially 
young ones and women) deal with daily. 

An analysis of the distribution of gross fishing income by age group and gen
der across the fishery suggests that an initial minimum income requirement 
of $2 ,500 to $5 ,000 would affect a substantial number of people. We con
sidered recommending a higher minimum, but then realized that even at 
$2 ,500, it puts fishermen at a relative disadvantage as compared with other 
workers in low-paid, minimum wage occupations and seasonal work. If the 
lower minimum was adopted , it could be increased gradually, from ti.me to 
time as circumstances warrant , in pre-established $500 increments. 

Minimum time spent fishing in season would make certain that a low sea
son income was not for want of trying. In addition , it would ensure that 
those who harvest a catch of parti.cularly high value also face a meaningful 
standard of fishing effort. The standard might best be determined as a mini
mum number of landings of a certain minimum value over a period of 10 weeks, 
rather than the current six. Balancing these two factors would help ensure 
that genUine effort and commitment would secure a suitable income sup
plement, while eliminating at least some of the problems that have crept 
into the existing system. 

Creating a more stringent effort requirement must go hand-in-hand with a 
system allowing fishermen to be eligible for UI if their season is cut short due 
to catch failure . 
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We propose that the "insurable week" be replaced with a measure of fishing Replacing the 

effort based on the fishermans season. To do this: "insurable week" 

• Insurable earnings would be calculated over the entire season, rather than 
from week to week. 

• Every dollar earned, up to a maximum equivalent to the maximum in the 
current program, would count toward insurable earnings. 

• Fishermen would no longer be penalized if their earnings fluctuated from 
week to week, nor would they have to distort their activities to fit a weekly 
pattern. 

• Maximum benefit would not exceed the maximum under the current 
program. 

• Fishermen would not have to shorten their season to preserve average 
insurable earnings. 

• Benefits would be based on insured earnings up to the present Fishermens 
Ul maximum, divided by 10 and multiplied by .57. 

Currently, the fixed qualifying and benefit periods mean fishermen may not 
receive benefits when their season has really ended. Those continuing to fish 
are penalized: they cannot count earnings as insurable, but lose benefits if they 
earn income from fishing. Therefore, we propose flexible qualifying and b 
enefit periods, patterned after fishermen's actual seasons under which: 

• the benefit period would be extended by four weeks at each end, and 
each fisherman given the option to receive off-season benefits earlier or 
later, or spread over a longer period; 

• any income from fishing during the benefit period would count as insur
able towards the next season in order to encourage off-season fishing; and , 

• fishermen could earn up to 25 per cent of total seasonal benefits from 
off-season fishing before their benefits were reduced. 

Fishermen's Ul has never recognized the problems posed by the variability 
of incomes in the industry. There is more variability in fishery income than 
in any other sector of the Canadian economy. This is true across all fisheries 
and all incomes. And it hits fishermen hard; because often their incomes are 
low, and because more than one family member may be affected. 

Fishermen's ur provides stabilization when work is interrupted for seasonal 
reasons, but not for other reasons, such as ice or catch failure during the 
fishing season. 
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A remedy for this would be to add to Fishermen's UI a system of credits 
reflecting fishing effort. Under this system: 

• full-time, professional fishermen eligible for seasonal fishing benefits could 
accumulate credits based on their earnings from the past several seasons; 

• these credits could then be counted towards their insurable earnings when 
catch failure occurred, or when the season was shortened because of ice 
conditions or weather; 

• each year, fishermen could accumulate credits equal to a portion of their 
season's earnings (for example, one-tenth) , up to a yearly maximum. To 
illustrate, if a season's earnings were $17 ,000 in a year, then the credits 
accumulated might be 1,700. After five years of earning $17,000 in each 
year, a fisherman could have accumulated 8,500 credits; 

• each credit would count as a dollar of insurable earnings if catch failure 
was deemed to have occurred. The shortfall in the fishermans actual insur
able earnings during a bad year could be made up by drawing on the 
credits earned from previous years; 

• there would be a cap set on the total number of credits accumulated . This 
would be enough to make up the shortfall in insurable earnings for about 
three consecutive years of poor earnings due to catch failure. It would 
take fishermen at least five good years of fishing - probably more - to 
achieve this maximum; 

• a catch failure would be announced when landings in a certain area 
declined Significantly below their long-run average; 

• those who worked on enterprises that relied on the failed species could 
draw on their past credits to increase their seasons insurable earnings; 
and, 

• those who worked on enterprises with multi-species licences could draw 
a portion of their past credits, depending on how important the failed 
species had been in previous years' catches. 

This would provide an incentive to fish beyond the minimum needed to 
qualify for off-season benefits. Also, there would be an incentive to report 
accurately all insurable earnings. Program savings would occur because cur
rent ad hoc programs used to overcome catch failure - which are numerous, 
costly, and of little benefit to professional fishermen - would be replaced by 
this stabilization measure applying only to full-time, professional fishermen. 

A Fisherman's As noted earlier, enterprises often operate on the most slender of margins. 
Enlerprise Savings When revenues fluctuate from season to season, owners may not cover their 
Accounl costs and thus , lose their enterprises entirely. In fact , fishermen face many 
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of the same problems as farmers, yet do not have anything like the programs 
that provide stability to the Canadian agricultural sector. After all, farmers 
and fishermen both harvest a natural resource to provide food. They both face 
fluctuations in prices and out -put that result from changes in international 
markets, climate and other natural forces. Cyclical patterns for both vary 
conSiderably, depending on what they harvest, where they work and what 
technology they use . Yet where farmers have for years benefitted from such 
programs as crop insurance, dairy subsidies, various stabilization acts, the 
Gross Revenue Insurance Program (GRIP) and so on, the fishery has been left 
to a combination of U[ and a succession of unsatisfactory ad hoc programs. 

We have benefitted by considering the recent improvements in government 
income stabilization plans that have long strengthened the agricultural sec
tor, particularly the farmers' Net Income Stabilization Account (NISA) and 
GRIP Under NISA, a personal account is created for each farmer where a 
portion of his net sales is deposited (and matched by government contri
butions) when his gross margins are above average. The farmer can draw on 
this account when his gross margins are below average. GRIP provides farmers 
with a guaranteed minimum revenue for the crops they insure, based on the long
run price and yield for each crop they plant. Governments contribute the lion's 
share of the premiums. 

In addition to the amendments suggested to the UI programs , we propose 
here, that there be further discussion with the fishing industry regarding 
two stabilization programs that are similar to the farmers ' NISA and GRIP pro
grams: a Fishermans Enterprise Savings Account, and an Enterprise Catch 
Insurance Program. Like the farmers programs, the fishermens programs 
would deliver assistance to individual enterprises. 

A Fishermans Enterprise Savings Account would be created for individual 
enterprise owners. It could be drawn on when an enterprises net income 
fell below a long-term average. The account would have a tax treatment simi
lar to a Registered Retirement Saving's Plan (RRSP) and might have special 
savings-incentive features. In relatively good times, an enterprise owner 
would build up savings reflecting the size and success of the enterprise. 
These would be drawn upon in time of need, up to the difference between 
current and long-run average net income. 

Under the account, contributions would be subject to an annual maximum, 
with each enterprises account having a maximum total amount. This maximum 
total should be sufficient to stabilize incomes for about three consecutive 
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years of catch failure. Income drawn from the fund would be taxable. The 
enterprise owner would have the option to draw less than the maximum. The 
future balance would be his upon retirement, and so he would be likely to 
draw on the fund only in times of genuine necessity. 

Crew members also might benefit from individual savings accounts, each in 
the members own name. Similarly, their accounts would have tax advan
tages and savings incentive features, enabling them to draw on the accounts 
when their income fell below a long-term average, and allowing them to 
draw the accumulated accounts at retirement. In savings plans for crew mem
bers, the maximum contributions and payouts would be based on individual 
income, rather than the cost and earnings make-up of enterprises. 

An Enterprise Catch Insurance Program would be analogous to the GRIP 
To this end, insurance would vary by species, depending on long-term aver
age landings and the historic moving average price for each species. As well, 
owners would pay premiums based on the landings they wished to insure, 
and government would contribute, as it does to crop insurance . 

This program would have to be phased in over a number of years, so that 
information on an enterprises long-term performance could be established. 
Agricultural programs were based on many years of solid data - on yields, 
pay-outs, income levels and income variability - crucial to the development 
of a realistic cost and pay-out structure. 

The success of this insurance program will depend on the long-term par
ticipation of enterprise owners, and the willingness and ability to pay pre
miums. However, just as crop insurance has helped to stabilize Canadian 
farming, this program will provide a measure of stability to the even more 
risky occupation of fishing. We feel a pilot project would make an effective 
start for this program. 

Much of this chapter of our report has dealt with the special needs of those 
in the harvesting side of the fishery. However, fish plant employees face simi
lar problems, in that their work is seasonal, and their earnings are typically 
low and uncertain. They fall under the Regular UI system, to which we 
propose a change, to be evaluated through a three-year pilot project. 

The major problem with UI for fish plant workers is that the insurable week 
system creates disincentives for employees to work the full season and accept 
all work offered to them. The reason is that employees have no incentive to 
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work for more than 15 hours a week (the "small" week) unless they can be 
sure of working a fu1l40-hour week (the "big" week), because they risk low
ering their potential ur benefit. This leads to high absenteeism and high 
turnover, with inevitable loss of productivity. 

• Our proposal, which is consistent with our proposal for Fishermen's 
Ul, is that employees be insured on the basis of hours worked during the 
season, rather than the insured week. 

By eliminating the penalty associated with small weeks, this approach would 
encourage employees to work longer, and to accept brief work assignments 
when supply is intermittent. Plants will be able to better organize the work
force, and thus achieve higher productivity. With a more committed 
workforce, employers would have more incentive to invest in training schemes. 
With a more productive workforce, the Ul paid out for each plant would 
probably decline. 

This change for plant workers within the Regular Ul system should be evalu
ated with a three-year pilot project within a deSignated Atlantic fish plant or 
plants. Such a pilot project would not only lay the groundwork for improve
ments to income support for fish plant workers, it may indicate improvements 
for all seasonal workers covered under the regular Ul system. 

Central to the improvements proposed in this and previous chapters of our Creating a central 

report is the creation of a single, verifiable information source on the fishery. infonnation 

Our work as a Task Force has been greatly frustrated by the absence of such source 

an information base . It is very obvious that our problems have been no more 
than a minor reflection of the daily difficulty of managing the fishery when 
the agenCies responsible cannot even agree on something as basic as how 
many fishermen are active in the fishery. Besides considerable data gaps, the 
current situation is characterized by anomalies and inconsistencies arising 
from the multiplicity of data and reponing systems used by different agenCies 
for different purposes. An integrated registration and reporting system is essen-
tial if our other proposals are to succeed in their objectives. It would serve: 

• fishermen - for their financial, employment and transaction records; 
• buyers - for their records of input costs and source deductions; 
• the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, - to manage the resource, 

license fishermen and develop professionalization programs; 
• Employment and Immigration Canada, to determine Ul eligibility, estimate 

program costs and develop new programs; and, 
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• the Department of National Revenue, for taxation and to determine for Ul 
purposes what is insurable work. 

This central information source could be a fish landings registry This would 
record all transactions between fishermen and buyers: landings, fish prices, 
income and employment. The process for recording information would link 
the registration at the beginning of the season and the transactions between 
registered fishermen and buyers as the season progresses. 

1. Fishermen would register at the beginning of the season as part of an 
enterprise, including the name of the deSignated seller for each enterprise. 

2. During the season, the names of replacement workers would be regis
tered as part of an enterprise, and the names of those leaving the fishery 
also recorded . 

3. Skippers would record shaJing arrangements at the beginning of the season, 
and make any changes as they occurred. 

4. Landings would be recorded by volume and value for each enterprise, 
the record of transaction to be Signed by the person responsible for direct 
payments to crew. 

5. At the end of the season , a summary of income and activity for each enter
prise would be completed by the Registry, to form the basis for deter
mining insurable income and for taxation purposes. This information 
would be held on a strictly confidential basis. 

Our recommendations and their impacts are summed up in the table that 
follows. 

Finally, we must repeat noth;ug less than full co-operation between both 
levels of government , and among departments of government at both levels, 
will make this long-term strategy work. 

These proposals will go far to provide income stability and support for those 
who work in the Atlantic fishery. They will be better for professional fisher
men and for those with a long-term commitment to the processing industry. 
They will make for a better, less expensive system. 

However, they will not deal with the social and economic consequences of 
the resource collapse now devastating Newfoundland , and certain areas in 
the Maritimes and Quebec. And to that we must now turn. 
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Recommended Changes in Fishennen's VI 

PROGRAM CHANGES IMPACTS 

1. Target to full-time professional 
a) register at beginning of the • eliminates those who do not actually 

season with a licensed vessel participate in the fishery 
b) base eligibility on fishing effort 

• minimum income requirement • eliminates those who do not actually 
participate in the fishery 

• minimum time requirement • eliminates those who have only 
marginal output 

• eliminates those who make only a 
marginal effort 

2. Tailor the program the way • insurable earnings and benefits , 
fishermen work a better reflection of income 
a) base earnings on the entire • encourages productive fishing effort 

fishing season 
b) extend benefit period · eliminates design features that 

encourage misuse 
c) count earnings during entire year • paral1els the fishing season more closely, 

as insurable without increasing program cost 
• al10w fishermen to earn up to • encourages fishing in the off-season 

25 per cent of total benefits before when it is profitable, without increasing 
benefits reduced program cost 

3. Stabilize through UI by allowing • stabilizes income during catch failure 
fishermen to accumulate credits • targets catch failure programs to the 

professional fisherman 

· replaces ad hoc programs with a 
systematic one (program savings) 

4. Integrate the registration and · helps to target programs to professional 
reporting systems fishermen 

· eliminates cost and duplication of 
reporting 

• defines a target population for 
stabilization programs and the data 
for their effective administration 

· helps to coordinate policies among 
departments 

• ensures consistency and accuracy of data 
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For Further Discussion with Industry 

PROGRAM CHANGES IMPACTS 

1. Stabilize outside VI 
a) Fishennans Enterprise Saving · helps fishermen to "manage" their own 

Account stabilization programs, with the added 
incentives that the program savings would 

be their own 
b) Enterprise Catch Insurance • addresses the problems of variability 

Program in individual enterprise landings 
• can be patterned after existing 

agricultural programs 
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A Great Destruction 

The last resort has failed. The fishery can no longer carry its traditional bur
den. This reality is faced daily by the hundreds of communities . Over
whelmingly, they are small , remote and isolated and depend on Canada's 
Atlantic ground fish fishery. 

If you are an unemployed fishery worker anywhere in Atlantic Canada, you 
have a serious problem. If you live in a community anywhere in Atlantic 
Canada that is partially dependent on the groundfish fishery, such as south
western Nova Scotia or northeastern New Brunswick, your community has 
a serious problem. If you live in a coastal area such as Quebec's lower north 
shore or the eastern shore of Nova Scotia, where the whole coastal region is 
primarily dependent on groundfish, there is a real crisis. This crisis is really 
compounded, more serious and more threatening, if you live in a province 
like Newfoundland, where virtually all of the fishing communities are almost 
entirely dependent on the groundfish fishery. 

Governments have a responsibility towards affected individuals to help them 
adjust to the calamity of losing their livelihood. Governments have a respon
sibility towards fishery-dependent communities to help them adjust. This is 
true throughout Atlantic Canada, but particularly in those coastal regions 
primarily dependent on ground fish. There is a further responsibility to the 
people of Newfoundland and Labrador to help them - as the society most 
dramatically affected - to adjust to the disastrous economic and social 
consequences to their province of the resource crisis. 

For those coastal areas so affected in Atlantic Canada, the Task Force is rnaking 
recommendations that will help shape the fishery of the future . However, 
as we have noted elsewhere in this report, it will take a minimum of five to 
seven years, perhaps longer in the case of Newfoundland and Labrador, for 
this resource to be rebuilt. In the interim, the vast majority of fishermen and 
plant workers in these coastal communities will have very little opportunity 
for continuing work. 
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The full impact of what is happening, while it is being felt by those indi
viduals and communities directly affected, is not yet fully understood by the 
society. It is not just the people in the industry who will grieve for the loss 
of the fishery, but the whole community - be it Canso, La Tabatiere, or Burgeo. 
It is more than the loss of Jobs. It is more than the closure of single-industry 
towns. It is a fear that whole coastal areas will be wiped out. 

Aside from a few larger centres , in most of these ground fish-dependent 
coastal regions, every community depends on the fishery. In Newfoundland, 
the dependence is staggering. Virtually every community depends on the 
fishery. There are three pulp and paper towns: Comer Brook, Grand Falls and 
Stephenville. There is one mining town: Labrador City. There is one town 
based on hydroelectricity: Churchill Falls. There are a handful of small 
farming communities, like Cod roy, and there are several administrative and 
business centres, like St. Johns and Gander. Almost all of the other 700 com
munities in the province depend directly on the fishery. Indirectly, even the 
administrative and business centres depend on the fishery, as they exist in 
large measure to provide services to the fishery-dependent communities. The 
loss of the groundfish fishery, for a period of years , can trigger the collapse of 
whole coastal areas in Atlantic Canada. For Newfoundland, this could threaten 
the whole economic and social structure of the province. 

The significance of the fishery for Newfoundland can be highlighted by the 
follOwing: 

• almost every fourth person in the goods prodUCing sector relied on the 
fishery for employment; 

• when viewed from the manufacturing sector, every second person was 
engaged in fish processing - which is now virtually wiped out; 

• if a calamity of similar magnitude befell Ontario's manufacturing indus
tries, some 800 ,000 people would lose their jobs. In Newfoundland , 
almost 16 per cent of the total workforce depends on the fishery for some 
or all of its income, compared with 2.6 per cent of the total workforce in 
Ontario working in the auto industry; 

• in 1988, harvesting and processing in the fishery provided some or all 
employment income to about 48,000 people - which generated a total 
income (including U1) of approximately $700 million; 

• in 1994, 1995 and beyond, much of this purchaSing power - sustaining 
thousands of families in several hundred communities along coastal 
areas - will be severely reduced; 
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• as a result , the majority of these people and their families will suffer 
substantial income losses; 

• the cumulative effects should not be taken lightly - the multiplier effect 
will reverberate through an already weak economy where the official 
unemployment rate hovers around 20 per cent ; 

• Hibernia cannot be viewed as a Significant offset to these devastating prob
lems in the fishery - it cannot absorb those currently unemployed , nor 
those confronting unemployment in the fishery; 

• if no compensatory measures are taken, large and small fishery-dependent 
communities face economic and social collapse; 

• the precipitous decline in fishery-related investment and expenditures 
(processing equipment, new trawlers, boats , repairs and maintenance) 
already is being felt in the province's service sector; 

• the substantial direct loss in income also will affect consumption expen
ditures and therefore retail trade's financial viability and employment in 
this sector; 

• government revenues will decline in response to the direct and indirect 
effects emanating from the fishery collapse; 

• concurrently, expenditures will rise as people who exhaust UI receive 
social assistance. These expenditures have reached an estimated 
$180 million in fiscal year 1992/1993 for the province as a whole; and, 

• clearly, net population loss will occur as people seek jobs elsewhere resulting 
in negative effects on the provincial economy and the government revenue 
base. 

The magnitude of the devastation of the collapse of the resource is clearly most Atlantic-wide 

pronounced in Newfoundland. While this will require a very special approach fisheries crisis 

to Newfoundland's society as a whole, it should in no way distract attention 
from what is, in many parts of Atlantic Canada, a similar crisis for those indi-
viduals and communities involved. What is true of Newfoundland and the 
assistance it needs also applies in varying degrees to the other provinces. 

Provincial revenues will fall, with the impact varying according to the depen
dence on groundfish. Provincial governments will face greater demands with 
fewer resources. In the case of Newfoundland, this will be even more Significant. 
In these circumstances, governments which have already accepted severe 
budget cuts will be faced with the prospect of also reducing the most 
fundamental services. Under such conditions , even the basic health and 
education of the people will be in jeopardy 
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Of particular concern will be the varying ability of the provincial govern
ments to maintain the necessary social infrastructure such as schools that will 
provide adequate opportunities for the people in coastal regions to achieve 
the appropriate levels of education. Young people, and others seeking to 
upgrade their skills, will lose hope if they are unable to prepare themselves 
for whatever employment there may be in their own region or elsewhere. 
Nothing is more important to the future of the region - let alone the 
fishery - than the ability to educate people . Yet that is precisely what 
provincial governments may be less able to do. 

Already, educational achievement varies widely throughout the region. The 
crisis in the fishery will worsen this. People in coastal regions often live in 
small , remote communities and already have high levels of unemployment 
coupled with generally low levels of educational achievement . These people 
and these communities will be hardest hit. There has to be special assistance 
to enable provincial governments to provide educational opportunities in 
order to break the cycle of high unemployment and low incomes. Otherwise, 
historic problems will be exacerbated. 

We should not tolerate the myth that people who are chronically unem
ployed need little education. Fewer jobs are open today to the unskilled. 
Using the fishery once more as the employer of last resort will just accelerate 
this futile, vicious cycle of unemployment and low incomes. We are surely 
beyond the stage of believing that those who live in remote communities 
somehow need less than urban dwellers. 

We must develop a different attitude to the value of education. If people are 
out of work, if they have low skills, low educational values, they will see little 
point in upgrading skills in the absence of alternative employment. "Retraining 
for what?" has been a constant refrain in our work, and we have not heard a 
satisfactory answer. However, globally, the economic history of the past half cen
tury has shown that those economies which do best are those that invest in their 
people, and regard them as their most valuable resource. This is just as true in 
Canadas Atlantic region as elsewhere. Nevertheless, if people upgrade their skills 
and are still jobless, if they cannot get work despite their willingness to move 
to get it, the impact on others will be crushing. Unless rewarded, improving 
literacy and numeracy, training for new employment, willingness to seek work 
elsewhere will be seen as meaningless, and add despair to the cycle. 

Many people in the fishing industry today question the need for training. 
Many are attending literacy and numeracy training in an environment which 
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they find sometimes hostile and threatening. There is a resentment already 
building among fishermen and plant workers towards those from outside 
their ranks who often appear to be preaching or talking down to them. 

We feel it worth noting that special emphasis must be given to community
based adult education . There must be meaningful participation by the plant 
workers and fishermen in this process. Professionals, whether they be deliv
erers of government programs or instructors and teachers in conventional insti
tutions, should not feel threatened by a new emphasis on community-based 
adult education. They should respect that where people have their own orga
nizations, such as fishermen's organizations, trade unions and co-operatives, 
that these may be more suitable vehicles for introdUCing the relatively new 
concept of peer training. They should perceive that people will respect edu
cation more where it is practical, and comes from those they trust. And, 
where education is respected, the society as a whole benefits. 

This has already been done in some parts of Atlantic Canada and elsewhere 
in the country, by organizations accountable to their own members. This type 
of approach involves local people in similar circumstances taking a leadership 
role. It is the kind of creativity and ingenuity needed if we are to make a 
quantum leap in bringing about a change in the level of education in the adult 
population. More importantly, it is intrinsic to bringing about a lasting, long
term change in the society's value of education . 

We also note the importance of the people of the coastal regions having ade
quate opponunities for higher education, either at universities or community 
colleges. Historically, this has varied among individuals, communities and 
provinces. However, people of lower income and less historic attachment to 
education generally will face greater obstacles, particularly when they live in 
small or remote communities. 

Higher education in Newfoundland has relatively shallow roots. The province 
did not have a degree-granting institution until the late 1940s. While Memorial 
University of Newfoundland is now the largest university in Atlantic Canada, 
it has the smallest endowment. In contrast, Nova Scotia has a long hiStory of 
post-secondary education, with many distinguished colleges and universities. 

Partly as a result of insufficient funding, admission standards and fees have 
been raised throughout Atlantic Canada. For those in smaller communities 
and those returning to school hoping to pursue new career opportunities, 
this could not happen at a worse time. When admission needs to be more 
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open, it is becoming more closed. When those with disadvantages most need 
opportunities to overcome them, those opportunities will increasingly 
be denied to them. The same can be said for community colleges. SpeCial 
assistance is needed to arrest and reverse this. 

The Task Force believes that the federal governments elIon to increase economic 
opportunities for Atlantic Canadians requires targeting certain sectors for 
special attention. Post-secondary education and the opponunity to get that 
education are fundamental requirements in building a long-term strategy of 
social and economic adjustment. This is a requirement generally for all coastal 
regions affected by the fishery crisis. It is of even greater significance in 
Newfoundland and Labrador because of the tremendous numbers of people 
and communities affected. Such a plan of assistance would mean that uni
versities or institutions benefitting from such help would have a speCial 
responsibility to develop and implement an affirmative action plan for the edu
cationally and economically less advantaged. Such a program would continue 
beyond the entry level 

Education is critically important, but it is not the only fundamental service 
provided by provincial governments. The same is true of health and social 
welfare. As with education, the scale of the problem is vastly beyond the 
financial ability of the provincial authorities to meet. They need national 
help. In an imponantsense, the crisis in the Atlantic fishery is a graphic demon
stration of the stresses to which Canada is subject. The job of rebuilding 
Canada's Atlantic coastal economy and society goes well beyond the terms 
of reference of our Task Force. However, our recommendations must be seen 
within and must contribute to this vastly larger goal. 

This much is clear: the social and economic consequences of the groundfish 
failure are a challenge to be met, a burden to be borne, for the entire nation : 
not merely by the victims. Our concern, compassion and ingenuity will be 
needed to rescue and reconstruct the economy of Canada's Atlantic coastal 
regions , especially in Newfoundland. Whether we speak of Bonavista 
or Canso, we must face up to the need for special assistance to communities 
faCing very bleak prospects. 

What is happening to Atlantic Canada's coastal communities is much more 
than the loss of some manufacturing plants or the closure of some mines. The 
extraordinary and in some ways unprecedented resource collapse consti
tutes a potentially fatal threat to the whole fabric of coastal society, especially 
those dependent on ground fish. 
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Coping with this is a challenge that will test the strength of the Atlantic fishing 
community More than that, it will take the political will and help of the nation 
as a whole to rescue and reconstruct the economy of the Atlantic fishery In 
Newfoundland, the threat is greater than just to coastal communities: it is 
to the province and the society as a whole. We need concerted action . We 
need today's equivalent of a Marshall Plan. 

Prospects in the Atlantic region have not always been bleak. Newfoundland's 
entrance into Confederation was a time of great hope. The 200-mile economic 
limit in 1977 gave great hope to the fishery, albeit perhaps unrealistic opti
mism. However, the 200-mile limit or even the accession to Confederation 
were not enough in themselves: they needed further action. The talented 
and resilient citizens of the coastal communities deserve to be a productive 
part of Canada:S future. In the end, the result will be not merely a healthy, 
sustainable Atlantic fishery providing a decent living to those working in it, 
but an important step towards completing Confederation. 
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Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

As a Task Force. we have intensively studied the problems and potential of 
the Atlantic fishery to provide decent, more stable and secure incomes to 
fishennen and plant workers, and to support commercially viable harvesting 
and processing enterprises. \Ve have commissioned research where needed 
and we have consulted with fishermen's and processors' organizations, and 
provincial governments, throughout Atlantic Canada and Quebec. Based on 
this, we make the follOwing recommendations: 

1. A renewed fishing industry must be sustainable both ecologically 
and commercially. Harvesting and processing capacity should be 
balanced within the sustainable limits of the rebuilt resources. 

2. The Department of Fisheries and Oceans should set for the Atlantic 
fishery clear policy objectives and institute management measures 
that give explicit priority to ecological and commercial sustainability 
for both the harvesting and processing sectors. This means recog
nizing that the department's mandate extends beyond conservation. 

3. Social and economic adjustment must accompany renewal of the 
fishing industry, both for affected individuals and communities. As 
well, special measures will be needed for Newfoundland and Labrador, 
given the more widespread, serious impact of the groundfish resource 
crisis in that province. 

4. Federal and provincial governments must provide immediate income 
assistance to fishermen and plant workers who have lost a signifi
cant part of their incomes as a result of the resource crisis in the 
Atlantic groundfish fishery. This should continue until adequate mea
sures are in place for fishing industry renewal and related social and 
economic adjustment. 

5. Federal and provincial governments should agree on a joint, compre
hensive strategy by no later than May 15, 1994, to address fishing 
industry renewal and related social and economic adjustment. This 
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strategy should be an integral part of a broad plan of concerted 
action to reconstruct Canada's Atlantic coastal economy. If, on the 
renewal of the fishing industry, agreement on a joint strategy cannot be 
reached , then each government should act within its jurisdiction. 

6. Federal and provincial governments should reduce and balance 
harvesting and processing capacity through an integrated plan. 
Reliance solely on existing ad hoc measures would have serious negative 
consequences. 

7. After consultation with the industry, policies and criteria for reduc
tion in harvesting and processing capacity should be established 
by the federal and provincial governments. Fishing industry renewal 
boards should be established jOintly by the federal and provincial 
governments to apply these policies and criteria in individual cases. 
These boards should be composed of experienced, knowledgeable per
sons, induding people from the fishing industry They should operate 
at arm's length from governments and industry. Given the dimensions 
of the fishery crisis in Newfoundland, it should have a separate board 
from the Maritimes and Quebec. 

8. Renewal boards should make their decisions concerning capacity 
reduction in 1994. This will allow affected individuals and com
munities the earliest opportunity to make decisions for their future . 
Interim income assistance win have to continue for many persons until 
these decisions c::-e made. Decisions on capacity reduction must not be 
delayed until resources rebuild. 

9. Harvesting and processing capacity should be matched for each 
coastal area to the sustainable limit of the rebuilt resources upon 
which that coastal area has traditionally relied. Examples of this are 
the reliance of the northeast coast of Newfoundland and the coast of 
Labrador on northern cod and the reliance of the Gaspe, northeastern 
New Brunswick and other areas on the ground fish stocks. 

10. Reduction in harvesting capacity should be balanced among fleet 
sectors. A mixed fishery should be maintained involving inshore, mid
shore and offshore fleets . Resource reallocation among fleet sectors should 
not be seen as a solution to overcapacity in any given fleet sector. 
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11. Reduction in harvesting capacity should be through licence retire
ment and licence buy-outs for inshore and midshore fleets. Where 
appropriate, these should involve both fixed-gear and mobile-gear opera
tors. To the extent possible, they should be agreed upon through local 
adjustment committees organized by individual fleet sectors. 

12. A scientific and technical review of harvesting technology should be 
an urgent priority. It should pay particular attention to current and 
emerging techniques, and their probable impacts on the resource and on 
enterprise viability 

13. Reduction in processing capacity should be through plant con
solidations and licence buy-outs. When possible, consolidations and 
buy-outs should be agreed upon regionally among plant owners. 

14. The future fishery should include both year-round and seasonal 
plants. Seasonal plants should be regionally centred , ideally operating 
at least 20 weeks a year once the resource is rebuilt, processing a variety 
of species, and able to produce for speCialized markets. 

15. While resources are rebuilding, some means should be found to 
maintain the infrastructure and skills of the workforce for plants 
and vessels which are not decommissioned and are expected to con
tinue in the fishery. If programs of assistance for this are required, 
as will be the case for areas hardest hit by the ground fish crisis, 
consideration should be given to having these administered through 
the fishing industry renewal boards. 

16. As resources rebuild, harvesting and processing capacity should 
not be increased. Utilization rates of designated operations should 
be increased instead. 

17. Federal and provincial governments, using the Plant Workers' 
Adjustment Program as a model, should provide for early retire
ment of plant workers aged 50 years and older who have a long 
work history in the fishery but who have little opportunity to remain 
in it. This program also should apply to those eligible plant workers in 
plants that may remain open as part of the consolidation of capacity 
in a given area . 
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18. Federal and provincial governments, using the Northern Cod 
Adjustment and Recovery Program (NCARP) as a model, should 
provide for the early retirement of fishermen aged 50 years and 
older who have a long work history in the fishery. 

19. Federal and provincial governments should ensure that training 
opportunities are available to affected fishermen and plant workers. 
This training should accompany income and mobility assistance and 
include professional skills [or those continuing in the fishing industry 
and skills [or alternative employment. Participating in such training 
must be mandatory for all workers receiving income support, subject 
to appropriate and limited "grandfathering". 

20. The Task Force recognizes that basic literacy and numeracy training 
is essential to the long-term adjustment process. We recommend 
that wherever possible, this training should be community based, 
using existing institutions such as fishermen's organizations, 
co-operatives and trade unions. 

21. Fishermen's organizations, unions representing plant workers, and 
processors' organizations should be full partners in the delivery of 
adjustment services, based on the experience in the Canadian Steel 
Trade and Employment Congress. 

22. Both levels of government should give priority to the development 
of an affirmative action program to provide greater opportunities 
for the people of small, coastal communities and those with low 
incomes to have better access to post-secondary education. Such an 
initiative would be a recognition that these people have [ewer opportu
nities to gain access to post-secondary education than Canadians living 
in larger centres and having higher incomes. 

23. Women's role as the binding force in the fishing community will be 
essential to the adjustment process. Their participation in that pro
cess should be specifically recognized and planned in any adjustment 
program, using existing fisheries organizations wherever possible. 

24. Governments should explore vigorously various possibilities for 
the creation of new economic opportunities for the fishing indus
try. Among these are diversification through aquaculture develop
ment and joint venture arrangements by fishermen's groups and 
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other industry organizations in the transfer of Canadian fishing 
technology and expertise to developing countries. 

25. Planning for a renewed fishery should be based upon ground fish 
catches of a rebuilt resource that will be considerably lower - over
all at least one-third lower - than those in the 1980s. 

26. Harvesting and processing capacity, reduced to sustainable levels, 
should be maintained at those levels to prevent the repeated growth 
of overcapacity. Governments should set in place a suitable manage
ment mechanism to keep capacity at a level consistent with sustainable 
fishery practices. 

27. The number of fishing enterprises in any given fishery should be 
strictly limited to sustainable levels and should not increase. No 
additional limited entry licences should be issued. If exploratory or 
developmental permits are issued, they should be given only to estab
lished enterprises licensed to harvest fish. 

28. All gear types should be put under limited entry licences. This should 
include handlining and jigging. Provisions should be made for a very 
limited recreational fishery 

29. Access to fishermen-targeted programs should be limited to those 
actively engaged in the harvesting sector or established fishing enter
prises. This would include, among other things, Fishermen's UI. 
New entrants to the fishery, if properly registered, would be deemed 
professional fishermen. 

30. Only vessels actively engaged in the fishery should be registered as 
commercial fishing vessels. Latent overcapacity should be eliminated. 

31. Professionalization of fishermen is essential to the fishery of the 
future. The federal government should proceed to implement an 
appropriate professionalization policy, recognizing the primary role 
of fishermen's organizations in leading this exercise. 

32. Professionalization should provide for certification and registration 
of professional fishermen according to standards that will be estab
lished relating to competence, experience and attachment to 
the fishery. This program also should require training for new 
entrants to the fishery. 
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33. Fishermen's VI must be maintained and improved. It is an important 
income stabilization and supplementation measure that will continue 
to be needed . 

34. Fishermen's VI must target benefits only to those actively working 
in the harvesting sector who meet minimum requirements of income 
and effort. 

35. The "insurable week" should be replaced by a measure of fishing 
effort based on the fishing season. Insurable earnings should be cal
culated over the entire season , rather than week to week. This will 
encourage fishing on the shoulders of the season, which the insurable 
week system now discourages. 

36. Fishermen should have the option to spread benefits over a period 
starting up to four weeks earlier and ending up to four weeks later 
than at present, or some combination of the two. However, the maxi
mum benefit obtained would not exceed the current maximum. The 
purpose of this feature is to parallel the actual fishing season more closely 
without increasing program costs. 

37. Fishermen should be able to earn up to 25 per cent of total bene
fits from off-season fishing. This will avoid discouraging fishermen 
from fishing during off-seasons. 

38. Fishermen's income from off-season fishing should be counted as 
insurable benefits up to a maximum of 25 per cent. This is intended 
to encourage productive fishing effort. 

39. Fishermen should be able to accumulate benefit credits in good 
years, to increase the income stabilization effect of Fishermen's VI. 
Benefit credits could be drawn on to increase that seasons insurable 
earnings when a catch failure is declared by the Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans. This would encourage productive fishing activity and accu
rate reporting of all insurable earnings. It also would obviate the need 
for ad hoc programs currently in place to address catch failures. 

40. Two programs for income stabilization, outside Fishermen's VI but 
complementing it, should be put forward by government for 
discussion with the industry. 
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(a) The first - which we recommend be established immediately -
should be a Fisherman's Enterprise Savings Account. This would 
be similar to a farmer's Net Income Stabilization Account , with rules 
for contributions and withdrawals tailored to the incomes of fishing 
enterprises. An enterprise owner could contribute to his fund from 
the season~ earnings. These contributions would earn interest in the 
account, which might have special savings-incentive features. The 
accumulated contributions and interest could be drawn on when 
income fell below an average level , based on the needs of each enter
prise . Tax treatment of contributions to, accumulation in, and with
drawals from the account would be similar to that for a Registered 
Retirement Saving~ Plan. Individual fishermen could set up similar 
accounts for themselves, with contribution levels reflecting their 
income. 

(b) The second program would be an Enterprise Catch Insurance 
Program, similar to the farmer~ Gross Revenue Insurance Program. 
This could be introduced after further consultations with fishermen~ 
organizations , and would take some years to introduce. Insurance 
would vary by species, depend on long-term average landings of an 
enterprise, and take into account the historic moving average price 
for the species. Alternatively, benchmarks by type of enterprise could 
be used to phase in the program. Enterprise owners would pay pre
miums based on the landings they want to insure. The federal gov
ernment would contribute, as it does for crop insurance. IntrodUCing 
this by way of a pilot project should be considered. 

41. Changes should be made to unemployment insurance to eliminate 
disincentives that now exist for fish plant workers covered by 
Regular Ul. Plant workers should be insured based on hours worked 
during the season, rather than insurable weeks. This will encourage 
work effort during short weeks and in the shoulders of the season, and 
encourage plant productivity. A pilot project could be tried within an 
appropriate Atlantic fish plant. 

42. An integrated registration and reporting system for landings, income 
and employment should be established. It would serve: 

• fishermen , for their financial, employment and transaction records; 
• buyers, for their records of input costs and source deductions; 
• the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, to help manage the resource , 

licence fishermen and develop professionalization programs; 
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• Employment and Immigration Canada, to determine 01 eligibility, 
estimate program costs and develop new programs; and 

• the Department of National Revenue, for taxation and form the basis 
for determining insurable income. 

The central information source should be a "Fish Landings Registry" 
which will record in strict confidence all transactions between 
fishermen and buyers. 

We want to conclude our report by noting the need for maximum co-operation 
and compassion in making the adjustments that are necessary to move 
towards the Atlantic fishery of the future. 

While we believe that our recommendations are not only sound but essential, 
we also recognize that they will be in many cases painful. Delay or failure to 
co-operate by governments and others responsible for implementing these 
recommendations only will make things worse. 

Many of those hardest hit in the Atlantic fishery live in remote communities, 
far from services and without the range of opportunities that most Canadians 
take for granted. Their living is often sparse, their occupation is always 
demanding and their work sometimes dangerous. They have contributed 
much to Canadian society in the past and can do so in future . In their time 
of extreme need, they should not be remote from our help. 
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NR-HQ-92-023E For Immediate Release 

March 23, 1992 

Fishery Incomes and Adjustment to be Studied 

OTTAWA .. John C. Crosbie, Minister of Fisheries and Oceans and Minister for the Atlantic 
Canada Opportunities Agency and Bernard Valcourt, Minister of Employment and Immigration, 
today announced the membership and terms of reference of the Task Force on Incomes and 
Adjustment in the Atlantic Fishery 

The six-member group, selected for its broad fisheries, legal and business expertise, will be 
chaired by Richard Cashin, President of the Newfoundland Fishermen, Food and Allied Workers 
Union. Other members are: 

Bruce Chapman, President of the Fisheries Association of Newfoundland and Labrador; 

Real Chiasson, president de l'Association cooperative des pecheurs de l'Ile Limitee; 

Peter Darby, Chairman, Labour Relations Board (Nova Scotia) and Professor, Faculty 
of Law, Dalhousie University: 

Donald Savoie, who holds the Clement-Cormier Chair at the Universite de Moncton; 

Fran\=ois Poulin, directeur general de l'Alliance des pecheurs commerciaux du Quebec. 

The task force will report to both Ministers. The Government of Canada has set aside $45 million 
to test task force proposals for pilot projects in selected Atlantic communities. 

"We are asking the task force to advise on the continued supply of the resource, the future sta
bility and profitability of the industry, the achievement of stable and adequate incomes for those 
who make a living in the fishery, and alternative training, employment and other adjustment 
possibilities," Mr. Crosbie said. 
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"This follows work which the federal government began in 1990 with the $584 million Atlantic 
Fisheries Adjustment Program," added Mr. Valcourt. "It expresses our continued commitment 
to the long-term competitiveness and viability of the Atlantic fishery" 

The group will do its work in two stages. In phase one, it will be expected to provide and interim 
assessment on the state of the resource, the industry and those employed in it. 

In the second phase, it will prepare a set of final recommendations for an adjustment strategy, and 
propose communities in Atlantic Canada in which to test this strategy through pilot projects. 

The government will seek the cooperation of all the Atlantic provinces in support of this 
initiative. "We will be asking the task force to consult fully with the provinces throughout," Mr. 
Crosbie said. 

Today's announcement is a follow-up to a federal commitment made last October. At that time, 
Mr. Crosbie announced that a task force would be established to develop a comprehensive 
incomes and adjustment strategy for the east coast fishing industry 
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Task Force on Incomes and Adjustment in the Atlantic Fishery 

BACKGROUND 

The 1991 Atlantic catch failure highlighted the need to address the problem of overcapacity and 
unstable incomes that the fishing industry has faced for several years. It is clear that there is a need 
for a more comprehensive strategy for income adequacy and adjustment for the fisheries . 

A long-term strategy for the fishery must take into account five things: 

1. the management of the resource 
2. the state of the industry 
3. the situation of individuals and communities currently engaged in the fishery 
4. adjustment to current and long-tenn resource availability 
5. fiscal neutrality 

PURPOSE OF THE TASK FORCE ON INCOMES AND ADJUSTMENT 

The purpose of the Task Force on Incomes and Adjustment is to develop a comprehensive, 
long-tenn strategy for the industry. This long-tenn strategy would have as its goals: 

• to advise on the continued supply of the fishery resource; 
• to work towards stability and profitability in the industry; 
• to ensure stable, adequate incomes for those whose employment is sustainable by the industry; 

and, 
• to find alternative training, employment and other adjustment possibilities for displaced 

fishennen, plant workers and affected communities. 

The task force would report to the Ministers of Fisheries and Oceans and Employment and 
Immigration. Its work would be conducted in two stages. In view of the fact that a major change 
in the income support mechanism for fishennen is being contemplated, any proposal would be 
tested on a pilot basis. 

The first stage of the task force would examine the industry, and the needs of Canadians whose 
incomes depend on it. This phase would develop a long-term strategy for the industry, for those 
who need to find alternative employment and work towards recommendations. At this point, 
the Task Force would provide an interim report. 
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The second phase would work to finalize the report and, if feasible , select communities to test 
the operationalizing of a comprehensive strategy in pilot projects to be conducted in selected 
communities throughout Atlantic Canada. Pilot proj ects would be undertaken under existing 
programs or within current financial authorities of the participating departments. 

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED: 

1. Definition of industry: the industry is to be defined broadly as both the harvesting (full and 
part -time) and processing sectors. 

2. Protection/enhancement of the resource. 
3. Profitability and stability of the industry, including fuller utilization of the resource, increasing 

value-added and developing new markets. 
4. Income adequacy and stability. 
5. Training for those in industry and training and adjustment for those leaving the industry. 
6. Employment possibilities outside the industry. 
7. Fiscally neutral over a period of years . 
8. Costs associated with implementing pilot projects should be essentially through re-alloca

tion within current expenditure levels. 

TIME FRAME 

The first stage would repon back by early fall , while the second stage would report back by the 
end of 1992. 
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Task Force on Incomes and Adjustment in the Atlantic Fishery 

Members of the Task Force on Incomes and Adjustment 

Richard Cashin: Currently Mr. Cashin is the President of the Newfoundland Fishermen, Food 
and Allied Workers Union. Previously he was Member of Parliament for 
St. John's West and Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Fisheries. His 
experience also includes two terms with the Commission for the Northwest 
Atlantic Fisheries and membership on the Board of Governors of the Atlantic 
Provinces Economic Council. 

Bruce Chapman: Mr. Chapman is currently President of the Fisheries Association of 
Newfoundland and Labrador. His previous experience with the fishery 
includes a term as Vice-President of the Fisheries Council of Canada, General 
Manager of the Canadian Association of Fish Exporters, and as Deputy 
Executive Director with Seafood Producers Association of Nova Scotia. 

Real Chiasson: Monsieur Chiasson is currently president de LAssociation cooperative des 
pecheurs de ['ile Limitee . He has previously been president de la societe 
"M.V Osprey Ltee", Administrateur de la Commission d'Expansion 
Economique de la Peninsule Acadienne and Administrateur du Conseil de 
Recherches et Developpements des Produits Marins. 

Peter Darby: Professor Darby has been with the Faculty of Law at Dalhousie University 
since 1968. From Prince Edward Island, he practised law in Saint John , N.B. 
for eight years. He is currently serving as Chairman of the Labour Relations 
Board of Nova Scotia. Professor Darby brings a wealth of labour/management 
experience to the Task Force . 

Fram,;ois Poulin: Monsieur Poulin is currently directeur general de l'Alliance des pecheurs com
merciaux du Quebec Among his many accomplishments Monsieur Poulin 
has been directeur de projets de [Ecole nationale d'administration publique 
and Conseiller en management public et en developpement international 
du Quebec 

Donald Savoie: Monsieur Savoie was appointed to the Chair of Economic Development at 
l'Universite de Moncton in 1990. Previously he held several senior positions 
in government and is the author of such books as "The Politics of Public 
Spending in Canada" and "Regional Economic Development: Canada's Search 
for Solutions." 
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MAJOR BACKGROUND STUDIES 

ACCESS TO THE RESOURCE 

1. "Fisheries Access: Licensing and Registrations - Policy and Statistical Review 1977-1992", 
Task Force Secretariat 

2. "Fishermen's Registration and Species Licences - A Longitudinal Perspective 1986-1991", 
Task Force Secretariat 

3. "Access and Allocation - Issues and Principles: An Industry Perspective", 
Canning and Pitt Associates 

4. "Resource Access and Supply Continuity in the Atlantic Fisheries", 
Gardner Pinfold Consulting Economists 

5. "Individual Transferable Quotas and the Groundfish Fisheries of Atlantic Canada", 
Quentin Grafton 

INCOMES IN THE ATLANTIC FISHERY 

1. "Income Experience of Individuals and Families in the Atlantic Fishery", 
Task Force Secretariat 

2. "Measures of Income Instability in the Fishery", 
Task Force Secretariat 

3. "Task Force Data Compendium - Data Sources, Verification and Selected Data", 
Task Force Secretariat and Statistics Canada 
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INCOME SUPPORT PROGRAMS 

1. "Fishennen, Plant Employees and UI: Program Review and Experience", 
Task Force Secretariat 

2. "Income Support for Atlantic Fishennen: Approaches and Options", 
Global Economics 

3. "An Income Support System for Atlantic Fishermen", 
Task Force Consultation Paper 

4. "Feasibility Analysis of An Integrated Registration and Reporting System", 
Price Waterhouse 

ATLANTIC FISH PROCESSING SECTOR 

1. "The Fish Processing Sector in Atlantic Canada: Financial Perfonnance and Sustainable Core", 
Coopers &: Lybrand 

2. "The Fish Processing Sector in Atlantic Canada: Industry Trends and Dynamics", 
Coopers &: Lybrand 

3. "The Fish Processing Sector in Atlantic Canada - Summary Report", 
Coopers &: Lybrand 

FISHERMEN'S PROFESSIONALIZATION 

1. "Fishennen's Professionalization - Foreign Experience", 
GTA Consultants 

2. "Fishennens Professionalization - Options and Strategies for the Atlantic Fishery", 
GTA Consultants 

3. "Professionalization, Certification and Training of Fishermen", 
Meltzer Research and Consulting 
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OTHER SUBJECTS 

1. "Women in the Newfoundland Fishery" , 
Mildred Cahill 

2. "Market Perspectives: Canadian Seafood Products", 
Alastair O'Rielly 

For copies of the background studies, you may call (613) 993-0999, or wrtte to the Department 
of Fisheries and Oceans, Communications Directorate , Ottawa, Canada, K1A OE6. 
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

Introduction 

This appendix provides supporting data to the Task Force report It contains selected statistics 
on the fishing industry and the income experience of individuals and families in the Atlantic fishery, 
with comparative data for those who earn their incomes from the non-fishing sectors. The first 
part of the appendix explains data sources and definitions which is essential to understanding 
fully the data presented later in the tables. 

The Task Force Secretariat worked with Statistics Canada to develop much of the data used in 
this report. The data on individuals were produced by the Business and Labour Market Analysis 
Group, while the family data were provided by the Small Area and Administrative Data Division 
of Statistics Canada. The analyses required the use of a number of files which reside at Statistics 
Canada, including the Revenue Canada tax files and the Status Vector files of Employment and 
Immigration Canada (EIC). Various administrative files of the Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans were also linked with the relevant data files at Statistics Canada. 

Data specifications were developed by the Task Force Secretariat with the invaluable assistance 
and expertise of Statistics Canada personnel who provided the essential structure of the files 
and the types of information to be derived. All data supplied by Statistics Canada were subject 
to strict confidentiality rules. 

Data Sources and Definitions 

Incomes, Earnings, Transfer Payments and UI Experience 
Statistics Canada obtained sources of incomes such as earnings, UI benefits and transfer pay
ments from Revenue Canada's Tl files consisting of the tax information reponed by taxfilers. The 
employer information on the T4 supplementary records was used to identify the industry of 
employment for each job held in the taxation year and the associated income. These T4 files were 
then merged with the Tl information so that wages and salaries could be allocated to the appro
priate industry sectors. This process was essential in identifying the source of employment income 
by standard industrial classification (SIC). 

In addition to the UI benefits reported on the tax returns, further information on the UI expe
rience was required. For this reason, Statistics Canada merged the Tl and T4 tax files with the 
Status Vector files of Ele. The Status Vector files provide detailed information on UI claims and 
payment experience for a lO-percent claimant population. This merge yielded information on 
the types of benefits paid to claimants, duration of the benefit period, the duration of insured 
employment associated with the claims and the types of benefits received (i.e. fishing benefits, 
regular benefits, etc.). 
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Allocations, Catches and Landings Data, Registration of Fishermen, Species Licences 
and Vessels 
Several DFO data sources were used . Allocation and quota catches by species were provided by 
the Resource Allocation Branch. These data deal only with regulated species. In addition, catch 
and effort data provided information on the volume of fish landings and landed values by species 
and by inshore/offshore sectors. Landings data cover catches from all stocks, including both 
regulated and non-regulated species. The main source of the landings data were the purchase 
slips supplied by fish buyers in their transactions with fishermen and submitted to DFO. In the 
case of offshore processing companies with enterprise allocations, prices reported on 
the purchase slips in most cases are non-arms-length transfer prices between the companies 
and vessel crews. These transfer prices do not reOect market values of offshore landings. 

The DFO licenSing and registration files provided information on fishermen 's registration 
status, vessel ownership and species licences. By law, all persons and vessels engaged in com
mercial fishing are required to be registered . In addition, for most of the commercially fished 
species, a licence is required for a person or fishing enterprise to prosecute a speCific fishery. 
Although the majority of licence and registration holders are individuals, fishing companies and 
incorporated fishing enterprises can also be vessel owners and species licence-holders. Many regis
tered fishermen work as crew members on registered vessels that fish under a limited-species 
licence. Further, registered fishermen are classified by DFO as either full- or pan-time fishermen 
based on their participation in the fishery. In the southern Gulf (NAFO Area 4T), fishermen 
using vessels under 50 feet are classified as bona fide and commercial. 

Definition of Individuals - Fishing and Non-Fishing Sectors 
Individuals were categorized based on the sources of earnings reported on their tax returns. 
Self-employed fishermen are individuals who reported self-employed fishing income on their 
T1 tax returns. In addition, there are business entities engaged primarily in commercial fishing 
(including aquaculture) which Statistics Canada captures under SIC 041. Individuals earning 
wages and salaries in this sector were categorized as wage-earning harvesters to distinguish 
them from self-employed fishermen. 

Individuals who earned wages and salaries from the fish processing firms falling under SIC 102 
are classified as plant employees. They include production and non-production employees, as 
well as trawlermen employed by offshore processing companies. 

Some fishermen and plant employees earn income from both fishing and processing in the same 
year. To avoid double-counting, these individuals were allocated to the fishing sector with the 
highest employment income. For example, an individual with $1,000 of net fishing income is 
classified as a plant employee if income earned from fish processing is greater. The level of 
income earned in non-fishing sectors was not considered in categorizing fishermen and plant 
employees. 
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Non-fishing individuals are those who reported employment income from sources other than 
self-employed fishing or plant employment. For some of the analysis, non-fishing sectors were 
broken down into eight major industry groups. 

Definition of Families - Fishing and Non-Fishing Sectors 
The income profiles of families were obtained by Statistics Canada using data from the tax 
returns. Information on individuals such as mailing addresses, surnames, marital status and 
supporting children were used to match individuals to families. All individuals who Rled tax returns 
were allocated into families , including those who were single and lived alone. 

To classify families into sectors, the T4 files were matched with the family files to identify the 
sector in which employment incomes were earned and the dollar amounts of income associated 
with each sector of employment. Only three broad sectors of employment were used -
self-employed fishing, fish processing and the non-fishing sectors. 

Like individuals , families were categorized according to the sources contributing to family 
income. Self-employed fishing families are defined as families whose net fishing income is 
greater than plant or non-fishing employment income. Similarly, pyocessingfamilies earn most 
of their employment income from plant employment. Other fishingfamilies earn income from 
the fishery but receive most of their employment income from non-fishing sectors. 

Families that did not earn employment income from the fishery are classified as non-fishing 
families. For most of the analysis, this category includes families with no employment income. 
Explanatory notes are provided where they are excluded. 

Sources of Income and Definitions 
The sources contributing to the income of individuals and families were grouped into four major 
categories: 

(1) Employment Income or Earnings: Includes income earned from net self-employed fishing, 
and wages and salaries earned in fish processing and in the non-fishing sectors. Fishermen and 
plant employees may earn employment income from all of these sources. These earnings were 
broken down to identify sector income as follows: 

(i) Net fishing income after all deductions of expenses including C.C.A., etc. (may 
be negative if expenses exceed revenues); 

(ii) Plant employment income; 
(iii) Other employment income earned from work in the non-fishing sectors or from self

employment other than fishing (may be negative if income from self-employment is 
less than expenses); 

(iv) Wages and salaries from employment in fish harvesting including aquaculture. 
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APPENDIX C 

(2) Other Income: Includes income from one or more of the following sources:alimony; invest
ments; limited partnerships; dividends; rental units; other sources; and, RRSPs. 

(3) Unemployment Insurance (UI) Benefits: Includes regular benefits, sickness, maternity, 
retirement, fishing, work sharing, job creation, parental and training benefits. 

(4) Other Transfers: Includes the income reported from one or more of the follOwing sources: 
family allowance; federal sales tax credit (for 1988, 1989 and 1990 only); goods and ser
vices tax credit (1990 only); child tax credit; old age security pension; Canada/Quebec pen
sion plan; private pension; guaranteed income supplements and spouses allowances (non
taxable); workers compensation payments (non-taxable); social assistance payments 
(non-taxable) ; and, provincial tax credits (1990 only). 

(5) Total Income: The sum of the above categories. 

Definitions of Geographic Areas 
Income analyses from taxfiler data were carried out at different geographic levels, namely, 
provinces, analytical areas, community clusters and special geographic areas. They were based 
on the postal codes of the mailing addresses on individuals' Tl returns. Only data at the provin
ciallevel are used in this appendix. Provinces were defined by the first character of the six-digit 
postal code. All data for the Province of Quebec is limited to postal codes starting with 
GO, G4 and G5 which represent the Atlantic coastal areas and adjacent geographic regions. 

Statistics Canada Confidentiality and Rounding Rules 
To preserve confidentiality of individuals and families, data cells have been suppressed when: 

• areas comprise fewer than 100 individuals or families; 
• cells represent fewer than 15 individuals or families; 
• medians represent fewer than 30 individuals or families; and, 
• cells were dominated by a single individuals or family. 

To avoid residual disclosure by subtraction, a second cell is always suppressed when one cell 
within a category or class has been suppressed. 

Cells with suppressed data contain "0" for the family data and blanks for the individual data. 

In addition, all counts are rounded to the nearest multiple of 10. All aggregate dollar amounts 
are rounded to the nearest $1,000, and means and medians to the nearest $100. Totals are 
rounded independently and may not equal the sum of their components 
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

Resource Utilization 

TABLE 1 - Atlantic Groundfish - Canadian Allocations and Catches, 1978-1993 
This table presents a historical overview of the Canadian allocations and corresponding catches 
of Atlantic ground fish with specific reference to Atlantic cod, and in particular northern cod , for 
the period 1978-1993 . The figures do not include catches from non-regulated species 
without quotas (i .e. commercially marginal species such as cusk and catfish, etc .). 

TABLE 2 - Landed Volumes and Values by Major Species, 1981-1991 
Total landings and landed values for the three major species groups - groundfish, pelagiC fish 
and shellfish , from 1981 to 1991 - are presented for each provi.nce and the Atlantic as a whole. 
Miscellaneous products such as marine plants, seals and roe are not included in the total land
ings and values. Landed values are based on the prices reported on purchase slips submitted to 
DFO and these include transfer prices reported by the offshore ground fish vessels. 

FIGURE A - Seasonality of Landings and Employment 
Average monthly landings by provi.nce , with average monthly distribution of plant employment 
over 1987-1991, illustrate the seasonality of the Atlantic fishery 
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Year 

TABLE I 
A"antic- Gnmuclfisl. 

CcuuulialJ Allocat jolts (fiu' Catdu's I 
TlwlIslIucl Tomu's 

1978-199J 
All Groundfish All Cod Northern Cod 

Allocations Catches Allocations Catches Allocations Catches 

1978 472 535 204 271 100 102 
1979 562 634 270 359 130 131 
1980 705 615 353 400 155 147 
1981 790 741 400 422 185 133 
1982 924 775 490 508 21 5 211 
1983 997 728 561 505 240 21 4 
1984 1,005 700 553 466 246 208 
1985 1,003 738 576 477 250 193 
1986 973 748 530 475 250 207 
1987 969 723 512 458 247 209 

1988 985 688 523 461 266 245 
1989 942 652 478 422 235 215 
1990 812 604 408 384 197 188 
1991 812 572 399 311 188 133 
1992 808 418 333 182 120 21 
1993 51 2 N/A 121 N/A Moratorium 

SOURCE: DFO Resource Allocation . 

NOTE: JAil groundflsh species and slOcks regulated and managed under the annual Atlantic Groundfish Management Plan (I.e., excluding non-
regulated and commercially marginal species such as cusk and catfish). 
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TABtE 2-1 
All ;\IImllk 

rallclal Voluliles {fIul Valm's ,~}' Mltjm- SI'('cies 
1981-1991 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

TOlallandings 

Groundfish 

Cod 

779.6 

439.6 

224.0 

820.3 

5174 

207.2 

Landed Volumes - Thousand Tonnes 

766.1 

509 .1 

200.3 

735.0 

474.9 

199.2 

768.1 

480.5 

271.4 

785 .5 

474.5 

293.8 

767.1 

458.2 

320.0 

733 .4 

467.3 

400.7 

683.3 

425.4 

359.4 

648.1 

396.5 

423.4 

627.1 

308.5 

305.3 Pelagics 

Shellfish 191.0 170.2 142.0 130.9 148.5 165.6 179.4 200.3 227.8 226.7 225.4 

TOlal 1,194.6 1,197.6 1,108.4 1,065.2 1,187.9 1,245.0 1,266.4 1,334.4 1,270.4 1,298.2 1,157.7 

Offshore landings 

Groundfish 333.6 

Cod 138.8 

Pelagics 40.3 

Shellfish 62.7 

350.7 

179.1 

31.7 

46.2 

309.8 

175.5 

29.5 

30.6 

307.7 

169.4 

28.1 

19.8 

342.6 

178.9 

46.6 

28.8 

365 .6 

194.4 

38.1 

38.6 

346.8 

184.7 

44.9 

55.2 

337.8 

193.5 

62.0 

61.8 

296.8 

158.7 

57.2 

n6 

261.3 

121.3 

98.7 

82.5 

306.4 

97.8 

63.7 

80.4 

Offshore 
TOlal 436.5 428.6 370.0 355 .6 418.0 442.4 446.9 461.5 431.6 442.5 450.5 

Inshore landings 

Ground fish 446.0 

Cod 300.8 

469.6 

338.3 

456.3 

333.6 

427.4 

305.6 

425.5 420.0 

301.6 280.0 

420.3 

273.5 

395.6 

273.8 

386.5 

266.7 

386.8 

275.2 

320.7 

210.6 

Pelagics 

Shellfish 

Inshore 
TOLaI 

183.7 175.4 170.8 171.2 224.8 255.7 275 .1 3387 302.2 324.7 241.6 

128.3 124.0 111.4 111.1 119.7 127.0 124.1 138.5 150.1 144.2 144.9 

758.0 769.0 738.5 709.7 769.9 802.6 819.5 872.9 838.9 855.7 707.2 

Total Landings 

Groundfish 

Cod 

Pelagics 

Shellfish 

TOLaI 

264.0 

162.9 

50 .7 

244.4 

559.2 

Offshore Landings 

Groundfish 86.2 

Cod 39.8 

Pelagics 5.9 

Shellfish 72.2 

291.1 

193.3 

52.7 

237.8 

581.6 

96.3 

54.2 

5.6 

44.3 

Landed Values - Million Dollars 

276.6 

187.5 

46.3 

294.5 

617.4 

87.4 

53.9 

4.6 

42 .0 

264.8 

171.3 

44.3 

2863 

595.5 

88.9 

53.6 

4.3 

30.4 

297 .0 

185.8 

54.5 

331.5 

683.0 

367.4 514.8 372.5 

214.9 324 .1 239.1 

81.2 80.2 99.6 

424 .8 517.6 534.3 

873.4 1,112.6 1,006.5 

98.7 120.9 127.7 127.9 

56.4 68.0 no 80.6 

6.8 6.9 8.0 10.6 

40.0 54.6 730 88.5 

357.9 

218.6 

85 .4 

503.4 

946.6 

115.4 

68.0 

8.8 

100.0 

389 .3 

245.3 

87.8 

469.0 

946.1 

109.9 

57.5 

13.2 

116.5 

397 .0 

226.7 

69.8 

531.8 

998.6 

112 .6 

41.5 

10.4 

117.0 

Offshore 
TOLaI 164.3 146.2 134.1 123.6 145.5 182.4 208.7 227.0 224.1 239.6 240.0 

Inshore Landings 

Groundfish 177.8 

Cod 123.1 

Pelagics 44 .8 

Shellfish 172.2 

194.9 

139.1 

47.1 

193.5 

189.2 

133.6 

41.7 

252.5 

175.9 

117.7 

40.0 

256.0 

198.3 246.4 

129.4 146.9 

47.7 74.3 

291.6 370.2 

387.1 

247.2 

72.2 

444.5 

244.6 

158.5 

89.0 

445.8 

242.5 

150.6 

76.6 

403.3 

279.4 

187.8 

74.6 

352.6 

284.4 

185.2 

59.4 

414.8 

Inshore 
TOLaI 394.9 435.4 483.3 471.9 537.6 691.0 903.9 779.4 722.5 706.6 758.6 

SOURCE: DFO Catch and Effort Data 
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TABLE 2-2 
Newfoundland 

Lwuled Volumcs and Values by Mlyor Species 
1981-1991 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Landed Volumes - Thousand ToDJl£S 

Total Landings 

Ground fish 392.8 425.6 388.7 371.5 386.3 398.6 394.6 

Cod 

Pelagics 

Shellfish 

Total 

245.4 301.6 295.0 275 .7 270.7 282.6 280.5 

64.2 47.7 48.8 60 .0 64.0 98.7 82.5 

41.7 311 18.3 17.8 17.9 18.2 21.9 

498.7 504.5 455.8 449.3 468.2 515.5 499.1 

Offshore Landings 

Groundfish 194.0 

Cod 81.8 

Pelagics 5.6 

Shellfish 3.7 

203.4 

103.4 

2.8 

2.1 

166.1 

96.0 

2.9 

2.1 

163.1 

89.4 

3.1 

1.9 

200.6 

104.6 

4.7 

2.4 

219.0 

129.5 

8.0 

2.8 

208.8 

124.0 

7.5 

8.8 

383.2 347.7 

296.3 262.0 

135.4 128.3 

39 .7 43 .2 

558.4 519.1 

203.8 

137.8 

10.1 

22.2 

162.5 

102.4 

12.8 

24.5 

336.6 

245.7 

160.0 

47.3 

543.9 

148.1 

811 

49.3 

25 .5 

Offshore 
Total 203.2 208.4 171.1 168.1 207.7 229.7 225.1 236.1 199.8 222.9 

Inshore Landings 

269.7 

178.7 

104.1 

48.8 

422.6 

131.5 

64.0 

25.1 

22.5 

179.1 

Groundfish 198.9 222.2 222.6 208.4 185.7 179.7 185.8 179.4 185.2 188.5 138.2 

Cod 163.6 198.2 199.1 186.4 166.1 153.1 156.5 158.5 159.7 164.6 114.8 

Pelagics 

Shellfish 

Inshore 
Total 

58.6 44.9 46.0 56.9 59.3 90.7 75 .0 125.3 115.5 110.6 79.0 

38.0 29.0 16.2 16.0 15.5 15.4 13.1 17.5 18.6 21.8 26.3 

295.5 296.1 284.8 281.2 260.5 285.8 274.0 322.2 319.3 321.0 243.6 

Total Landings 

Groundfish 

Cod 

Pelagics 

Shellfish 

Total 

118.9 

83.5 

18.3 

28.7 

165.9 

Offshore Landings 

Groundfish 48.6 

Cod 23.4 

Pelagics 1.0 

Shellfish 4 .0 

Offshore 
Total 53.5 

Inshore Landings 

Groundfish 70.3 

Cod 60.1 

Pelagics 17.3 

Shellfish 24.7 

132.5 

101.2 

14.9 

24.9 

172.4 

54.5 

30.3 

0.6 

2.2 

57.3 

78.0 

70.8 

14.3 

22.7 

Landed Values - Million Dollars 

124.5 

100.3 

13.2 

28.0 

165.7 

45 .2 

27 .9 

0.8 

2.5 

48.4 

79 .3 

72.4 

12.4 

25.6 

118.8 

94 .0 

15.9 

27.9 

162.5 

45 .0 

26.9 

0 .7 

2.3 

48.1 

73.8 

67.1 

15.1 

25.6 

121.5 1436 

91.6 1072 

13.4 29.2 

32 .5 33 .3 

167.3 206.0 

53 .7 

30.7 

0.7 

2.7 

65.1 

40.2 

1.2 

2.8 

215 .0 167.2 155.5 

169.5 136.4 119.9 

20.4 37 .0 30.1 

43.3 828 75.5 

278.6 287.0 261.1 

69.0 

43.9 

1.3 

9.2 

73.9 

53.5 

2.1 

38.6 

62 .8 

41.5 

2.2 

41.2 

175.2 

134.6 

29.8 

78.3 

283.3 

63 .2 

35.5 

5.8 

47.8 

147.5 

110.6 

20.2 

88.7 

256.5 

49 .8 

25.4 

4.2 

46.4 

57.1 69.1 79.4 114.7 106.2 116.8 100.4 

67.8 

60.9 

12.7 

29.8 

78.5 146.1 

67 .0 125.5 

28.0 19.1 

30.5 34.1 

93.3 

82.9 

34.9 

44 .2 

92 .7 112.0 

78.4 99.1 

27.9 24.0 

34.3 30.4 

97.7 

85.2 

16.1 

42.3 

Inshore 
Total 112.4 115.0 117.3 114.5 110.3 136.9 199.3 172.4 154.9 166.5 156.1 

SOURCE: DFO Catch and Effon Data. 
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TABLE 2-3 
"dnn' [c'wcln' I.\'mll' 

Lmukcl Vo'umes mill Vollies by Mc~j()J ' .spccks 
1981-1991 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Total Landings 

Groundfish 

Cod 

Pelagics 

Shellfish 

Total 

23.3 

6.9 

6.2 

9.0 

38.5 

Offshore Landings 

Groundfish 2.9 

Cod 0.5 

Pelagics 0.0 

Shellfish 0.0 

Offshore 
Total 2.9 

Inshore Landings 

Groundfish 20.4 

Cod 6.5 

Pelagics 6.2 

Shellfish 9.0 

Inshore 
Total 

Total Landings 

35.6 

Groundfish 6.0 

Cod 2.2 

Pelagics 2.1 

Shellfish 21.7 

Total 29.9 

Offshore Landings 

Groundfish 0.7 

Cod 0.1 

Pelagics 0.0 

Shellfish 0.0 

Offshore 
Total 0.7 

Inshore Landings 

Groundfish 5.4 

Cod 2.0 

Pe lagics 2.1 

Shellfish 21.7 

Inshore 
Total 29.2 

18.9 

5.2 

8.4 

9.4 

36.8 

2.6 

0.2 

00 

0.0 

2.6 

16.3 

4.9 

8.4 

9.4 

34.2 

5.0 

1.7 

2.6 

26.3 

33.9 

0.6 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.6 

4.4 

1.6 

2.6 

26.3 

33.3 

SOURCE: DFO Catch and Effon Data 

Landed Volumes - Thousand Tonnes 

20.3 

7.1 

9.2 

11.0 

40.4 

3.6 

1.0 

0.0 

00 

3.6 

16.6 

6.0 

9.2 

11.0 

36.8 

20.2 

5.7 

7.8 

10.4 

38.5 

3.8 

0.5 

0.0 

0.0 

3.8 

16.4 

5.2 

7.8 

10.4 

34.7 

15.9 

5.7 

8.8 

12.4 

37.1 

2.4 

0.7 

00 

0.0 

2.4 

13.5 

5.0 

8.8 

12.4 

34.7 

14.8 

5.0 

15.5 

15.4 

45.8 

2.1 

0.1 

0.0 

00 

2.1 

12.7 

4.8 

15.5 

15.4 

43.7 

13.3 

4.0 

15.3 

14.3 

42.8 

2.1 

00 

0.0 

0.0 

2.1 

1l.2 

4.0 

15.3 

14.3 

40.7 

Landed Values - Million Dollars 

5.3 

2.1 

3.4 

32.6 

41.3 

0 .9 

0.3 

00 

0.0 

0.9 

4.4 

1.8 

3.4 

32.6 

40.4 

5.4 

1.8 

2.4 

28.7 

36.6 

0 .9 

0.1 

0 .0 

00 

0.9 

4.6 

1.6 

2.4 

28.7 

35.7 

4.8 

1.8 

2.5 

36.2 

43.6 

0.6 

0.2 

0.0 

0.0 

0.6 

4.3 

1.6 

2.5 

36.2 

43.0 

127 

5.6 

2.1 

4.9 

49.5 

60.1 

0.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.5 

5.1 

2.1 

4.9 

49.5 

59.6 

6.8 

2.6 

4.4 

55.6 

66.8 

0.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.5 

6.3 

2.6 

4.4 

55 .6 

66.3 

14.4 

4.5 

13.0 

15.4 

42.8 

3.6 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

3.6 

10.7 

4.5 

no 
15.4 

39.2 

4.9 

1.7 

3.5 

57 .9 

66.4 

1.0 

0.0 

0.0 

00 

1.0 

4.0 

1.7 

3.5 

57.9 

65.4 

17.4 

4.7 

7.6 

17.1 

42.1 

8.0 

0.2 

0.0 

00 

8.0 

9.4 

4.6 

7.6 

17.1 

34.1 

6.1 

2.1 

2.1 

58.4 

66.5 

2.1 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

2.1 

4.0 

2.0 

2.1 

58.4 

64.5 

21.6 

4.1 

17.4 

14.9 

53.9 

13.7 

0.2 

0.0 

0.0 

13.7 

7.9 

3.9 

17.4 

14.9 

40.2 

7.6 

2.3 

3.3 

40.5 

51.4 

3.6 

0.1 

0.0 

0.0 

3.6 

4.0 

2.2 

3.3 

40.5 

47.8 

19.2 

3.1 

11.7 

18.0 

48.9 

12.4 

0.0 

00 

0.0 

12.4 

6.8 

3.1 

11.7 

18.0 

36.5 

7.8 

2.4 

2.6 

56.6 

67.0 

3.6 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

3.6 

4.2 

2.4 

2.6 

56.6 

63.4 



TABLE 2-4 
Nova Sco' ill 

Landed Volutrlc.~ lllld Valucs IJY Majm' Spc('ics 
1981-1991 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Total Landings 

Ground fi sh 

Cod 

Pelagics 

Shellfish 

Total 

278.0 

128.3 

94.5 

95.0 

467.5 

Offshore Landings 

293.5 282.0 

154.4 151.3 

91.5 82. 1 

758 61.7 

460 .8 425 .9 

Groundfish 127 .9 133 .3 130.3 

Cod 56 .0 74.3 77. 6 

Pelagics 30.3 26 .3 23.4 

Shellfish 57 .7 43.4 28 .2 

Landed Volumes - Thousand Tonnes 

269 .9 

144. 6 

77.2 

47.4 

394 .5 

288.0 

149.5 

110.2 

58 .4 

456.5 

293.9 

139.2 

82 .7 

74.1 

450.7 

275 .1 259.9 

132 .5 129.2 

108.1 136.6 

92 .8 97.1 

476.0 493 .6 

248.4 

122.2 

96.5 

11 7.2 

462.1 

127.8 128.8 131.8 119.5 110.9 1l0.4 

79.5 73.2 63. 9 60.1 55.2 56.1 

21. 5 35 .1 24 .5 30 .7 43.9 35 .7 

17. 6 26.2 35.6 46.3 39.6 53.1 

232 .7 

11 4.0 

126.5 

11 1.0 

470.2 

87.1 

40.0 

41.7 

57.0 

283 .4 

100. 8 

104.5 

108.6 

496.5 

146.0 

33.8 

34.5 

57.9 

Offshore 
Total 215.9 203.1 181.9 166.9 190.1 192.0 196.5 194.4 199.1 185.8 238.4 

Inshore Landings 

Ground fi sh 150.1 

Cod 72.2 

Pe lagics 64.2 

Shellfish 37 .3 

160 .2 

80. 1 

65.2 

32 .4 

151.7 

73.6 

58.7 

33 .5 

142.1 159.2 

65. 1 76 .2 

55 .7 75.0 

29.8 32.2 

162 .0 

75 .3 

58.2 

38.5 

155.5 

72.4 

77.4 

46 .5 

149 .0 

74.0 

92.8 

57.5 

138.1 

66.2 

60 .8 

64. 1 

145.6 

74.0 

84.8 

54 .0 

137.3 

67.0 

70.1 

50.7 

Inshore 
Total 251.6 257.7 243.9 22 7.6 266.4 258.8 279.5 299.2 263 .0 284.4 258.1 

T olal Landings 

Ground fish 108.5 

Cod 53. 9 

Pelagics 16.5 

Shellfish 137.7 

TOlal 262.6 

Offshore Landings 

Groundfish 34.8 

Cod 16.1 

Pelagics 4.0 

Shellfish 65 .5 

Offshore 
Total 104.3 

Inshore Landings 

Groundfish 73.6 

Cod 37.8 

Pelagics 12.5 

Shellfi sh 72.2 

124 .2 

68.3 

2l. 5 

112.8 

258.5 

38 .7 

23 .6 

4.7 

4 1.0 

84.4 

85 .5 

44 .7 

16.9 

71.8 

119.5 

63.2 

17.5 

138.3 

275.4 

38.9 

25.2 

3.4 

39.4 

Landed Values - Million Dollars 

114.7 

56.9 

15.3 

134.4 

264.4 

40. 1 

26.5 

3.1 

27 .6 

139.2 180.2 

69.0 82.1 

20.9 24 .9 

160. 2 216.8 

320.2 421.9 

41. 9 

25 .3 

5.3 

37.0 

52. 1 

27.4 

4.9 

51.2 

232.0 

120.7 

29.4 

26 1.6 

523.1 

53.8 

32.7 

5.8 

63 .6 

164 .3 

8 1. 6 

34.5 

237 .1 

435.9 

48.2 

26.8 

7.4 

49.9 

160.5 

76. 8 

29 .9 

243.7 

434.1 

46.2 

26.4 

5.4 

58.8 

174.7 

88 .6 

3l.2 

238.8 

444 .7 

40.2 

21.9 

6.4 

68.6 

208.3 

93.4 

29.8 

2558 

493.9 

55.3 

16.0 

5.6 

70.6 

81.7 70.8 84.2 108.1 123.1 105.6 llO.5 ll 5.3 131.5 

80.6 74.6 

37 .9 30.3 

14 .1 12 .2 

99 .0 106.8 

97.2 

43.7 

15.6 

123 .2 

128.1 178.2 

54.7 88.1 

20.0 23.7 

165 .6 198.1 

116.0 

54.8 

27.1 

187 .2 

114 .2 

50.5 

24.5 

184.9 

134.5 

66.7 

24.8 

170.2 

153.1 

77.4 

24.1 

185 .2 

Inshore 
TOlal 158.3 174.2 193.7 193.6 236.0 313.7 400.0 330.3 323.6 329.4 362.4 

SOURCE: DFO Catch and Effon Data 
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TABtE 2-5 
New BnUlswidl 

Lllllded VO'UUI('S lUU' Va'u('s by Majo,. SI'('des 
1981-1991 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Total landings 

Groundfish 22.6 23.4 21.6 

Cod 13.9 14.6 15.9 

Pelagics 50 .1 51.3 54.6 

Shellfish 29.6 34.3 31.7 

Total 102.3 109.0 107.9 

Offshore landings 

Groundfish 0.6 

Cod 0.2 

Pelagics 4.4 

Shellfish 14 

Offshore 
Total 6.4 

Inshore landings 

Ground fish 21.9 

Cod 13.6 

Pelagics 45.7 

Shellfish 28.2 

0.1 

00 

2.5 

0.7 

3.3 

23.3 

14.6 

48.7 

33 .6 

U 

0.9 

3.2 

0.3 

4.7 

20.5 

15.1 

51.3 

31.4 

Inshore 
Total 95.9 105.7 103.2 

Total landings 

Groundfish 

Cod 

Pelagics 

Shellfish 

Total 

7.1 

4.7 

9.8 

37.5 

54.5 

Offshore landings 

Groundfish 0.1 

Cod 0.1 

Pelagics 1.0 

Shellfish 2.8 

Offshore 
Total 3.9 

Inshore landings 

Groundfish 7.0 

Cod 4.7 

Pelagics 8.8 

Shellfish 34.7 

Inshore 
Total 50.6 

8.1 

5.5 

104 

4B.3 

66.8 

00 

0.0 

04 

1.1 

1.5 

8.0 

5.5 

10.1 

47.2 

65 .3 

SOURCE: DFO Calch and Effon Dala 

8.0 

64 

9.6 

61.5 

79.2 

0.5 

0.5 

04 

0.2 

1.2 

7.5 

5.9 

9.2 

61.3 

78.0 

Landed Volumes - Thousand Tonnes 

17.2 

11.3 

48.5 

33.3 

99.0 

1.1 

0.0 

3.5 

0.2 

4.8 

16.1 

11.3 

45 .0 

33.1 

20.6 22.4 

12.8 13.4 

81.9 89 .2 

334 31.4 

135.9 143.0 

2.4 

04 

6.8 

0.2 

94 

18.2 

12.4 

75.1 

33 .2 

3.5 

0.5 

5.7 

00 

9.2 

18.9 

13.0 

83.6 

31.4 

20.4 

10.0 

105 .0 

26.0 

151.4 

3.5 

0.1 

6.7 

0.0 

10.2 

16.9 

10.0 

983 

26 .0 

20.1 

10.4 

105.9 

25 .4 

151.4 

34 

00 

8.0 

0.0 

11.4 

18.6 

10.5 

119 .4 

27.8 

165.8 

2.3 

00 

8.7 

00 

11.0 

17.1 

104 

110.2 

28 .7 

155.9 

1.7 

0.0 

7.7 

00 

94 

16.8 16.3 15.4 

10.4 10.5 104 

97.9 110.7 102.5 

254 27.8 28.7 

94.2 126.5 133.9 141.2 140.0 154.8 146.5 

Landed Values - Million Dollars 

5.5 

3.7 

8 .1 

61.6 

75.2 

0.3 

00 

0.5 

0.2 

1.0 

5.2 

3.7 

7.6 

61.4 

74.2 

7.7 

5.0 

14.1 

62 .5 

84.2 

0.7 

0.2 

0.8 

0.3 

1.8 

7.0 

4.8 

13.2 

62.2 

82.5 
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9.9 13.9 9.2 

6.3 7.9 4.7 

18.0 21.0 19.7 

71.6 B34 89 .2 

99.5 118.3 118.0 

1.1 

0.2 

0.8 

00 

1.8 

8.9 

6.1 

17.2 

71.6 

1.2 

00 

1.0 

0.0 

2.2 

1.1 

0.0 

1.1 

0.0 

2.2 

127 8.1 

7.B 4.7 

20.0 18.6 

83.4 . 89.2 

9.3 

54 

19.5 

73.9 

102.7 

0.7 

0.0 

1.1 
00 

1.9 

8.6 

5.4 

184 

73.9 

97.7 116.1 115.9 100.9 

10.2 

6.6 

184 

640 

92.6 

04 

00 

1.0 

00 

1.4 

9.8 

6.6 

174 

64.0 

91.2 

14.3 

6.7 

76.6 

24.9 

115.8 

3.3 

0.0 

4.1 

00 

7.5 

110 

6.7 

72.4 

24.9 

108.4 

9.1 

5.3 

12 .3 

744 

95.8 

0.9 

0.0 

0.6 

0.0 

1.4 

8.3 

5.3 

11.7 

744 

94.4 



TABLE 2-6 
Quebec 

'-wuled Volumes emel Vedues by MeUm-Species 
1981-1991 

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Total landings 

Groundfish 

Cod 

Pelagics 

Shellfi sh 

Total 

62.9 

45.2 

9.0 

15.8 

87.6 

Offshore landings 

Groundfish 8.1 

Cod 0.4 

Pelagics 0.0 

Shellfish 0.0 

Offshore 
Total 8.1 

Inshore landings 

Groundfish 54.8 

Cod 44.9 

Pelagics 9.0 

Shellfish 15.8 

Inshore 
Total 

Total landings 

Groundfish 

Cod 

Pelagics 

Shellfish 

Total 

79.5 

23.5 

18.6 

4.0 

18.9 

46.4 

Offshore landings 

Groundfish 1.9 

Cod 0.1 

Pelagics 00 

Shellfish 0.0 

Offshore 
Total 1.9 

Inshore landings 

Groundfish 21.6 

Cod 18.5 

PeJagics 4.0 

Shellfish 18.9 

Inshore 
Total 44.4 

58.9 

41.6 

8.2 

19.5 

86.6 

112 

1.1 

00 

0.0 

11.2 

47.7 

40.4 

8.2 

19.5 

75.4 

21.4 

16.7 

3.2 

25.4 

50.0 

2.4 

0.3 

0.0 

0.0 

2.4 

19.0 

16.4 

3.2 

25.4 

47.6 

SOURCE: DFO Catch and Effon Data 

53.5 

39.7 

5.6 

19.3 

78.4 

8.7 

0.0 
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0.0 

8.7 

44.9 
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19.3 

69.7 

19.2 

15.4 

2.5 
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0.0 

00 
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37.6 
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0.0 
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0.1 
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21.8 

71.9 

57.3 

41.9 

6.4 

26.5 
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8.4 

00 

00 
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8l.8 
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34.3 
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0.4 

00 
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9.5 

46 .7 

33.8 

7.6 

26.2 

80.5 

63.8 

312 

9.0 

24.4 

97.2 

12.9 

0.5 

0.0 

0.2 

13.1 

50.9 

30.7 

9.0 

24.2 

84.1 

55.7 

26.9 

9.7 

22.8 

88.2 

15.9 

0.5 

0.0 

0.0 

15.9 

39. 8 

26.4 

9.7 

22.8 

72.2 

Landed Values - Million Dollars 
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15.0 
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2.6 
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00 
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FIGURE A-I 
SCelsoncd i I)' oJ Lelndi ngs lUU' f~tJll"oYIfI('J1l 

Average Monthly Total Landings by Volume 
1987-1991 

Thousand Tonnes 
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FIGURE A-2 
Seasonality (~f Lwulings and bJlI"oymt'nt 

Nova Scotia 
Monthly Total Landings and Processing Employment 
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

Resource Access 

TABLE 3 - Access to the Resource: DFO Number of Species Licence Holders 
by Major Species, 1986-1991 
This table shows the distribution of licence holders with limited-entry fisheries licences by major 
species. These figures do not represent the total number of licences issued as some people have 
multiple-species licences or multiple single-species licences. For the years 1989 to 1991 inclu
sive, the figures do not include groundfish licences for mobile vessels of 65 feet and over. 

TABLE 4 - DFO Registered Fishermen by Category, 1981-1991 
This table presents the distributions of registered fishermen according to four DFO-designated 
categories, (i.e full-time, part-time, bona fide and commercial). Full implementation of DFO 
fishermen categorization across Atlantic Canada started in 1986. 

TABLE 5 - DFO Registered Fishermen and Taxfilers Reporting Fishing Income, 
Selected Years 
Comparison is made between registered fishermen and taxfilers reporting self-employed fishing 
income and harvesting income. Separate entries are shown for those who earned income only 
from self-employed fishing and through employment with commercial fishing establishments 
(SIC 041) respectively. This comparison shows that a significant portion of registered fishermen 
do not report fishing income. This is expected because registered fishermen include both active 
and inactive fishermen. It should be also noted that 90 percent of all taxfilers reporting fishing 
income could be matched with registered fishermen . 

TABLE 6 - DFO Registered FishermenNessel Owners and All Registered Vessels by 
Vessel Size, Selected Years 
By merging DFO registration and taxfiler data, it was possible to classify a tax filer in terms of 
vessel ownership according to the size «35' or 35'+) of the primary (ie. largest) vessel owned. 
Comparing taxfilers/owners and registered owners provides an indication of participation of 
fishing enterprises by vessel size. In addition, numbers of all non-company-owned vessels by 
size are also presented to show the effect of multiple-vessel ownership. 

TABLE 7 - Attachment to the Harvesting Sector - A Longitudinal Perspective 
Individuals Reporting Self-Employed Fishing Income Over the Period 1981-1990 
These distributions were obtained by tracking individuals who reported employment income 
for three or more years to see how many years they reported income from self-employed fishing. 
The counts show that the largest distributions are for individuals with just a few years of income 
from the fishery or with long-term attachment of 10 years. 
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TA8LE 3-1 
Acn'ss to thl' R('.'WWH' 

N IIlf1bn" (~r !il'l'ci('s Ij("(,lJc(' lIolcicTs by IHajm' .\I'('c;n' 
1986-199 , 

All Atlantic 

Number of Licence Holders 

Major Species 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Groundfish 15,671 15,737 15,890 15,949 15 ,876 

Lobster 11,579 11,597 ll ,6 12 11,593 ll,562 

Herring 7,397 9,660 9,261 9,109 8,921 

Mackerel 4,814 4,874 4,968 5,016 5,067 

Capelin 2,009 2,400 2,798 3,157 3,108 

Salmon 3,419 3,260 3,137 3,103 3,057 

Scallop 1,891 1,913 1,966 2,070 2,094 

Squid 49 136 308 398 1,120 

Swordfish 856 869 1,210 1,361 1,294 

Crab 723 789 1,098 1,165 1,180 

Tuna 700 704 721 700 702 

Shrimp 145 151 153 156 164 

Total Major Species 49,253 52,090 53,122 53,777 54,145 

Miscellaneous and Other Categoriesl 

Other Pelagic 1,932 1,926 1,882 1,895 1,900 

Other Shellfish 4,242 4,321 4,326 4,195 4,141 

Miscellaneous 2,283 2,221 2,178 2,700 3,162 

Total Miscellaneous + Other 8,457 8,468 8,386 8,790 9,203 

SOURCE: DFO Licensing Data. 

1991 

16,565 

11,385 

8,690 

5,080 

3,077 

2,955 

2,069 

1,905 

1,22 3 

1,189 

694 

163 

54,995 

1,929 

4,122 

7,807 

13,858 

NOTES: I Refers to individuals and companies holding licences. Differs from tolalHcences issued as some hold more Ihan one licence for the 
same species or multiple species. . 

2 Miscellaneous and Olher Categories include: 

a) Other Pelagic: Alewife, Eel , Shad, Smell, Striped Bass, Silversides and unspecified other fish 

b) Other Shellfish: Bar Clams, Quahaugs, Clams, unspecified, Mussels, Oyster and Winkles (Whelk) 

c) Miscellaneous: Fish for bait (gillnet , Que.), other seaweeds, HarplWhite Coat Seal , Unspecified Seal; Herring (exploratory, Que.), Mackerel 
(exploratory,Que.), Scallop (exploratory, Que.), Lobster (exploratory, Que.), Capelin (exploratory, Que.), Crab (exploratory, Que.), 
Transport (Herring Carrier, Scotia Fundy) and unspecified items. 
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TABLE 3-2 
A("cess to III(' R('SOllJH' 

Numbe," (~{ Species Ijcence lIolde,"s by Majm" Species' 
1986-1991 

Newfoundland 

Number of Licence Holders 

Major Species 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Groundfish 9,472 9,579 9,762 9,832 9,83 1 

Lobster 4,476 4,505 4,508 4,506 4,492 

Herring 1,604 3,86 1 3,461 3,301 3,173 

Mackerel 621 683 758 775 774 

Capelin 1,995 2,384 2,785 3,144 3,092 

Salmon 3,240 3,209 3,137 3,103 3,057 

Scallop 534 554 609 700 723 

Squid) 704 

Swordfi sh 2 2 2 2 

Crab 274 32 1 627 688 705 

Tuna3 

Shrim p 49 54 54 56 56 

Total Major Species 22,265 25,152 25,703 26,10 7 26,609 

Miscellaneous and Other Categoriesl 

Other Pelagic) 82 111 

Othe r Shellfish 

Miscellaneous3 574 1,097 

Total Miscellaneous + Other 656 1,208 

SOU RCE: DFO Licensing Data. 

.. 
9,36 1 

4,357 

3,035 

783 

3,062 

2,955 

713 

1,481 

3 

721 

57 

26,528 

135 

3 

5,781 

5,919 

NOTES: t Refers to individuals and companies holding licences. Differ:; from total licences issued as some hold more than one licence for the 
same species or multiple spec ies. 

2 Re fer to the "All Atlantic" table for a detatled listing of these items. 

3 SqUid (prior to 1990) , seals (prior to 1991) and tuna licences were not in the Newfound land Region licensing dalabase, whereas the Gulf 
Region's licensing database did nOl include eel . smelt and seals licences issued prior to 1989 on the west coast of Newfoundland. 
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TARLE 3-3 
Access to fire nl'SOIltH' 

NumblT (~r Species t;Cl'Uc(' Holden by JVlajm" Sl'ecil'sl 
1986-1991 

Prince Edward Island 

Number of Licence Holders 

Major Species 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Groundfish 933 928 928 926 926 
Lobster 1,309 1.309 1,308 1,308 1.307 
Herring 866 865 865 866 869 
Macke rel 830 823 823 822 823 
Capelin 

Salmon 4 
Scallop 395 399 401 401 401 
Squid 2 63 93 94 
Swordfish 107 146 170 
Crab 16 16 16 16 
Tuna 360 361 361 361 361 
ShTimp 

Total Major Species 4,698 4,703 4,872 4,939 4,967 

Miscellaneous and Other Categories1 

Other Pelagic 513 524 513 476 465 
Other Shellfish 1,333 1,180 1,143 1,119 1,112 
Miscellaneous 311 314 315 313 314 
Total Miscellaneous + Other 2,157 2,018 1,971 1,908 1,891 

SOURCE: DFO Licensing Data . 

1991 

924 

1,306 
867 
824 

401 
105 
180 

16 
361 

4,984 

470 
1,207 

314 
1,991 

NOTES: I Refers to individuals and companies holding licences . DIffers from total licences issued as some hold more than one licence for the 
same species or multiple speetes. 

2 Refer to the "All Atlantic" table for a detailed listing of these Items. 
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TABLE 3-4 
;\cct'ss to tilt' R('SOmH' 

N IIm'}(T oJ Spt'cies l .kcJlc(' HO'l'(TS by M{~jOl ' SI'('cics' 
1986-1991 

Nova Scotia 

Number of Licence Holders 

Major Species 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Groundfish 2,839 2,835 2,840 2,850 2,830 

Lobster 3,446 3,442 3,465 3,456 3,442 

Herring 2,256 2,254 2,240 2,252 2,223 

Mackerel 1,870 1,868 1,886 1,920 1,961 

Capelin 

Salmon 53 

Scallop 410 409 413 413 425 

Squid 45 130 240 300 316 

Swordfish 844 854 1,090 1,198 1,106 

Crab 194 195 199 204 203 

Tuna 170 170 188 168 170 

Shrimp 7 7 8 8 11 

Total Major Species 12,134 12,165 12,569 12,769 12,687 

Miscellaneous and Other Categories2 

Other Pelagic 289 296 293 284 285 

Other Shellfish 107 105 150 174 189 

Miscellaneous 76 74 72 71 77 

Total Miscellaneous + Other 472 475 S15 529 551 

SO URCE: DFO Licensing Data. 

•• 

3,834 

3,407 

2,147 

1,907 

418 

313 

1,032 

195 

163 

8 

13,424 

296 

207 

72 

575 

NOTES: I Refers lO individuals and companies holding licences. Differs from lOtal licences issued as some hold more than one licence for the 
Same species or mult iple species. 

1 Refer to the "All Allantic" table for a detailed listing of these items. 
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TABLE 3-5 
/\ccess to tlu' Resow"ce 

NIIIJlhn- of Spccies Licen(:(' lIo'de,-s by M(~jo,- Species' 
1986-1991 

New Brunswick 

Number of Licence Holders 

Major Species 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Groundfish 1,029 1,021 1,011 1,000 986 

Lobster 1,699 1,696 1,690 1,680 1,682 

Herting 1,366 1,366 1,366 1,361 1,356 

Mackerel 1,087 1,082 1,081 1,078 1,072 

Capelin 2 2 2 3 

Salmon 121 49 

Scallop 478 476 471 483 473 

Squid 4 4 5 5 6 

Swordfish 8 10 9 13 13 

Crab 80 82 82 82 82 

Tuna 120 120 119 118 118 

Shrimp 44 43 41 38 38 

Total Major Species 6,038 5,950 5,877 5,860 5,829 

Miscellaneous and Other Categoriesl 

Other Pelagic 1,013 977 948 909 899 

Other Shellfish 2,551 2,783 2,731 2,591 2,530 

Miscellaneous 69 68 62 57 58 

Total Miscellaneous + Other 3,633 3,828 3,741 3,557 3,487 

SOURCE: DFO Licensing Data. 

1991 

1,155 

1,666 

1,352 

1,070 

3 

465 

6 

8 

82 

117 

37 

5,961 

881 

2,343 

58 

3,282 

NOTES: I Refers to individuals and companies holding licences. Differs from [Q(allicences issued as some hold more than one licence for the 
same species or multiple species. 

2 Refer to the" All Atlantic" table for a detailed listing of these items. 
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TABLE 3-6 
Access to tlu' Resou,-ce 

Numbe,- (~r Species Licence Holcle,-s I~)' Majm- Species' 
1986-1991 

Quebec 

Number of Licence Holders 

Major Species 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Groundfish 1,365 1,340 1,322 1,315 1,278 

Lobster 648 644 641 643 639 

Herring 1,300 1,309 1,323 1,320 1,293 

Mackerel 402 414 419 419 436 

Capelin 12 15 11 11 13 

Salmon 

Scallop 74 75 71 72 72 

Squid 

Swordfish 

Crab 175 175 174 175 174 

Tuna 50 53 53 53 53 

Shrimp 45 47 50 54 59 

Total Major Species 4 ,072 4 ,073 4 ,064 4 ,063 4,017 

Miscellaneous and Other Categories1 

Other Pelagic 17 15 15 14 14 

Other Shellfish 250 252 301 310 309 

Miscellaneous 1,822 1,760 1,725 1,681 1,613 

Total Miscellaneous + Other 2 ,089 2,027 2 ,041 2,005 1,936 

SOURCE DFO Licensing Data. 

1991 

1,268 

649 

1,284 

496 

12 

72 

175 

53 

6 1 

4,070 

12 

308 

1,579 

1,899 

NOTES: t Refers to individuals and companies holding licences. Differs from t01allicences issued as some hold more than one lice nce for the 
same species or multiple species. 

2 Refer to the" All Atlantic" .table for a detailed liSting of these items. 
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TABLE 4 
DrO R('gis'lT('(I "';SlIlTlIIl'U 

l'ull- TiJfll', PClI"l-nUIl', Bmw nell' Cllld COItlullTcilli 
J 981-' 991 

Number of Registered Fishermen 

Category 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

All Atlantic 

Full-Time 24,454 24 ,789 25,133 25 ,703 25,740 

Pan-Time 23,730 26,896 27,310 25,532 23,262 

Bona fide 3,460 3,469 3,481 3,482 3,479 

Commercial 10,935 11,689 12 ,033 12 ,034 11,765 

Total 53,894 53,078 57,042 59,152 58,402 62,579 66,843 67,957 66,751 64,246 

Newfoundland 

Full-Time 13 ,345 13,395 13,627 14,183 14,355 

Pan-Time 14,474 16,407 16,946 15,885 14,475 

Bona fide 0 0 0 0 0 

Commercial 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 28,587 27,379 28,074 27,618 26,564 27,819 29,802 30,573 30,068 28,830 

Prince Edward Island 

Full-Time 0 0 0 2 2 

Pan-Time 0 0 0 3 

Bona fide 1,385 1,388 1,385 1,385 1,385 

Commercial 3,458 3,804 4,020 4,175 4 ,156 

Total 2,749 3,013 3 ,182 3,402 . 3,719 4,843 5,192 5,405 5,563 5,546 

Nova Scotia 

Full-Time 7,050 7,417 7,554 7,613 7,494 

Pan-Time 5,524 6,129 6,280 5,955 5,662 

Bona fide 690 694 695 695 695 

Commercial 1,920 2,006 2,125 2,151 2,100 

Total 1l,388 10,965 12,543 13,253 13,958 15,184 16,246 16,654 16,414 15,951 

New Brunswick 

Full-Time 824 822 831 924 907 

Part-Time 731 701 658 678 679 

Bona fide 1,385 1,387 1,401 1,402 1,399 

Commercial 5,557 5,879 5,888 5,708 5,509 

Total 5,929 5,805 6,567 6,672 7,466 8,497 8,789 8,778 8 ,712 8,494 

Quebec 

Full-Time 3,235 3,155 3,121 2,981 2,982 

Part-Time 3,001 3,659 3,426 3,013 2,443 

Bona fide 0 0 0 0 0 

Commercial 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 5,241 5,916 6,676 8,207 6,695 6,236 6,814 6,547 5,994 5,425 

SOURCE: DFO Licensing Data. 

NOTE: Full implementation of DFO fishermen categorization across Atlantic region commenced in 1986. 
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1991 

25,447 

20 ,252 

3,481 

11,897 

61,077 

14 ,216 

10,699 

0 

0 

24,915 

2 

0 

1,387 

4,310 

5,699 

7,465 

6,297 

695 

2,116 

16,573 

921 

719 

1,399 

5,471 

8,510 

2,843 

2,537 

0 

0 

5,380 



Province 

All Atlantic· 

Newfoundland 

Prince Edward Island 

Nova Scotia 

New Brunswick 

Quebec' 

All Atlantic· 

Newfoundland 

Prince Edward Island 

Nova Scolia 

New Brunswick 

Quebec" 

All Atlantic· 

Newfoundland 

Prince Edward Island 

Nova Scolia 

New Brunswick 

Quebec' 

All Atlantic· 

Newfoundland 

Prince Edward Island 

Nova Scolia 

New Brunswick 

Quebec' 

TABLE '5 
Dro RcgishTetl f'iS'ItTUI('1I (fIul 'lclxJiI(TS 

Ikp{wting Fis',illg Inuml{' 
Selectetl }('{If"S 

Taxfilers Rtporting Fishing lncome l 

Self-Employed Fishermen Wage-Earning Harvesters 

DFO Net Fishing Fishing and Harvesting Harvesting 
Registered Income Other Income and Other 
Fishermen Only Earnings , Only Earnings 

1990 

64,246 21,620 12,790 6,080 5,570 

28,830 9,630 5,310 1,130 870 

5,546 1,800 1,210 540 880 

15 ,95 1 6,780 3,990 2,070 1,760 

8,494 1,990 1,360 1,690 1,540 

5,425 1,420 920 650 520 

1988 

67,957 23,390 14,790 5,840 4,310 

30,573 10,190 6,370 900 710 

5,405 1,910 1,290 780 600 

16,654 6,740 4,5 70 1,570 1,450 

8 ,778 2,340 1,530 1,840 1,060 

6,547 2,210 1,040 750 500 

1986 

62,579 23,620 13,6\0 5,970 3,900 

27,819 10,230 5,460 710 650 

4,843 1,890 1,260 590 530 

15,184 7,000 4,360 1,360 1,150 

8,497 2,540 1,620 2,110 940 

6,236 1,960 910 1,200 630 

1981 

53,894 20,970 14,880 2,500 2,050 

28,587 9,400 6,960 600 420 

2,749 1,690 1,120 230 320 

11,388 5,900 4,110 640 650 

5,929 2,120 1,520 820 560 

5,241 1,860 1,180 200 120 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations; DFO Licensing Data . 

Total 

46,060 

16,940 

4,430 

14,600 

6,580 

3,510 

48,330 

18,170 

4,580 

14,330 

6,770 

4,500 

47,\00 

17,050 

4,270 

13,870 

7,210 

4,700 

40,400 

17,380 

3,360 

11,300 

5,020 

3,360 

NOTE: 1 The above Taxfiler figures include those individuals with self,employed fishing income greater than plant employment Income and 
those who earn wages or salaries through employment with commercial fishing establishments but not from self,employed fishing or plant 
employment. 

'Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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TABLE (, 
1)1'"0 Rq~isf(TC(1 ris'f(TfJ!('n/Vcssei Ch""f(TS cmd 

All Rcgi.~lC.-cd Ves .~ds 
by Vessel Size 
Selected }ClI.-S 

Registered FishennenNtsse1 Owners 

Reporting All All Non-Company 
Self-Employed Registered Fishermen! Owned 
Fishing Income Vessel Owners Registered Vessels 

YearlProvince < 35' 35' + < 35' 35 ' + < 35' 35' + 

1990 

All Atlantic* 1l,620 6,320 17,359 7,019 21,778 7,451 

Newfoundland 8,200 1,010 12.143 1,177 15,623 1,201 

Prince Edward Island 30 1,330 41 1,446 53 1,562 

Nova Scolia 2,180 1,970 2,839 2,146 3,318 2,325 

New Brunswick 370 1,540 679 1,693 919 1,796 

Quebec' 840 460 1,657 557 1,865 567 

1988 

All Atlantic* 12,430 6,250 18,239 6,978 22,847 7,521 

Newfoundland 8,700 1,030 12,585 1,191 16,024 1,213 

Prince Edward Island 20 1,280 26 1,403 37 1,542 

Nova Scolia 2,180 1,900 2,906 2,091 3,530 2,352 

New Brunswick 440 1,540 787 1,698 1,054 1,800 

Quebec' 1,090 500 1,935 595 2,202 614 

1986 

All Atlantic* 11,990 6,240 17,641 6,862 21,732 7,264 

Newfoundland 8,160 1,090 11,741 1.226 14,776 1,255 

Prince Edward Island 40 1,310 47 1,409 56 1,514 

Nova Scolia 2,270 1,860 3,016 2,040 3,609 2,214 

New Brunswick 530 1,480 931 1,619 1,176 1,697 

Quebec' 1,000 500 1,906 568 2,115 584 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data. Special Task Force Tabulations: DFO Licensing Data. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "GS" only . 
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TABLE 7 
4uadufI('tI' '0 ,If(' HUn'('sting S(TtO,. - l .olIgiltulillClI p(Tsl'('(·'iH' 

IlId;\'icluals '~('pm ·'ing S('U~bfl"l()yec' risl,illg "KOffl(" 

O\,('I" the PeJioci 1981 to 1990 
Number of Years the Individual Has Reported Income From 

Self-Employed Fishing Over the lO-Year Period 

All 
Province 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 10 Yrs 

All Atlantic 0,220 10,040 7,740 6,240 5,020 4,280 3,770 3,660 4,710 13,650 79,330 

Nfld. $,130 4,320 3,370 2,770 2,140 1,740 1,650 1,620 2,080 6,150 33,970 

PEl 1,700 860 640 500 420 310 290 280 360 1,140 6,500 

NS 5,530 2,720 2,180 1,720 1,570 1,450 1,130 1,050 1,440 4,010 22,800 

NB 2,710 1,160 810 670 490 400 370 350 440 1,530 8,930 

Quebec 2,160 970 740 580 390 380 330 360 400 820 7,130 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data , Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: ) Individuals who reponed earnings for three or more years and who reponed self-employed fIShing income for at least one year. 
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APPENDIX C 

Fish Processing 

TABLE 8 - DFO Registered Fish Processing Plants, 1981-1991 
This information is based on the DFO Inspection list. Although onshore processing falls under 
provincial jurisdiction, plants involved in interprovincial or export trade are required to be regis
tered with DFO and are subject to federal sanitary and product inspection. However, some 
provinces also require local processing facilities to be registered with and inspected by DFO. 
Processing activities include icing, packing, filleting, freezing, canning, salting, etc. Live lobster 
operations and fishermen packers are not required to be registered. Not all registered plants are 
active and operational. 

TABLE 9 - Fish Processing Sector, Employment by Plant Size, 1990 
This information is based on the 1991 DFO plant survey. Plant employment is defined by the 
average number of plant people on payroll including both core and casual employees. The dis
tribution shows the number of plants , total employment and average employment for the 
following plant size categories: less than 50 employees, 50 to 99, 100 to 249,250 or more. 

TABLE 10 - Fish Processing Sector, Employment by Firm Size, 1989 
The employment distribution by firm size was obtained by identifying individuals from the tax 
files who reported fish processing income, to the processing firms in which the income was 
earned. The firm size categories are based on the average labour units (ALUs) per firm , which 
provides an estimate of the number of person years (PYs) of employment, in the following cate
gories: less than 100, 100 to 249, 250 or more. To obtain ALUs Statistics Canada divides annual 
total payroll by average earnings per employee. 

This table shows the frequency and percent distributions of plant employees by firm size as well 
as percent distribution in term of ALUs (or PYs). The comparison between PY and payroll dis
tributions provides an indicator of "labour turnover" across firm sizes. 

TABLE 11 - Average Employment Income and UI Benefits of Processing Employees 
by Firm Size, 1989 
This table presents average employment income and UI benefits by firm size. These figures show 
major differences in the level of earned income as well as the reliance on UI benefits when indi
viduals in the smaller firms are compared with those in the larger firms. 

TABLE 12 - Attachment to the Processing Sector - A Longitudinal Perspective 
Individuals Reporting Plant Employment Income Over the Period 1981-1990 
These distributions were obtained by tracking individuals who reported employment income 
for three or more years to see how many years they reported income from plant employment. 
The counts show that the largest distributions are for individuals with just a few years of income 
from the fishery or with long-term attachment of 10 years. 
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

TABLE 13 - Fish Processing Sector - Financial Performance 
These tables provide combined industry balance sheet, income statement and financial ratios 
for the Atlantic fish processing sector over the II-year period 1981 to 1991. The estimates were 
prepared by Coopers &: Lybrand in a background study for the Task Force. The figures provided 
for the period 1981 to 1987 are based on detailed aggregated financial statement data provided 
by Statistics Canada. For the period 1988 to 1991, comparable data were not available from 
Statistics Canada and the financial profiles have been generated using data from several sources. 

TABLE 14 - Total Fishery Exports and Exports to the United States, by Atlantic 
Provinces and Canada Total 
Total fishery exports and those destined to U.S. markets are shown for all of Canada and indi
vidual Atlantic provinces. The export figures cover all product forms including fresh products . 
Provincial exports may include products originating from other provinces. 
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TABLE 8 
oro Rq~istt'n'cI Hslr Processing Plants 

198.-.991 

Province 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

All Atlantic 700 685 670 724 788 840 890 991 975 

Nfld 225 215 205 212 213 228 244 252 256 

PEl 42 42 43 48 55 60 56 65 76 

NS 213 225 237 256 278 327 307 343 345 

NB 101 114 127 140 163 135 177 207 187 

Quebec 119 89 58 68 79 90 106 124 III 

SOURCE: DFO Inspeclion Dala . 

NOTE: 1982 and 1990 numbers are eSlimaled . 
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1990 1991 

1,018 1,063 

268 281 

75 75 

347 348 

190 194 

138 165 



TABLE 9 
Fish Pn)("cssing Sc£"lo.- bnl1'(~vnl('Jlt by "'lIlIt Si~(' 

1990 
All Atlantic Newfoundland 

Number of Plants Employment Number of Plants Employment 
Plant 
Size Number Percent Average Total Percent Number Percent Average Total Percent 

1-49 390 56 17 6,485 11 101 44 19 1,9 19 7 

50-99 109 16 67 7,273 13 40 17 65 2,600 9 
100-249 134 19 145 19,437 34 52 23 148 7,696 28 
250+ 61 9 400 24,384 42 38 16 404 15,352 56 
Total 694 100 83 57,579 100 231 100 119 27,567 100 

Prince Edward Island Nova Scotia 

Number of Plants Employment Number of Plants Employment 
Plant 
Size Number Percent Average Total Percent Number Percent Average Total Percent 

1-49 32 70 12 384 16 156 66 16 2,496 19 
50-99 5 11 65 325 14 37 16 70 2,590 19 
100-249 8 17 176 1,408 59 36 15 133 4,788 36 
250+ 1 2 265 265 11 9 4 399 3,591 27 
Total 46 100 52 2,382 100 238 100 57 13,465 100 

New Brunswick Quebec 

Number of Plants Employment Number of Plants Employment 
Plant 
Size Number Percent Average Total Percent Number Percent Average Total Percent 

1-49 70 59 17 1,190 12 31 51 16 496 13 
50-99 10 8 67 670 6 17 28 64 1,088 29 
100-249 27 23 152 4,104 40 11 18 131 1,441 38 
250+ 11 9 400 4,400 43 2 3 388 776 20 
Total 118 100 88 10,329 100 61 100 62 3,811 100 

SOURCE: DFO Plant Survey, 1991. 

NOTE: Only "operational" plants were selected . 
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FIGlJRE B 
}'isl, Pyocessing Se('lm' 

bnp'oymen, 'JY Plllnt Size, Selected Pyovinces 
1990 

All Atlantic 
Employment by Plant Size 

13% 

34% 

o 1-49 • 50-99 100-249 0 250+ 

Newfoundland 
Employment by Plant Size 

56% 
28% 

o 1-49 • 50-99 10 100-249 LJ 250+ 

Nova Scotia 
Employment by Plant Size 

19% 

o 1-49 • 50-99 0 100-249 0 250+ 

SOURCE DFO Plant Survey, 1991. 

NOTE; Onl>' "operational" plants were selected . 

All Atlantic 
Number of Plants by Plant Size 
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1-49 50-99 100-249 250+ 
Plant Size 

Newfoundland 
Number of Plants by Plant Size 

Nova Scotia 
Number of Plants by Plant Size 

Plant Size 



Finn Size 
(ALU) 

< 100 

100-249 

250 + 

Total 

< 100 

100-249 

250 + 

Total 

< 100 

100-249 

250 + 

Total 

< 100 

100-249 

250 + 

Total 

< 100 

100-249 

250 + 

Total 

< 100 

100-249 

250 + 

Total 

TABLE 10 
nsh P,-ocessing Se(-to,

Employment by nntl _Size 
1989 

Number of 
Employees 

28,630 

11 ,260 

23,480 

63,370 

9,210 

5,890 

13 ,480 

28,580 

Percentage Distribution 
of Employees 

All Atlantic· 

Newfoundland 

45.2 

17.8 

37.1 

100.0 

32.2 

20.6 

47 .2 

100.0 

Prince Edward Island 

2,070 64.9 

1,120 35. 1 

** ** 
3,190 1000 

Nova Scotia 

7,750 51.2 

1,870 12 .3 

5,540 36.6 

15,150 100.0 

New Brunswick 

6,590 56.0 

720 6.1 

4,460 37.9 

11,770 100.0 

Quebec* 

3,010 64.2 

1,670 35 .6 

** ** 
4,690 100.0 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations. 

Percentage Distribution 
of ALU's 

28.2 

14.9 

56.9 

100.0 

15.9 

13.7 

70.4 

100.0 

52.0 

48.0 

** 
100.0 

30.7 

11.4 

57.9 

100.0 

37.7 

5.6 

56.7 

100.0 

59.5 

40 .5 

** 
100.0 

NOTE: Processing employees include all individuals reponing plant employment Income regardless of major source of employment income . 

'Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G S" only. 

"Due to confidenliality. regrouped to firm size 100-249. 
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Finn Size 
(ALU) 

< 100 

100-249 

250 + 

Total 

< 100 

100-249 

250 + 

Total 

< 100 

100-249 

250 + 

Total 

< 100 
100-249 

250 + 

Total 

< 100 

100-249 

250 + 

Total 

< 100 

100-249 

250 + 

Total 

TABLE 11 
AV(Tllg-e bJll'lo),fflent IncoUle ami VI Benefits 

oJ Processing bnl"oyee.~ 
'J}' rinJl Size 

1989 
Plant Total 

Employment Employment UI 
Number of Income Income Benefits 
Individuals $ $ $ 

All Atlantic 

28,630 4,800 7,000 4,800 

11,260 6,600 7,900 5,400 

23,480 12 ,600 14,000 3,600 

63,370 8,000 9,700 4,500 

Newfoundland 

9,2 10 3,900 5,200 5,200 

5,890 5,400 6,500 5,700 

13,480 12,100 13,100 4,100 

28,580 8,100 9,300 4,800 

Prince Edward Island 

2,070 4,800 6,700 4,400 

1,1 20 8,300 9 ,900 6,400 

* * * * 
3 ,190 6,000 7,900 5,100 

Nova Scotia 

7,750 6,500 10,200 3,000 

1,870 9,300 11,800 2,500 

5,540 16,600 18,700 2,300 

15,150 10,500 13,500 2,700 

New Brunswick 

6,590 4,200 5,800 5,500 

720 5,800 6,200 

4,460 9,100 10,500 3,700 

11,770 6,200 7,800 4,800 

Quebec 

3,010 4,500 6,500 6,500 

1,670 6,600 7,500 6,900 

* * * * 
4,690 5,200 6,800 6,700 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations . 

NOTE: • Due to confidentiality, regrouped in firm size 100-249 . 
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Ratio of UI 
to Total 

Employment 
Income 

0.7 

0.7 

0.3 

0.5 

1.0 

0.9 

0.3 

0.5 

0.7 

0.6 

* 
0.6 

0.3 
0.2 

0.1 

0.2 

0.9 

0.4 

0.6 

1.0 

0.9 

* 
1.0 



TABLE 12 
AUaduJJcllt to thc Pnu"C .... sillg Sc(·tm' - tOllgitlldillal P(TSIJl'ctivc 

lndivillllals RqJO"tillg Plallt bnploymcllt IIl('(mIC' 

OV(T til(' Pcriod '98' to '990 
Number of Years the Individual Has Reported Income From Processing 

Over the 10-Year Period 

All 
Province 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 10Yrs 

All Atlantic 40,190 22,660 18,150 13,390 10,130 8,010 6,640 6,600 6,950 14,850 147,570 

Nfld . 14,850 8,620 6,950 5,340 4,100 3,210 2,700 2,990 3,240 8,100 60,100 

PEl 2,770 1,430 940 650 470 390 270 300 330 380 7,930 

NS 11,330 6,690 5,350 3,730 2,670 1,960 1,560 1,140 1,120 2,600 38,150 

NB 6,970 3,720 3,200 2,510 1,920 1,660 1,460 1,500 1,610 3,190 27,740 

Quebec 4,310 2,220 1,730 1,180 990 820 660 680 660 320 13,570 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations . 

NOTE: I Individuals who reponed earnings for three or more years and who reponed plan! employment income for at least one year. 
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TABLE 13-] 
risll Pmcessing Sector - fiJlcftlcial Pe.fol1l1ance 

Estimated lndust,), Statcmcnt of Income, Millions of Dollars, 1981-1991 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Revenues 

Sales 1,278 1,437 1,415 1,385 1,610 2,162 2,337 2,270 1.903 2,118 2,013 

Other 50 44 68 34 48 43 48 46 47 47 47 

Total Revenues 1,328 1,480 1,483 1,419 1,658 2,205 2,386 2,316 1,950 2,165 2,060 

Expenses 

Materials 779 841 929 79 1 958 1,304 1,405 1,452 1,260 1,356 1,271 

Salaries and Wages 331 393 319 394 391 462 438 478 434 463 436 

Interest 86 95 72 52 42 36 39 37 54 44 49 

Depreciation and Amortization 36 42 37 40 45 56 63 60 51 56 53 

Other 145 211 159 191 204 190 281 255 214 240 221 

Total Operating Expenses 1,377 1,583 1,516 1,468 1,640 2,049 2,227 2,283 2,013 2,158 2,031 

Income from Operations (49) (102) (33) (49) 18 156 159 33 (63) 6 29 

Non-recurring items 3 17 6 40 12 28 28 0 (9) 14 (25) 

Income before Income Taxes (46) (85) (27) (0) 29 184 187 33 (73) 21 3 

Income taxes (2) 8 (l) 3 7 53 55 10 (18) 2 8 

Net Income (44) (93) (25) (12) 22 131 133 24 (54) 19 (5) 

ESTIMATED RETURN ON EQUITY, PROFIT MARGIN AND COMPARISONS 

Return on Equity (%) 

F ish Processing -41.3 -325.2 -25.1 -8.6 7.9 26.4 24.6 4.5 -11.0 4.1 -1.2 

Food Manufacturing 13.2 11.0 13.8 13.7 12.9 13.1 16.0 14.0 ll.5 10.4 6.5 

Total Manufacturing 11.4 4.5 8.9 12.0 10.2 10.0 13.1 16.1 11.0 N/A N/A 

Profit Margin (%) 

Fish Processing -3.5 -5.8 -1.8 -0.7 0.0 8.3 7.9 1.4 -3.7 1.0 0.2 

Food Manufacturing 3.5 3.2 3.8 3.8 4.2 4.5 4.7 4.0 3.7 2.2 2.3 

Total Manufacturing 7.2 3.8 5.8 7.2 7.0 6.8 8 .5 9.3 7.1 N/A N/A 

SOURCE: Task Force Background Study. Coopers &: Lybrand . 



TABLE 13-2 
ri.dJ PmccssiJlg Sector - riuClnda' PClfonncUlcc 

[stiJJlatcd Balallce Sheet, l\rlilliollS oJ Dollm's, 1981-1991 

1981 1982 1983 198" 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Current Assets 

Cash and Marketable Securities 27 32 64 17 55 123 111 108 101 103 101 
Accounts Receivable 109 81 97 127 108 156 185 168 151 163 156 
Inventories 207 221 180 211 189 219 260 249 216 234 227 
Other 27 28 18 28 48 39 36 46 36 38 37 
Total Current Assets 370 363 359 382 400 538 592 571 504 538 521 

Fixed Assets 

Land and Buildings 111 83 83 116 129 187 200 240 243 232 230 
Equipment and Other 279 232 260 272 283 470 577 620 684 671 706 
Unspecified 176 318 220 233 241 179 134 188 202 197 204 
Total Fixed Assets 566 634 564 621 654 837 910 1,048 1,129 1,101 1,141 

Accumulated Depreciation (204) (239) (223) (256) (260) (315) (340) (407) (439) (428) (444) 

Fixed Assets Less Depreciation 361 394 341 365 394 522 570 640 690 673 698 
Other Assets 19 13 11 32 28 24 28 37 33 27 22 

Net Advances to Affiliates 95 145 100 10 (36) (31) 112 145 140 93 64 

Total Assets 845 915 811 789 786 1,052 1,303 1,393 1,367 1,331 1,305 

Current Liabilities 

Shon-Term Debt 337 411 304 242 132 86 140 268 291 280 301 
Accounts Payable 104 99 83 119 104 170 182 166 189 173 179 
Long-Term Debt due within year 19 16 20 16 30 25 33 32 33 31 33 
Other 13 48 43 34 11 34 42 32 27 30 30 
Total Current Liabilities 473 573 450 411 277 315 397 498 539 514 543 

Long-Term Liabilities 

Long-Term Debt (Net) 240 275 241 205 179 195 268 268 257 264 260 
Other 26 38 19 29 52 47 98 99 75 89 82 
TOlal Long-Term Liabilities 266 313 260 233 231 243 366 367 332 353 343 

Total Liabilities 738 886 710 645 508 557 763 866 871 867 885 

Shareholders' Equity 107 29 100 145 278 495 540 527 496 464 420 

Liabilities + ShaTeholdeTs' 
Equity 845 915 811 789 786 1,052 1,303 1,393 1,367 1,331 1,305 

SOURCE: Task Force Background Study, Coopers &. Lybrand . 



TABLE 14 
Total riSIUTY LXIJO'-ts and E~IJ()rts to 111£' Unitec' ,Stat('.~ 

By Atlantic Provinces and Ccltlada Total 
- Millions oJ Dollars 

Province 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Canada 

Total Exports 1,518 1,612 1,569 1,597 1,881 2,459 2,773 2,701 2,401 2,626 

to U.s. 815 894 965 972 1,144 1.439 1,624 1,418 1,306 1,411 

All Atlantic 

T Olal Exports 1,054 1,152 1,123 1,124 1,312 1,736 1,918 1,839 1,541 1,716 

to U.S. 698 771 841 823 973 1,236 1,400 1,175 1,067 !,l15 

Newfoundland 

Total Exports 344 380 350 349 367 569 613 598 477 487 
to U.S . 253 273 290 283 318 423 501 407 340 352 

PEl 

Total Exports 28 31 36 40 45 61 67 59 59 72 

to U.s. 19 24 29 32 35 48 49 41 40 49 

NS 

Total Exports 428 430 441 430 526 648 743 760 649 771 

to U.S. 282 281 320 313 383 472 540 463 443 442 

NB 

Total Exports 158 205 206 215 264 311 352 258 238 258 
to U.S. 99 134 149 133 162 195 216 191 182 192 

Quebec 

Total Exports 97 106 90 90 110 147 144 164 118 128 

to U.s. 44 59 54 63 75 97 94 72 62 80 

SOURCE: Slatistics Canada International Trade Division 

1991 

2,460 

1,451 

1,631 
1,125 

428 
328 

78 
45 

732 

451 

270 
215 

123 
85 

NOTE: TOlal fishery exporLS cover all product forms Including fresh producLS. Provincial exporl5 may include producLS originating from other 
provinces. 
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

Incomes in the Fishery 

A. INDIVIDUALS 

Fishing Sector 
Self-employed fishennen are those individuals whose net income from self-employed fishing is 
greater than plant employment income. Similarly, plant employees are people who earn more 
from plant work than from self-employed fishing. This allocation to the sectors is done to avoid 
duplications. Exceptions to this definition will be noted. 

Wage-earning harvesters are individuals who earn wages and salaries through employment with 
fishing establishments (i .e., SIC 041), but not from self-employed fishing or plant employment. 

Non-Fishing Sectors 
Individuals who did not earn income from self-employed fishing or fish processing employment 
are identified in this category. 

TABLE 15 - Employment in the Fishery by Gender and Province, 1981 and 1990 
Based on the tax filer data, the distributions of self-employed fishermen, wage-earning harvesters 
and plant employees by gender are shovm for each province and all Atlantic for 1981 and 1990. 

TABLE 16 - Self-Employed Fishermen and Processing Employees by Age Group, 
1981 and 1990 
These age distributions of fishennen and plant employees are compared to that of individuals 
in the non-fishing sectors. The distributions for 1981 and 1990 allow comparisons of changes 
that have taken place over time. 

TABLE 17 - Distribution of Fishermen and Processing Employees by Total Income, 
Gender and Average Income, 1990 
These tables show the distributions of fishermen and plant employees by income range with mean 
and median incomes for the total population . The mean income represents the average total 
mcome from all sources. The median income is the level that divides the population so that half 
of all individuals earn incomes above the median and half earn incomes below the median. 

TABLE 18 - Average Income of Individuals by Source, Major Sector Comparison, 1981 
and 1990 
These tables compare the income experience of self-employed fishennen, wage-earning har
vesters and plant employees with that of individuals in the other non-fishing sectors which are 
broken down into eight major sector groups. The comparison highlights the relative importance 
of earned income and transfers such as UI benefits. 
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APPENDIX C 

TABLE 19 - Average Income of Self-Employed Fishermen, Processing Employees and 
Non-Fishing Individuals by Source and Income Range, 1990 
These income profiles highlight the importance of earned income relative to transfers in the dif
ferent income ranges. 

TABLE 20 - Variability of Employment and Total Incomes of Fishing and Non-fishing 
Individuals Over the Period 1981 and 1990 
The distributions shown in this table were obtained by tracking individuals over the 1981 to 
1990 period and selecting those who reponed income from the fishery or from the non-fishing 
sectors in each year. Self-employed fishermen are therefore those individuals who reponed 
income from self-employed fishing every year from 1981 to 1990. Plant employees are similarly 
defined. 

Non-fishing individuals are those who reported employment income in each year of the 
lO-year period, but not from self-employed fishing or plant employment. Only a lO-percent 
sample of the non-fishing individuals was used for analysis. 

The "coefficient of variation" measures the relative variation of income around the mean. These 
measures were obtained by tracking each individual over the 10-year period to measure the dis
persion around the trend line. The data shows that fishermens incomes are much more variable than 
that of plant employees or individuals in the non-fishing sectors. 

The level of variability is reduced significantly however when total income which includes UI 
benefits are considered. The high coefficient of variation over net incomes for fishermen is due 
the higher fluctuations in income over time. 
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TABLL I') 
bnplo)'mnlf ;11 fhe hs"et)' by G('JIll('f; Se("fOl-(fJllll'm\'iIlH' 

'981 (fllli 1990 

1990 

Fisheries Sector Total Male Female 

All Atlantic· 

Self-Employed Fishermen 34,420 29,970 4,440 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 11,650 7,570 4,090 

Processing Em ployees 58,720 29,500 29,220 

Tolal 104,790 67,040 37,750 

Prince Edward Island 

Self-Employed Fishermen 3,000 2,220 790 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 1,420 9S0 440 

Processing Employees 2,S40 1,250 1,5S0 

TOlal 7,260 4,450 2,810 

I! New Brunswick 

Self-Employed Fishermen 3,350 3,000 350 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 3,230 2,400 S40 

Processing Employees 11,650 4,S30 6,S20 

Total 18,230 10,230 8,010 
-

1981 

Fisheries Sector Total Male Female 

All Atlantic· 

Self-Employed Fishermen 35,670 33,360 2,330 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 4,550 3,340 1,210 

Processing Employees 57,OSO 29,720 27,360 

Total 97,300 66,420 30,900 

Prince Edward Island 

Self-Employed Fishermen 2,640 2,090 540 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 550 460 90 

Processing Employees 2,330 1,010 1,330 

Total 5,520 3,560 1,960 

New Brunswick 

Self-Employed Fishermen 3,630 3,450 ISO 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 1,3S0 1,070 300 

Processing Em ployees 11,600 4,500 7,120 

TOlal 16,610 9,020 7,600 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Total Male Female 

Newfoundland 

14,950 12,670 2,260 

2,000 1,210 790 

26,960 14,110 12,850 

43,910 27,990 15,900 

Nova Scotia 

10,770 9,920 S60 

3,S30 2,230 1,600 

13,140 7,140 6,000 

27,740 19,290 8,460 

Quebec· 

2,340 2,170 ISO 

1,170 750 420 

4,130 2,1S0 1,950 

7,640 5,100 2,550 

Total Male Female 

Newfoundland 

16,360 15,310 1,060 

1,020 590 420 

25,2S0 14,490 10,SOO 

42,660 30,390 12,280 

Nova Scotia 

lO,OOO 9,680 330 

1,290 9S0 310 

13 ,050 7,270 5,7S0 

24,340 17,930 6,420 

Quebec· 

3,040 2,S40 220 

320 240 90 

4,SOO 2,450 2,330 

8,160 5,530 2,640 



TABLE 16-1 
.SdJ-Emp'oy('C' n shenll('tI clIId Pmn'ss; fig fmp'o)'eo. 

Province! less 
Sector than 19 20 to 24 

All Atlanlic· 2,790 3,940 

Newfoundland 1,300 1,660 

Prince Edward Island 190 320 

Nova Scotia 980 1,460 

New Brunswick 190 260 

Quebec' 120 240 

All Atlantic· 8,380 8,390 

Newfoundland 3,640 3,610 

Prince Edward Island 560 450 

Nova Scotia 1,950 2,020 

New Brunswick 1,750 1,650 

Quebec' 480 660 

Province! Less 
Sector than 19 20 to 24 

All Atlantic· 8.1 U .S 

Newfoundland 8.7 11.1 

Prince Edward Island 6.3 10.6 

Nova Scotia 9.1 13.6 

New Brunswick 5.7 7.8 

Quebec' 5.1 10.3 

All Atlantic· 14.3 14.3 

Newfoundland 13.5 13.4 

Prince Edward Island 19. 7 15.8 

Nova Scotia 14.8 15.4 

New Brunswick 15.0 14.2 

Quebec' 11.6 16.0 

By f\ge Gmllp 
1990 

Number of Individuals 

Age Groups 

25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 49 

SeU-Employed Fishermen 

9,730 8,520 3,121 

4.190 3,800 1,346 

900 810 260 

3,090 2,440 901 

840 860 369 

710 620 243 

Processing Employees 

18,500 13,420 4,010 

8,710 6,620 1,895 

730 550 200 

4,110 2,770 812 

3,590 2,540 818 

1,370 940 290 

Percentage Distribution 

Age Groups 

25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 49 

Self-Employed Fishermen 

28.3 24.8 9.1 

28.0 25.4 9.0 

29.9 26.9 86 

28.7 22.7 8.4 

25 .1 25.7 ll .O 

30.3 265 10.4 

Processing EmpJoyees 

31.5 22.9 6.8 

32.3 24.6 7.0 

25.7 19.4 7.0 

31.3 211 6.2 

30.8 218 7.0 

33.2 22.8 7.0 

SOURCE: Stat istics Canada TaxfiIer Data and Task Force Computations. 

NOTE: * Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only . 
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50+ 

6,309 

2,644 

530 

1,909 

83 1 

407 

6,020 

2,485 

350 

1,478 

1,3 12 

400 

50+ 

18.3 

17.7 

17.6 

17. 7 

248 

17.4 

10.3 

9.2 

12.3 

ll .3 

113 

9. 7 

Total 

34,410 

14,940 

3,010 

10,770 

3,350 

2,340 

58,710 

26,960 

2,840 

13.140 

11,650 

4,130 

Total 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

1000 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

1000 

100.0 



TABLE ]6-2 
Self bftl1'o)'('d n.~'ICnJl(,1I alld Pmn·s.~i IIg Emp'oyccs 

By Age G,-oU,J 
198/ 

Number of Individuals 

Age Groups 

Province! Less 
Sector than 19 20 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 49 50+ 

Self-Employed Fishermen 

All Atlantic' 4,230 4,B30 10,050 7,070 3,027 6,633 

Newfoundland 2,1BO 2,160 4,490 3,120 1,345 3,065 

Prince Edward Island 2BO 370 840 590 263 477 

Nova Scotia 1,120 1,440 2,900 2,000 824 1,726 

New Brunswick 310 420 970 770 329 831 

Quebec' 350 450 840 600 277 533 

Processing Employees 

All Atlantic' 14,560 10,9BO 14,690 8,140 3,174 5,666 

Newfoundland 5,960 4,860 7,140 3,700 1,343 2,277 

Prince Edward Island 710 410 550 360 137 313 

Nova SCalia 3,680 2,450 2,950 1,820 723 1,427 

New Brunswick 3 ,080 2,250 2,820 1,590 659 1,221 

Quebec' 1,130 1,010 1,240 670 312 448 

Percentage Distribution 

Age Groups 

Province! Less 
Sector than 19 20 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 49 50+ 

Self-Employed Fishermen 

All Atlantic' U.B 13.5 2B.0 19.7 B.4 IB.5 

Newfoundland 13.3 13.2 27.4 19.1 8.2 IB.7 

Prince Edward Island 10.0 13.2 29.9 210 9.4 17.0 

Nova Scalia 11.2 14.4 29.0 20 .0 B.2 17.2 

New Brunswick B.5 ll.5 26.6 21.2 9.0 22.8 

Quebec' 11.5 14.8 27.6 19.7 9.1 17.5 

J>ro(cssing Employees 

All Atlantic' 25 .5 19.2 25.7 14.2 5.5 9.9 
Newfoundland 23.6 19.2 28.2 14.6 5.3 9.0 
Prince Edward Island 28.7 16.6 22.3 14.6 5.5 12.7 

Nova SCalia 28.2 18.8 22.6 13.9 5.5 10.9 
New Brunswick 26.5 19.4 24.3 13.7 5.7 10.5 

Quebec' 23.5 21.0 25 .8 14.0 6.5 9.3 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxliler Data and Task Force Computations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "GS" only. 
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Total 

35,B50 

16,360 

2,810 

10,010 

3,640 

3,040 

57,210 

25,280 

2,470 

13 ,050 

ll,610 

4,800 

Total 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

1000 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

1000 

100.0 



TABLE 17-1 
Dis',·il",'ioJl (~r hS'HTJfU'" lImi Pn)C('ssiJl.~ Lmplo)'l'l's 

I~)' To'tI' Incollle, Gl'ndl',. lim' A\'(Tag(' Incoml' 
1990 

Self-Employed Fishermen Fish Processing Employees 

Total Income Range ($) Total Male Female Total Male Female 

All Atlantic· 

Less than 10,000 7,790 6,270 1,520 16,780 6,290 10,490 

10,000·14,999 8,390 6,930 1,460 15,940 5,130 10,800 

15,000-19,999 6,650 5,690 960 12,470 6,830 5,640 

20,000·24,999 3,870 3,530 340 6,620 5,050 1,570 

25,000-34,999 3,910 3,800 120 4,380 3,820 560 

35,000 + 3,800 3,770 30 2,540 2,370 160 

All Income Ranges 34,420 29,980 4,440 58,710 29,490 29,220 

Mean ($) 19,300 20 ,300 12,900 15,900 19,500 12,200 

Median ($) 15,700 16,400 12,300 13 ,900 17,400 11 ,700 

Newfoundland 

Less than 10,000 4,720 3,690 1,030 6,860 3,010 3,840 

10,000-14,999 4,720 3,940 780 7,330 2,470 4,860 

15,000·19,999 2,910 2,550 360 6,540 3,460 3,090 

20,000-24,999 1,160 1,080 80 3,050 2,270 780 

25,000-34,999 850 830 20 2,050 1,810 240 

35,000 + 580 1,120 1,080 50 

All Income Ranges 14,940 12,670 2,270 26,960 14,100 12,860 

Mean ($) 14,700 15,400 11 ,000 16,000 18,900 12,800 

Median ($) 12,800 13 ,300 10,600 14,600 17,200 12,600 

Prince Edward Island 

Less than 10,000 530 450 80 960 310 650 

10,000-14,999 860 580 280 880 230 650 

15,000·19,999 810 520 280 490 310 180 

20,000-24,999 410 300 llO 370 300 80 

25,000-34,999 280 240 40 90 60 30 

35,000 + 130 60 

All Income Ranges 3,010 2,220 790 2,840 1,250 1,590 

Mean ($) 17,000 17,300 16,000 14,300 17 ,800 11,500 

Median ($) 15,600 15,700 15,600 12,000 16,800 10,700 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations (empty cells suppressed by Statistics Canada due 10 confidentiality). 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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TABLE 17-2 
Dist";'mtion of FishtTIII(>n (flU' P"occssing [ml"(~l!('('S 

I~}' Tolal I II co '" t' , GClld(',· alit' A \,(TlIgC lJKOIJI(' 

1990 

Self-Employed Fishermen Fish Processing Employees 

Total Income Range ($) Total Male Female Total Male Female 

Nova Scotia 

Less than 10,000 1,330 1,090 240 3,820 1,490 2,340 

10,000· 14,999 1,500 1,290 220 2,820 1,070 1,760 

15,000-1 9,999 1,780 1,550 220 2,600 1,360 1,240 

20,000-24,999 1,590 1,480 110 1,5 10 1,080 420 

25 ,000·34,999 2,130 2,080 50 1,4 10 1,250 170 

35 ,000 + 2,450 2,430 20 970 890 80 

All Income Ranges 10,780 9,920 860 13,140 7,140 6,000 

Mean ($) 26,200 27,200 14,600 17,800 22 ,400 12,300 

Median ($) 22,300 23 ,400 14,300 14,800 18,700 11,900 

New Brunswick 

Less than 10,000 630 530 110 4, 170 1,150 3,020 

10,000·1 4,999 750 620 130 3 ,640 940 2,700 

15,000· 19 ,999 720 660 60 1,900 1,130 780 

20 ,000-24,999 430 400 30 1,050 840 210 

25 ,000-34 ,999 410 590 500 90 

35,000 + 420 300 270 20 

All Income Ranges 3,350 3,000 350 11,650 4,830 6,820 

Mean ($ ) 20,400 21,200 13,300 14,000 18,100 11,100 

Median ($) 16,900 17,700 12,200 11 ,900 16,400 10,500 

Quebec* 

Less than 10,000 580 520 60 970 330 640 

10,000· 14,999 570 51 0 60 1,270 430 840 

15,000·19,999 430 400 30 930 570 360 

20,000·24,999 280 640 560 80 

25 ,000·34,999 250 240 200 40 

35,000 + 230 90 

All Income Ranges 2 ,340 2,1 60 180 4,130 2,180 1,960 
Mean ($) 18,700 19,100 13,700 15,400 18,300 12,200 
Median ($) 15,300 15,600 11 ,800 14,200 17,800 11 ,800 

SOURC E: Stallstics Canada Taxfde r Data, Special Task Force Tabulations (empty cells suppressed by Statistics Canad a d ue to confidentiality). 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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TABLE 18-1 
All Atllltltic:1c 

Average Income of IndividUlds by 50Uf'ce 
MlljO,. Sector Cotnpa.-ison - 1981 lind '990 

Average Income by Source ($) 

Sector Total 
Number Employ- Employ-

or ment ment Other VI Other 
Sector Individuals Income Income Income Benefits Transrers 

1990 

Self-Employed Fishing 34,410 8,100 10,800 1,000 6,600 1,000 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 11,650 7,245 9,631 644 6,120 798 

Fish Processing 58,710 8,200 9,700 500 4,700 1,000 

All Primary Sectors 
excl. Fishing 68,900 17,370 17,620 1,035 3,579 919 

Manufacturing 
excl. Fish Processing 170,620 22,800 23,400 1,000 1,700 900 

Construction 101 ,320 17,700 18,600 1,000 4,400 800 

Transp., Comm. and 
Other Utilities 73,440 24,000 24,700 1,200 1,800 900 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 271 ,580 16,300 16,700 1,000 1,000 800 

Finance, Insurance 
and Real Estate 56,440 21,800 22,600 2,000 800 1,100 

Community, Bus. 
and Personal Services 418,900 16,500 17,000 1,000 1,200 !,l00 

Public Administration 
and Defence 245,930 25,100 25,600 1,100 1,300 1,300 

Industry Unspecified 
and Undefined 30,610 12,000 13,000 800 2,100 1,100 

All Atlantic 1,627,870 18,610 19,300 1,100 1,800 1,100 

1981 

Self-Employed Fishing 35,850 5,800 8,100 800 2,500 500 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 4,570 3,982 5,777 547 2,473 350 

Fish Processing 57,210 6,100 6,800 300 2,000 400 

All Primary Sectors 
excl. Fishing 71,180 13,124 13,410 611 1,318 406 

Manufacturing 
excl. Fish Processing 195,790 14,100 14,400 700 800 400 

Construction 81,940 12,400 12,900 900 2,000 400 

Transp., Comm. and 
Other Utilities 93,650 17,100 17,400 800 600 600 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 208,710 9,200 9,500 900 500 400 

Finance, Insurance and 
Real Estate 50,570 13,100 13,400 !,l00 400 500 

Community, Bus. and 
Personal Services 327,560 10,700 11,000 700 600 500 

Public Administration 
and Defence 204,570 15,700 15 ,900 700 500 600 

Industry Unspecified 
and Undefined 8,380 3,600 4,200 500 1,200 300 

All Atlantic 1,419,770 12,120 12,400 800 800 500 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Total 
Income 

19,300 

17 ,2 10 

15,900 

23,149 

27,000 

24,800 

28,600 

19,600 

26,400 

20 ,300 

29,300 

17,000 

23,200 

11,900 

9,147 

9,600 

15,746 

16,300 

16,200 

19,400 

11 ,300 

15,400 

12,700 

17,800 

6,200 

14,600 



TABLE 18-2 
N ('l\J"O llnel III JIll 

A\'CHlg(' Incolilc (~r lneli\'idllllis by SOliRC 
M(~i()J- SC{-to.- COIJII'"risoJl - 1981 (fIul 1990 

Average Income by Source (5) 

Sector Total 
Number Employ- Employ-

of ment ment Other VI Other 
Sector Individuals Income Income Income Benefits Transfers 

1990 

Self-Employed Fishing 14,940 4,300 6,500 500 6,900 900 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 2,000 6.100 8,Q50 450 6,450 800 

Fish Processing 26,960 8,400 9,400 400 5,300 900 

All Primary Sectors 
excl , Fish ing 7,710 24,825 25,071 908 3,917 804 

Manufacturing 
excl. Fish Processing 14,450 22,500 23,300 900 3,000 900 

Construction 16,300 13,700 14,500 600 5,900 700 

Transp" Comm, and 
Other Utilities 13 ,750 23.100 23,800 1,l00 2,600 1,000 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 44.170 14,000 14,400 800 1,500 700 

Finance , Insurance 
and Real Estate 7,130 21,000 21 ,600 1,800 1,l00 1,000 

Community, Bus, 
and Personal Services 56,340 13.100 13,700 700 1,700 1,000 

Public Administration 
and Defence 61,460 24,200 24,500 900 1,500 1,100 

Industry Unspecified 
and Undefined 5,660 10.100 10,800 500 2,900 900 

Newfoundland 278,150 16,500 17,100 800 2,700 1,000 

1981 

Self-Employed Fishing 16,360 2,800 5,000 500 2,700 500 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 1,020 4,510 6,471 294 1,863 392 
Fish Processing 25,280 6,900 7,600 200 2.100 400 

All Primary Sectors 
excl, Fishing 8,440 20.118 20,403 557 960 427 

Manufacturing 
excl. Fish Processing 16,810 15,300 15,700 600 1,100 500 

Construction 12,660 11,000 11,500 700 2,400 500 
Transp., Comm. and 

Other Utilities 16,630 16,600 16,900 700 800 600 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 35,060 8,900 9,200 800 700 400 

Finance, Insurance 
and Real Estate 6,660 12,100 12,400 900 600 400 

Community, Bus. 
and Personal Services 45,170 9,600 9,900 500 600 400 

Public Administration 
and Defence 37,460 16,300 16,600 600 600 600 

Industry UnspeCified 
and Undefined 1,660 3,300 3,800 400 1,400 300 

Newfoundland 230,710 11,290 11,800 600 1,100 500 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Dala. SpeCial Task Force Tabulations, 
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Total 
Income 

14,700 

15,800 

16,000 

30,700 

28,100 

21,700 

28 ,500 

17,500 

25,400 

17,100 

27,900 

15.100 

21,600 

8,800 

9,118 

10,300 

22.334 

17,900 

15,000 

19,000 

11,000 

14,200 

11,500 

18,300 

5,900 

14,000 



TABLE 18-3 
Prj nce E{Iwllf-{I 'Slllfltl 

;\v(Tagl' '" ("(ml(' (~r '"t1ivj{luals I,y SOIH"£"(' 

McOm- .Sn"oJ" Comparisoll - 1981 wltl 1990 
Average Income by Source ($) 

Sector Total 
Number Employ- Employ-

of ment ment Other VI Other 
Sector Individuals Income Income Income Benefits Transfers 

1990 

Self-Employed Fishing 3,010 5,500 7,400 1,000 7,600 900 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 1,420 5,282 7,887 423 7,113 775 

Fish Processing 2,840 5,400 7,600 500 5,100 1,100 

All Primary Sectors 
excl. Fishing 3,030 12,178 11 ,683 1,584 3,069 1,089 

ManufactUring 
excl. Fish Processi ng 3,540 17,800 18,500 800 1,500 1,100 

Construction 4,310 15,800 16,400 800 3,600 800 

Transp., Comm. 
and Other Utilities 2,950 22 ,800 23,600 1,000 1,700 1,000 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 9,500 15,500 16,100 1,100 1,100 1,000 

Finance, Insurance 
and Real Estate 2,130 20,800 21 ,800 2,200 1,100 1,200 

Community, Bus 
and Personal Services 16,980 15,100 15 ,600 1,000 1,200 1,300 

Public Administration 
and Defence 11,020 22 ,600 23,100 1,100 1,700 1,400 

Industry Unspecified 
and Undefined 1,080 11 ,600 12,600 800 1,700 1,100 

Prince Edward Island 66,200 16,260 17,000 1,200 2,100 1,200 

1981 

Self-Employed Fishing 2,810 5,400 6,700 700 2,800 500 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 570 2,982 4,737 175 2,632 35 1 

Fish Processing 2,470 4,000 4,800 200 1,900 400 

All Primary Sectors 
excl. Fishing 2,610 6,743 6,705 958 1,073 345 

Manufacturing 
excl. Fish Processing 3,940 11,500 11 ,700 600 700 500 

Construction 3,330 9,500 9,900 800 1,600 500 

Transp., Comm. 
and Other Utilities 3,280 14 ,800 15,100 900 700 700 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 8,400 8,500 8,700 1,000 500 400 

Finance, Insurance 
and Real Estate 1,760 13 ,100 13,400 1,200 400 700 

Community, Bus. 
and Personal Services 13,110 9,000 9,300 700 600 500 

Public Administration 
and Defence 10,000 14,600 14,900 700 600 700 

Industry Unspecified 
and Undefined 360 3,600 4,100 800 1,300 300 

Prince Edward Island 56,980 10,170 10,600 800 800 600 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxftler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations. 
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Total 
Income 

17,000 

16,197 

14,300 

17,459 

22,000 

21 ,700 

27,200 

19,400 

26,300 

19,100 

27,300 

16,100 

21,400 

10,800 

7,719 

7,400 

9,157 

13,500 

12,900 

17,400 

10,600 

15,700 

11 ,100 

16,800 

6,500 

12,700 



TABLE 18-4 
Nova Scotia 

AVtTage I ncome (~r Iml;v;lirwls by ,~OllJn' 
Maj()f' Sector COJJll1l1f-;-'wJI - 1981 llflll 1990 

Average Income by Source ($) 

Sector Total 
Number Employ- Employ-

of ment ment Other VI Other 
Sector Individuals Income Income Income Benefits Transfers 

1990 

Self-Employed Fishing 10,770 14,900 18,100 1,400 5,700 1,000 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 3,830 8,460 10,914 862 4,360 809 

Fish Processing 13,140 10,700 13,100 800 2,900 1,000 

All Primary Sectors 
excl. Fishing 10,720 14,123 14,030 1,073 2,379 998 

Manufacturing 
excl. Fish Processing 38,490 25,200 25,800 1,200 1,200 1,000 

Construction 26,590 18,400 19,300 1,000 3,300 800 

Transp., Comm . 
and Other Utilities 18 ,410 24,900 25,600 1,200 1,200 900 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 82,790 18,700 19,100 1,100 700 800 

Finance, Insurance 
and Real Estate 17,820 23,600 24,400 2,300 600 1,300 

Community, Bus. 
and Personal Services 116,860 17,300 17,900 1,100 900 1,300 

Public Administration 
and Defence 71,750 26,800 27,300 1,300 800 1,500 

Industry Unspecified 
and Undefined 8,550 12,700 13,600 900 1,300 1,200 

Nova Scotia 441,550 20,230 20,900 1,300 1,200 1,200 

1981 

Self-Employed Fishing 10,0 10 11,100 13,500 900 2,000 500 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 1,290 5,271 7,597 1,085 1,240 388 

Fish Processing 13,050 7,100 8,200 500 1,100 400 

All Primary Sectors 
excl. Fishing 14,840 11 ,503 11,685 633 694 586 

ManufactUring 
excl. Fish Processing 44 ,990 14,700 15,000 700 500 500 

Const ruct ion 19 ,660 11,500 12.100 900 1,500 400 

Transp., Comm. 
and Other Utilities 24,140 17,000 17,400 900 500 600 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 60,350 9,200 9,500 1,000 400 400 

Finance, Insurance 
and Real Estate 15,650 13,300 13,500 1,300 300 700 

Community, Bus. 
and Personal Services 92,330 10,700 11 ,000 800 400 600 

Public Administration 
and Defence 65,800 15,700 15,900 800 300 700 

Industry Unspecified 
and Undefined 1,290 3,600 4,200 700 900 400 

Nova Scotia 381,740 12,320 12,700 900 500 600 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations. 
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Total 
Income 

26,200 

16,919 

17,800 

18,489 

29,200 

24,400 

28,900 

21,700 

28,600 

21 ,100 

31,000 

17 ,100 

24,600 

16,900 

10,233 

10,200 

13,598 

16,700 

14,900 

19,300 

11,200 

15,800 

12,700 

17,700 

6,200 

14,700 



TABLE 18-5 
New Bnmswicl: 

Ave,-age lnn)flle of lndh'ichUl's 11)' Source 
]\;fajor Sector COf1lfJa";son - 1981 and 1990 

Ave1'llge Income by Source ($) 

Sector Total 
Number Employ- Employ-

of ment ment Other UI Other 
Sector Individuals Income Income Income Benefits Transfers 

1990 

Self-Employed Fishing 3,350 6,800 10 ,800 1,900 6,500 1,300 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 3,230 7,678 10,279 588 7,492 743 

Fish Processing 11,650 6,400 8,000 500 4,600 1,000 

AI! Primary Sectors 
excl. Fishing 16,620 17,563 17,732 921 3,700 897 

Manufacturing 
excl . Fish Processing 39 ,630 23 ,700 24,300 900 1,700 900 

Construction 23 ,980 16,400 17,200 1,000 4,300 700 

Transp., Comm. 
and Other Utilities 18,930 25 ,400 26 ,000 1,100 1,500 900 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 61,730 16,200 16,700 1,000 1,000 800 

Finance, Insurance 
and Real Estate 13,050 22 ,300 23 ,200 2,400 800 1,100 

Community, Bus. 
and Personal Services 95,200 16,600 17,100 1,100 1,000 1,200 

Public Administration 
and Defence 49,990 23 ,900 24,400 1,200 1,200 1,400 

Industry Unspecified 
and Undefined 7,000 11 ,500 12,500 800 1,800 1,100 

New Brunswick 360,550 18,640 19,300 1,200 1,700 1,100 

1981 

Self-Employed Fishing 3,640 5,900 8,800 1,300 2,700 600 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 1,380 2,754 4,130 362 3,986 290 

Fish Processing 11 ,610 4,400 5,000 300 2,500 400 

All Primary Sectors 
excL Fishing 14,050 11 ,65 1 11 ,851 520 1,843 391 

Manufacturing 
excL Fish Processing 44 ,170 14,100 14,400 700 800 400 

Construction 18,880 11 ,400 12,000 900 2,100 400 

Transp., Comm. 
and Other Utilities 23,110 17,700 17,900 800 500 600 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 48,600 8 ,700 8 ,900 900 500 400 

Finance, Insurance 
and Real Estate 10,900 12,600 12,900 1,300 400 500 

Community, Bus. 
and Personal Services 62,740 8,900 9,200 700 500 500 

Public Administration 
and Defence 51,750 15,800 16,000 800 500 700 

Industry Unspecified 
and Undefined 1,510 3,600 4,300 600 1,200 400 

New Brunswick 306,780 11,750 12,100 800 800 500 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data , Special Task Force Tabulations. 
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Total 
Income 

20,400 

19,102 

14,000 

23,249 

27,900 

23,200 

29,500 

19,500 

27 ,500 

20 ,400 

28 ,100 

16,200 

23,200 

13,400 

8,768 

8,200 

14,598 

16,300 

15,300 

19,800 

10,800 

15 ,000 

11 ,000 

18,000 

6,500 

14,200 



TABLE lR-6 
QudJC{' :': 

; \v(Tl'g(' '"COIfI(' (~r Ituli\'itluClls by ,SOli ,.C(' 

Ml~jOl ' Scclm' COIIIl'{''';SOIi - '981 {IntI 1990 
Average Income by Source ($) 

Sector Total 
Number Employ, Employ-

of ment ment Other VI Other 
Sector Individuals Income Income Income Benefits Transfers 

1990 

Self-Employed Fishing 2,340 6,700 9,200 1,400 7,300 800 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 1,170 6,325 8 ,462 769 6,410 940 

Fish Processing 4,130 6.100 7,600 300 6,600 900 

All Primary Sectors 
excl. Fishing 30 ,830 17,042 17,522 1,054 3,889 915 

Manufacturing 
excl. Fish Processing 74,520 21,400 21,900 900 1,800 800 

Construction 30,150 20,600 2l.700 l.300 4,600 900 

Transp., Comm. 
and Other Utilities 19,400 22,500 23 ,300 1,500 2,100 900 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 73,390 15,200 15,600 1,100 1,200 700 

Finance, Insurance 
and Real Estate 16,310 20,000 20,600 1,400 800 900 

Community, Bus. 
and Personal Services 133,530 17,400 17,700 1,000 l.300 1,000 

Public Administration 
and Defence 51 ,710 25,600 26,200 1,000 1,600 l.300 

Industry Unspecified 
and Undefined 8,310 13,000 14,300 800 2,700 1,000 

Quebec 481,410 18,640 19,200 1,100 1,800 1,000 

1981 

Self-Employed Fishing 3,040 5,200 7,200 600 2,900 500 

Wage-Earning Harvesters 320 4,063 5,313 625 2,500 313 
Fish ProceSSing 4,800 4,600 5,200 200 3,000 300 
All Primary Sectors 

excl. Fishing 31,230 13,205 13.602 628 1,499 330 
ManufactUring 

excl. Fish Processing 85,890 13,600 14,000 600 1,000 300 
Construction 27,420 14,700 15 ,200 900 2,300 400 

Transp., Comm. 
and Other Utilities 26,500 17,200 17,600 800 800 400 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 56,3 10 10,000 10,300 800 700 300 
Finance, Insurance 

and Real Estate 15 ,600 13,600 14,000 800 500 300 
Community, Bus. 

and Personal Services 114,220 12,400 12,600 600 700 400 

Public Administration 
and Defence 39,560 15,400 15 ,600 600 800 500 

Industry Unspecified 
and Undefined 3,560 3,700 4,300 500 1,200 200 

Quebec 443,570 12,890 13,100 800 900 400 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data , Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Total 
Income 

18,700 

16,581 

15,400 

23,380 

25,400 

28,500 

27 ,700 

18,600 

23,700 

21,100 

30,000 

18,900 

23,100 

11,300 

8,438 

8,700 

16,061 

15,900 

18,800 

19,700 

12,000 

15,600 

14,200 

17,400 

6,200 

15,300 



Total 
Income Range ($) 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

TABLE 19-1 
Average Income of Self-bnployecl Fisllennen 

by Source and Income RaJ1ge 
1990 

Plant Other 
Number Net Employ- Employ-

of Fishing ment ment Other VI Other 
Individuals Income Income Income Income Benefits Transfers 

All Atlantic· 

7,790 77 39 655 257 4,763 578 

18,910 5,389 63 1,655 587 7,483 999 

7,710 22,840 169 6,874 2,918 6,096 1,258 

34,410 8,096 81 2,598 1,032 6,553 956 

Newfoundland 

4,720 339 21 572 169 5,021 572 

8,790 4,425 46 1,445 432 7,952 944 

1,430 16,154 140 11,119 2,238 6,503 1,469 

14,940 4,257 54 2,102 529 6,888 877 

Prince Edward Island 

530 -1,132 0 566 6,226 

2,080 4,760 1,923 625 8,077 

410 17,073 4,390 3,659 6,829 

3,020 5,449 33 1,927 1,030 7,608 930 

Nova Scotia 

1,330 1,128 75 1,053 301 2,632 526 

4,870 7,639 123 1,807 637 6,366 1,027 

4,580 26,608 153 5,098 2,495 5,821 1,094 

10,780 14,884 139 3,101 1,393 5,673 994 

New Brunswick 

630 -1,746 0 952 635 4,921 794 

1,900 5,105 53 1,947 947 7,263 1,263 

830 17,195 122 10,732 4,878 5,976 1,829 

3,360 6,806 90 3,910 1,881 6,448 1,284 

Quebec· 

580 -1,379 690 172 6,207 

1,280 4,844 1,719 859 7,891 

480 21,458 6,250 4,583 7,292 

2,340 6,667 2,393 1,453 7,265 

Total 
Income 

6,367 

16,171 

40,117 

19,320 

6,716 

15,267 

37,552 

14,699 

6,038 

16,298 

34,146 

16,977 

5,865 

17,577 

41,269 

26,175 

5,397 

16,526 

40,854 

20,418 

6,207 

16,094 

40,833 

18,718 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, SpeCial Task Force Tabulations (empty cells suppressed by Statistics Canada due to confidentiality). 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Total 
Income Range ($) 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25 ,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

TABLE 19-2 
Ave,-agc InH""c oJ Pn)('cssil1g bllployccs 

by SOlUU' lind Incomc Rongc 
1990 

Plant Other 
Number Net Employ- Employ-

of Fishing ment ment Other UI 
Individuals Income Income Income Income Benefits 

All Atlantic· 

16,780 -18 1,889 1,031 119 2,181 

35 ,030 23 7,357 1,216 243 6,140 

6,920 145 27,572 3,945 2,645 3,526 

58,730 26 8,179 1,485 492 4,703 

Newfoundland 

6,860 -15 1,647 875 102 2,259 

16,920 12 7,500 721 195 6,785 

3,170 63 27,603 2,839 1,767 3,817 

26,950 11 8,368 1,009 352 5,282 

Prince Edward Island 

960 0 2,188 1,250 104 2,396 

1,740 0 5,230 2,069 230 6,724 

150 0 28,000 7,333 6,667 3,333 

2,850 70 5,387 2,077 528 5,141 

Nova Scotia 

3,820 0 1,911 1,257 183 1,283 

6,930 72 8,932 1,962 332 3,997 

2,380 252 29,790 4,832 3,235 2,521 

13,130 76 10,662 2,275 814 2,938 

New Brunswick 

4,170 -48 2,158 983 120 2,662 

6,590 0 6,464 1,472 319 5,903 

890 25,169 4,719 3,820 3,708 

11,650 -26 6,352 1,562 506 4,584 

Quebec· 

970 -103 2,062 1,237 103 2,887 

2,840 6,092 1,232 176 7,746 

330 909 17,879 4,242 2,424 7,576 

4 ,140 48 6,077 1,453 315 6,586 

Other Total 
Transfers Income 

673 5,870 

1,016 16,001 

1,561 39,393 

983 15,868 

612 5,466 

928 16,135 

1,703 37,760 

931 15,957 

625 6,667 

1,322 15,632 

2,000 46,667 

1,092 • 14,296 

681 5,340 

1,140 16,436 

1,303 41,849 

1,035 17,801 

743 6,595 

1,093 15,266 

39,326 

1,013 13,991 

825 6,907 

16,127 

1,818 34,242 

993 15,448 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data , Special Task Force Tabulations (e mpty cells suppressed by Statistics Canada due to confidentia lity). 

NOTE: • Quebec includes poslal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Total 
Income Range ($) 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25 ,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24 ,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-2 4,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 10,000 

10,000-24,999 

25,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

TABLE 19-3 
Avenlge 'ncome (~r Non-rislling 'nclivicluals 

by Source lind Incoflle RlInge 
1990 

Number 
of Employment Other UI Other 

Individuals Income Income Benefits Transfers 

AU Atlantic* 

367,290 3,66 1 320 904 645 

615 ,480 12 ,899 620 2,517 l,l50 

571,340 37,005 2,356 903 1,426 

1,554,110 19,578 1,187 1,542 1,132 

Newfoundland 

64,940 3,426 191 1,381 579 

92,020 12 ,259 427 3,442 963 

81,440 37,808 1,974 1,135 1,416 

238,400 18,582 891 2,092 1,013 

Prince Edward Island 

14,050 3,701 399 9 11 641 

28,660 12 ,456 6 11 2,673 1,284 

18,710 35,842 2,972 636 1,871 

61 ,420 17,581 1,280 1,650 1,318 

NavaScotia 

99,550 3,799 310 704 587 

157,1 80 13,541 650 1,816 1,223 

166,650 38,256 2,635 551 1,708 

423,380 20 ,978 1,352 1,057 1,265 

New Brunswick 

83 ,620 3,707 311 863 660 

139,960 12,915 566 2,559 l,l55 

126,700 37,204 2,533 739 1,441 

350,280 19,502 1,216 1,496 1,141 

Quebec* 

105,130 3,635 408 828 731 

197,680 12,740 726 2,592 1,154 

177,840 35,446 2,078 1,272 l,l 06 

480,650 19,149 1,157 1,718 1,044 

Total 
Income 

5,531 

17,185 

41,690 

23,440 

5,579 

17,089 

42,333 

22,5 78 

5,644 

17,024 

41,320 

21,831 

5,399 

17,231 

43,152 

24,651 

5,542 

17,194 

41 ,9 17 

23 ,355 

5,603 

17,21 1 

39,903 

23,068 

SOURCE: Statist ics Canada Taxfiler Data , Special Task Force Tabulations (empty ce\ls supp ressed by Statistics Canada due to confidentiality). 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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TABLE 20 
Variability oJ [Ull'loymcnt and Total 'fiCOUll'S 

oJ Fis/ling {mel Non-ris/ling lll{liv;dllllis' 
0\,(". till' 1981-1990 Pcrio{l 

Cot:fficient of Variation (%) 

Province/Sector 

Self-Employed Fishermen 

Fish Processing 

Non-Fishing 

TOlal 

Self-Employed Fishermen 

Fish Processi ng 

Non-Fishi ng 

TOlal 

Self- Employed Fishermen 

Fish Processing 

Non-Fishing 

Total 

Self-Employed Fishermen 

Fish Processing 

Non-Fishing 

Total 

Self-Employed Fishe rmen 

Fish Processing 

Non-Fish ing 

Total 

Self-Employed Fishermen 

F ish Processing 

Non-Fishing 

Total 

Number of 
Individuals Employment Income 

All Atiantic* 

12,600 

14,300 

635,500 

662,400 

Newfoundland 

5,600 

8,000 

86 ,100 

99,600 

Prince Edward Island 

1,100 

400 

23,200 

24,700 

3,SOO 

2,500 

173,900 

180,200 

Nova Scotia 

New Brunswick 

1,400 

3,1 00 

153,200 

lS7,800 

SOO 

300 

199,000 

200,100 

Quebec* 

49.6 

25 .0 

17.9 

18.3 

601 

23. 7 

17.2 

18.1 

48 .5 

2S.1 

lS.S 

19.7 

42.8 

28. 1 

17.2 

17.8 

55.6 

23.S 

17.7 

18.0 

60.5 

26.7 

19.0 

19.1 

SOURCE: Stat istics Canada Taxfiler Data, Spec ial Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: I Individuals reponed employment income from respect ive sector In each year between 1981 and 1990. 

'Quebec Includes poslal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Total Income 

30.9 

15 5 

15. 0 

lS.3 

28.8 

13.5 

14.4 

14.8 

30.S 

15.9 

16. 1 

16.7 

30.4 

22.2 

14.9 

IS.4 

344 

14.0 

14.S 

l S. 0 

38.0 

14.1 

15.5 

IS .6 



APPENDIX C 

Incomes in the Fishery 

B. FAMILIES 

Fishing Families 
Fishing families are broken down into three categories based on the level of earnings from 
self-employed fishing, plant employment and other non-fishing sectors. 

Self-employed fishing families: Income from self-employed fishing is greater than that from 
plant employment or other non-fishing employment. 

Processing families: Income from plant employment is greater than that from self-employed 
fishing or plant employment. 

Other fishing families: Income from the non-fishing sectors is greater than that from self
employed fishing or plant employment. All of these families have incomes from self-employed 
fishing and/or plant work. 

Non-Fishing Families 
These families earn all of their income from sources other than self-employed fishing or plant 
employment. Unless specified otherwise, families with no employment income are included in 
this category. 

TABLE 21 - Average Income of Families by Source and Number of Earners, 1990 
Families are grouped according to those with one earner (or employed member), two earners, 
or three or more earners. Any family member who reported employment income is considered 
an earner. 

The non-fishing sectors in this analysis include only those families with income from employment. 

TABLE 22 - Average Family Income by Source and Income Range, 1990 
These income profiles allow comparison of the importance of the different sources of income 
for families with low incomes relative to those with medium or high incomes for the fishing 
and non-fishing sectors. 

TABLE 23 - Incomes of Families with Dependent Children, 1990 
Families have been grouped to allow comparison of income and the average family size for fami
lies with and without children under the age of 18. Within each sector group, families accord
ing to the number of children can be compared to all families. 

The number of families and average family size according to the number of children allows 
comparisons between sectors and provinces. 
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TABLE 2 1-1 
All Atlant ic 1: 

Avemge Innmu' oJ families by SOURe and Number oJ f:U f"lUTS 

1990 
Average income by Number of Earners 

Three or 
One Earner Two Earners More Earners All Families 

Source of Income Income Income Income 
Income/Sector No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) 

Fishing 

Net Fishing Income 8,070 11,491 6,460 16,815 1,710 25,398 16,250 15,064 

Processing Employment 
Income 490 126 1,780 1,043 800 2,481 3,060 738 

Other Employment 
Income 1,480 289 4,280 3,432 1,460 7,273 7,210 2,273 

Other Income 3,500 1,699 3,500 1,646 !,l80 2,887 8,180 1,802 

UI Benefits 7,040 6,484 6,340 11,617 1,690 16,554 15,080 9,580 

Other Transfers 7,220 2,844 6,130 2,090 1,700 1,925 15,040 2,446 

Total Income 8,070 22,932 6,460 36,643 1,710 56,518 16,250 31,903 

Processing 

Net Fishing Income 570 31 1,640 279 660 873 2,870 205 

Processing Employment 
Income 13,780 10,351 9,720 18,187 2,510 25,245 26,010 14,716 

Other Employment 
Income 3,130 336 6,040 3,147 2,080 6,252 11,250 1,957 

Other Income 3,990 797 3,960 1,190 1,330 1,819 9,280 1,043 

Ul Benefits 1l ,120 4,870 9,130 10,211 2,370 14,554 22,620 7,801 

Other Transfers 12,650 2,798 9,190 2,387 2,490 2,444 24,340 2,610 

Total Income 13,780 19,184 9,720 35,401 2,510 51,188 26,010 28,333 

Other Fishing 

Net Fishing Income 1,970 255 6,250 887 3,400 1,711 11 ,630 996 

Processing Employment 
Income 3,760 887 11 ,010 3.133 5,960 3,916 20 ,730 2,934 

Other Employment 
Income 5,550 8,082 16,320 19,264 8,220 31,384 30,080 20 ,519 

Other Income 1,560 977 7,810 1,174 5,230 2,171 14,610 1,411 

UI Benefits 4,070 4,398 15,020 9,269 7,630 13,061 26,720 9,410 

Other Transfers 5,070 2,369 15,320 2,317 8.150 2,540 28,550 2,388 

T otallncome 5,550 16,968 16,320 36,044 8,220 54,783 30,080 37,657 

Non-Fishing 

Employment Income 529,440 19,019 353,580 42 ,616 82 ,400 57 ,775 965 ,410 30,970 

Other Income 256,640 1,881 239 ,070 2,293 66 ,130 4,153 561,840 2,226 

Ul Benefits 191,750 1,839 183,080 3,038 47 ,600 3,991 422 ,430 2,462 

Other Transfers 448 ,860 3,012 307 ,680 2,220 81 ,030 2,673 837 ,570 2,693 

Total Income 529,440 25,751 353,580 50,167 82,400 68,592 965,410 38,350 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Family Files, Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes GO, G4 and G5 only. 
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TABLE 21-2 
Newfoundland 

Ave,-age Income of Families by Souyce llfld NUl1lb£T of Lanle,'s 
1990 

Average Income by Number of Earners 

Three or 
One Earner Two Earners More Earners All Families 

Source of Income Income Income Income 
Income/Sector No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) 

Fishing 

Net Fishing Income 2,910 6,073 2,560 9,755 680 15,344 6,140 8,645 

Processing Employment 
Income 150 96 790 1,116 340 2,378 1,280 774 

Other Employment 
Income 480 215 1,360 1,654 530 3,894 2,360 1,223 

Other Income 1,030 873 1,070 795 390 1,422 2,490 903 

UI Benefits 2,660 6,889 2,550 12,905 680 18,891 5,890 10,738 

Other Transfers 2,730 2,800 2,500 2,441 670 2,204 5,910 2,589 

Total Income 2,910 16,946 2,560 28,666 680 44,134 6,140 24,871 

Processing 

Net Fishing Income 230 3 1,050 264 400 754 1,670 200 

Processing Employment 
Income 5,810 10,704 5,450 16,863 1,420 22,918 12,670 14,731 

Other Employment 
Income 1,040 278 3,060 2,542 1,140 5,204 5,240 1,804 

Other Income 1,600 543 1,940 812 670 1,065 4,220 718 

UI Benefits 5,000 5,636 5,280 11,227 1,370 15,510 11,650 9,152 

Other Transfers 5,360 2,672 5,240 2,307 1,410 2,293 12,020 2,474 

Total Income 5,810 19,836 5,450 34,016 1,420 47,744 12,670 29,079 

Other Fishing 

Net Fishing Income 770 119 2,730 532 1,500 1,297 5,000 692 

Processing Employment 
Income 1,110 693 4,420 3,059 2,560 3,799 8,090 2,918 

Other Employment 
Income 1,820 7,051 6,700 17,671 3,490 29,060 12,000 19,387 

Other Income 440 857 2,900 864 1,990 1,585 5,330 1,073 

UI Benefits 1,440 5,037 6,380 10,004 3,310 13,936 11,140 10,403 

Other Transfers 1,690 2,184 6,350 2,275 3,470 2,446 11 ,500 2,313 

Total Income 1,820 15,941 6,700 34,405 3,490 52,124 12,000 36,787 

Non-Fishing 

Employment Income 73,050 17,244 51,380 42,403 13,470 58,416 137,890 30,642 

Other Income 28,790 1,363 31,590 1,932 9,810 3,202 70,200 1,755 

UI Benefits 33,890 2,613 30,070 4,116 8,660 5,246 72,620 3,431 

Other Transfers 63,180 2,829 45,560 2,217 13,310 2,870 122,050 2,605 

Total Income 73,050 24,049 51,380 50,668 13,470 69,733 137,890 38,432 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Family Files, Special Task Force Tabulations. 
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TABLE 21-3 
P";,,cc l~c'wllJ"(' l. ... lclfld 

!1vcH'ge IlIco".c oJ hunilics by cSOUfH' lIlIl' NlftJIbcJ" oJ h,nUTS 
1990 

Average Income by Number of Earners 

Three or 
One Earner Two Earners More Earners All Families 

Source of Income Income Income Income 
Income/Sector No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) 

Fishing 

Net Fishing Income 460 7,085 550 13,455 120 20,283 1,120 11,689 

Processing Employment 
Income 0 0 70 509 50 1,875 130 460 

Other Employment 
Income 100 100 330 2,562 110 7,417 540 2,094 

Other Income 230 2,328 330 2,113 90 3,000 650 2,314 

UI Benefits 410 7,398 540 14,944 120 20,592 1,070 12,582 

Other Transfers 420 2,750 510 2,104 120 1,858 1,050 2,362 

Total Income 460 19,678 550 35,685 120 55,017 1,120 31,501 

Processing 

Net Fishing Income 40 33 120 388 40 757 190 208 

Processing Employment 
Income 570 5,665 340 14,600 70 23,043 980 10,006 

Other Employment 
Income 200 537 230 2,632 60 6,029 500 1,656 

Other Income 150 856 170 1,603 50 3,057 360 1,273 

UI Benefits 480 5,130 320 13,018 70 19,814 870 8,916 

Other Transfers 530 2,981 320 2,659 70 2,286 920 2,819 

Total Income 570 15,204 340 34,900 70 54,986 980 24,879 

Other Fishing 

Net Fishing Income 140 335 740 1,294 330 2,073 1,210 1,341 

Processing Employment 
Income 280 953 760 1,966 400 3,059 1,440 2,086 

Other Employment 
Income 400 6,073 1,410 16,397 640 29,502 2,450 18,135 

Other Income 100 590 680 987 420 2,314 1,210 1,268 

UI Benefits 300 4,593 1,350 10,758 610 14,331 2,260 10,685 

Other Transfers 380 2,468 1,340 2,170 640 2,372 2,360 2,271 

Total Income 400 15,013 1,410 33,571 640 53,650 2,450 35,786 

Non-Fishing 

Employment Income 18,070 16,357 13,760 39,046 3,760 55 ,860 35,590 29,303 

Other Income 8,780 2,108 9,210 2,421 3,130 4,604 21,110 2.493 

Ul Benefits 6,670 1,792 7,510 3,348 2,130 3,884 16,310 2,615 

Other Transfers 15,670 3,501 12,020 2,413 3,720 2,827 31,400 3,009 

TOlal Income 18,070 23,758 13,760 47,228 3,760 67,176 35,590 37,419 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Family Files, Special Task Force Tabulations. 
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TABLE 21-4 
Nova Scotia 

AVCH.gC Income oJ "'amilics by Soun:c anel Number- (~r I:anle.'s 
1990 

Average Income by Number of Earners 

Three or 
One Earner Two Earners More Earners All Families 

Source of Income Income Income Income 
Income/Sector No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) 

Fishing 

Net Fishing Income 3,250 17,886 2,460 24,809 690 36,661 6,400 22,571 

Processing Employment 
Income 250 179 670 1,061 300 2,506 1,220 769 

Other Employment 
Income 620 340 1,900 5,317 620 10,259 3,130 3,322 

Other Income 1,550 2,022 1,520 2,222 530 3,809 3,600 2,291 

UI Benefits 2,720 5,821 2,390 9 ,469 680 13,680 5,790 8,071 

Other Transfers 2,740 2,763 2,250 1,729 680 1,657 5,670 2,246 

Total Income 3,250 29,010 2,460 44,605 690 68,572 6,400 39,270 

Processing 

Net Fishing Income 180 106 230 493 110 2,000 520 379 

Processing Employment 
Income 3,690 13,704 1,970 24,357 480 33,465 6,140 18,667 

Other Employment 
Income 940 366 1,490 4,999 430 10,079 2,860 2,612 

Other Income 1,310 1,216 1,010 1,853 330 3,406 2,650 1,591 

UI Benefits 2,590 3,248 1,670 6,032 420 8,110 4,670 4,521 

Other Transfers 3,310 2,859 1,790 2,253 480 2,706 5,570 2,653 

Total Income 3,690 21,499 1,970 39,988 480 59,771 6,140 30,423 

Other Fishing 

Net Fishing Income 610 578 1,530 2,084 810 3,498 2,940 2,087 

Processing Employment 
Income 1,130 955 2,200 3,627 1,170 4,319 4,510 3,167 

Other Employment 
Income 1,660 10,519 3,520 23,954 1,780 38,969 6,960 24,590 

Other Income 560 1,242 1,980 1,753 1,330 3,239 3,870 2,011 

UI Benefits 1,010 3,108 2,890 5,961 1,510 8,373 5,410 5,898 

Other Transfers 1,490 2,322 3,180 2,475 1,750 2,644 6,420 2,482 

Total Income 1,660 18,725 3,520 39,854 1,780 61,042 6,960 40,233 

Non-Fishing 

Employment Income 147,650 20,179 95,840 45,808 21,990 62,182 265,480 32,910 

Other Income 73,590 2,157 65,620 2,545 17,970 4,752 157,170 2,512 

UI Benefits 41 ,290 1,262 41,420 2,159 10,660 2,702 93,380 1,705 

Other Transfers 123,580 3,24 1 81,170 2,361 21 ,620 2,947 226,370 2,899 

T olai Income 147,650 26,840 95,840 52,872 21,990 72,583 265,480 40,027 

SOURCE: Slalislics Canada, Family Files , Special Task Force Tabulal ions 
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TABLE 21-5 
New BnffJswidl 

Ave.'agc IJ1comc of 17amilics by SOUr-H' and NumlJc,- of Ear-J1ct's 
1990 

Average Income by Number of Earners 

Three or 
One Earner Two Earners More Earners All Families 

Source of Income Income Income Income 
Income/Sector No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) 

Fishing 

Net Fishing Income 770 8,681 560 17,161 160 25,606 1,490 13,685 

Processing Employment 
Income 50 100 180 1,121 80 2,669 300 759 

Other Employment 
Income 140 335 420 3,538 150 8,575 720 2,423 

Other Income 390 2,699 370 2,000 130 4,450 890 2,624 

VI Benefits 610 6,123 530 11,457 160 14,806 1,300 9,060 

Other Transfers 720 3,787 540 2,036 160 1,906 1,420 2,927 

Total Income 770 21,725 560 37,311 160 58,013 1,490 31,479 

Processing 

Net Fishing Income 80 24 160 12 70 118 300 0 

Processing Employment 
Income 2,550 7,220 1,380 17,725 390 27,449 4,330 12,373 

Other Employment 
Income 670 369 880 3,123 320 5,990 1,860 1,752 

Other Income 660 642 620 1,717 210 2,703 1,490 1,169 

VI Benefits 2,030 4,527 1,280 9,962 370 14,456 3,680 7,143 

Other Transfers 2,370 3,050 1,290 2,60 1 390 2,623 4,050 2,861 

Total Income 2,550 15,784 1,380 35,141 390 53,341 4,330 25,300 

Other Fishing 

Net Fishing Income 260 53 760 214 490 758 1,520 334 

Processing Employment 
Income 880 1,030 2,800 3,296 1,420 4,209 5,100 3,134 

Other Em ployment 
Income 1,120 7,645 3,410 18,393 1,710 29,243 6,250 19,406 

Other Income 320 1,143 1,630 1,283 1,130 2,303 3,080 1,535 

VI Benefits 850 4,647 3,170 10,162 1,620 14,448 5,640 10,330 

Other Transfers 1,030 2,757 3,240 2,333 1,700 2,539 5,980 2,461 
Total Income 1,120 17,275 3,410 35,680 1,710 53,500 6,250 37,200 

Non-Fishing 

Employment Income 115,380 18,767 79,650 42,605 20,190 58,027 215,210 31,2 74 

Other Income 54,270 1,989 53,110 2,287 16,160 4,117 123,550 2,299 

VI Benefits 39,820 1,748 40,360 2,962 11,150 3,868 91,330 2,396 

Other Transfers 98,130 3,200 68,730 2,202 19,840 2,426 186,690 2,758 

Total Income 115,380 25,703 79,650 50,055 20,190 68,438 215 ,210 38,727 

SOURCE: Stallstics Canada. Famliy Flies, SpeCial Task Force Tabulations. 
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TABLE 21 -6 
Qllt'bec:" 

Ave,-age Income oJ ramilie.~ by SOlIlTt' and NumlJtT oJ I::anle,-s 
1990 

Average Income by Number of Earners 

Three or 
One Earner Two Earners More Earners All Families 

Source of Income Income Income Income 
Income/Sector No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) No. ($) 

Fishing 

Net Fishing Income 690 10,123 330 17,021 70 16,700 1,090 12,634 

Processing Employment 
Income 30 99 70 1,094 30 3,500 130 618 

Other Employment 
Income 140 430 270 4,448 60 6,386 470 2,028 

Other Income 290 2,097 220 2;579 40 3,843 550 2,355 

UI Benefits 640 7,601 330 12,361 60 16,900 1,030 9,639 

Olher Transfers 610 2,381 320 2.124 60 1,743 990 2,262 

TOlal Income 690 22,732 330 39,627 70 49,057 1,090 29,539 

Processing 

Net Fishing Income 50 57 90 261 50 413 190 148 

Processing Employment 
Income 1,150 7,165 590 12,647 150 16,253 1,890 9,598 

Other Employment 
Income 280 361 380 2,851 130 4,720 790 1,484 

Olher Income 260 1,063 230 978 70 993 570 1,031 

UI Benefits 1,030 6,882 570 13,576 150 23,920 1,750 10,324 

Other Transfers 1,080 2,615 560 2,868 150 2,647 1,780 2,697 

Total Income 1,150 18,142 590 33,181 150 48,953 1,890 25,282 

Other Fishing 

Nel Fishing Income 200 83 500 797 260 1,138 960 722 

Processing Employment 
Income 360 1,000 830 3,010 400 3,478 1,590 2,678 

Olher Employment 
Income 540 6,613 1,280 20,180 600 30,517 2,420 19,715 

Olher Income 140 528 620 1.124 370 1,883 1,130 1,179 

UI Benefits 460 5,631 1,230 10,495 580 16,575 2,270 10,917 

Olher Transfers 490 2,304 1,200 2,227 600 2,955 2,290 2,424 

TOlal Income 540 16,157 1,280 37,833 600 56,547 2,420 37,636 

Non-Fishing 

Employmenl Income 175,300 19,221 Il2 ,950 40,448 22 ,980 53,301 311,230 29,441 

Olher Income 91 ,200 1,770 79,540 2,231 19,070 4,096 189,810 2,109 

UI Benefils 70,080 2,067 63,720 3,310 15,000 4,616 148,790 2,706 

Olher Transfers 148,310 2,720 100,200 2,090 22,550 2,489 271,060 2,474 

T olallncome 175,300 25,778 112,950 48,080 22,980 64,502 311,230 36,731 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Family Files, Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes GO, G4 and G5 only. 
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Total 
Income Range ($) 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34,999 

35 ,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34,999 

35,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34,999 

35,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34,999 

35,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34,999 

35,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34,999 

35,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

TABLE 22-1 
AveHlge Income oJ Fishing ramifies 

IJ)' Smun:' anc"nnmu' Range 
1990 

Plant Other 
Number Net Employ- Employ-

of Fishing ment ment Other VI 
Families Income Income Income Income Benefits 

All Atlantic" 

2,980 2,261 65 84 429 5,525 

7,920 9,200 469 1,000 968 9,830 

5,340 30,934 1,5 15 5,387 3,807 11 ,49 1 

16,250 15,064 738 2,273 1,802 9,580 

Newfoundland 

1,590 1,973 57 139 321 5,936 

3,470 7,116 589 877 678 11,278 

1,080 23,378 2,427 3,931 2,481 16,069 

6,140 8,645 774 1,223 903 10,738 

Prince Edward Island 

190 2,342 0 -542 0 6,816 

550 8,164 204 887 704 12,224 

380 21,463 979 5,158 5,082 15,987 

1,120 11,689 460 2,094 2,314 12,582 

Nova Scotia 

680 3,416 104 129 618 3,838 

2,610 12,287 397 1,092 1,079 7,588 

3,120 35,2.76 1,223 5,873 3,663 9,371 

6,400 22,571 769 3,322 2,291 8,071 

NcwBrunswick 

290 1,693 0 128 0 5,355 

750 8,712 461 1,299 1,679 9,244 

460 29,057 1,672 5,650 5,426 10,898 

1,490 13,685 759 2,423 2,624 9,060 

Quebec" 

240 1,417 0 29 0 6,533 

550 9,231 211 1,029 625 9,556 

300 27,843 1,703 5,460 5,983 12,277 

1,090 12,634 618 2,028 2,355 9,639 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Family Files, SpeCial Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Other Total 
Transfers Income 

1,504 9,867 

2,884 24,35 1 

2,327 55,460 

2,446 31,903 

1,481 9,906 

3,061 23,600 

2,705 50,989 

2,589 24,871 

1,211 10,289 

2,685 25,262 

2,471 51,139 

2,362 31,501 

1,544 9,651 

2,631 25,074 

2,070 57,475 

2,246 39,270 

1,714 9,479 

3,217 24,615 

3,152 55,854 

2,927 31 ,479 

1,463 9 ,950 

2,651 23,949 

2,190 55,463 

2,262 29,539 



Total 
Income Range ($) 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34 ,999 

35,000 + 

All Income Ranges 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34,999 

35,000 + 

Total 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34 ,999 

35,000 + 

Total 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34,999 

35,000 + 

Total 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34,999 

35 ,000 + 

Total 

Less than 15,000 

15,000-34,999 

35,000 + 

Total 

TABLE 22-2 
1\v(Tllge 'ncome of Pn,("('ssing ramilks 

by SOllf"("(, lint' Income RlInge 
1990 

Plant Other 
Number Net Employ- Employ-

of Fishing ment ment Other UI 
Families Income Income Income Income Benefits 

All Atlantic* 

6,070 -46 3,697 250 196 3,737 

12,980 139 11,288 1,156 494 8,669 

6,960 548 30,722 4,941 2,805 9,725 

26,010 205 14,716 1,957 1,043 7,801 

Newfoundland 

2,310 -44 3,469 209 169 4,454 

6,720 184 10,804 1,071 374 9,805 

3,650 382 29 ,046 4,159 1,696 10,898 

12,670 200 14,731 1,804 718 9,152 

Prince Edward Island 

350 0 3,817 229 0 3,663 

460 20 8 ,030 1,335 522 10,591 

180 1,000 26,533 5,161 4,744 14,356 

980 208 10,006 1,656 1,273 8,916 

Nova Scotia 

1,410 32 4,035 265 261 2,552 

2,870 182 14,296 1,294 661 5,002 

1,870 940 36,308 6,390 4,013 5,245 

6,140 379 18,667 2,612 1,591 4 ,521 

New Brunswick 

1,480 -96 3,672 277 180 3,551 

1,940 -23 10,440 1,213 674 8,387 

900 209 30 ,987 5,360 3,872 10,449 

4,330 0 12,373 1,752 1,169 7,143 

Quebec* 

520 0 3,781 329 0 4,346 

1,0 10 83 8 ,842 1,118 337 11 ,028 

360 825 20,122 4,178 4,128 16,983 

1,890 148 9,598 1,484 1,031 10,324 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Family Files, Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Other Total 
Transfers Income 

1,614 9,448 

2,815 24,561 

3,096 51,837 

2,610 28,333 

1,232 9,489 

2,640 24,878 

2,950 49,131 

2,474 29 ,079 

1,6 11 9,600 

3,211 23,861 

4,006 55,800 

2,819 24,879 

1,866 9,011 

2,858 24,293 

2,916 55,814 

2,653 30,423 

1,984 9,568 

3,253 23,944 

3,493 54,372 

2,861 25,300 

1,581 10,004 

2,784 24,231 

4 ,067 50 ,300 

2,697 25,282 



TABLE 22-3 
Average Im'oltll' (~r 0"1('" nshing I:amilies 

by SOUtH' allli IlIcm'I(' Rallge 
1990 

Plant Other 
Number Net Employ- Employ-

Total of Fishing ment ment Other UI 
Income Range ($) Families Income Income Income Income Benefits 

All Atlantic· 

Less than 15,000 3,820 -421 645 3,744 224 3,617 

15,000-34,999 11 ,820 366 1,786 11 ,259 570 9,539 

35,000 + 14,440 1,886 4,478 32,537 2,412 10,836 

All Income Ranges 30,080 996 2,934 20,519 1,411 9,410 

Newfoundland 

Less than 15,000 1,460 -471 485 3,321 177 4,297 

15,000-34,999 4,890 330 1,605 10,162 478 10,503 

35,000 + 5,650 1,307 4,684 31,524 1,819 11,894 

All Income Ranges 12,000 692 2,918 19,387 1,073 10,403 

Prince Edward Island 

Less than 15,000 270 15 748 3,852 170 3,378 

15,000-34,999 1,140 492 1,603 11 ,278 545 10,526 

35,000 + 1,060 2,565 2,908 28,806 2,303 12,515 

All Income Ranges 2,450 1,341 2,086 18,135 1,268 10,685 

Nova Scotia 

Less than 15,000 1,030 -80 698 4,401 284 2,363 

15,000-34,999 2,340 853 1,785 13,691 729 5,903 

35,000 + 3,590 3,513 4,776 37,486 3,342 6,908 

All Income Ranges 6,960 2,087 3,167 24,590 2,011 5,898 

New Brunswick 

Less than 15,000 720 -739 821 3,718 258 3,608 

15,000-34,999 2,570 -4 2,254 11 ,484 585 10,199 

35,000 + 2,950 891 4,477 30,201 2,679 12,120 

All Income Ranges 6,250 334 3,134 19,406 1,535 10,330 

Quebec· 

Less than 15,000 350 -891 694 3,440 209 4,569 

15,000·34,999 880 184 1,667 10,208 647 10,640 

35,000 + 1,190 1,595 4,008 31,534 1,858 12,989 

All Income Ranges 2,420 722 2,678 19,715 1,179 10,917 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Family Files. Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: * Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Other Total 
Transfers Income 

1,367 9,175 

2,540 26,060 

2,534 54 ,684 

2,388 37,657 

1,411 9,220 

2,549 25,628 

2,341 53,568 

2,313 36,787 

1,074 9,233 

2,332 26,776 

2,466 51,563 

2,271 35,786 

1,179 8,846 

2,693 25 ,653 

2,718 58,743 

2,482 40,233 

1,731 9,397 

2,444 26,961 

2,663 53,032 

2,461 37,200 

1,171 9,194 

2,641 25,988 

2,633 54,615 

2,424 37,636 



TABLE 22-4 
AVtTage Income oJ Non-Nslling ramilies 

by Som-ce ancllncome Range 
1990 

Other 
Number Employ-

Total of ment Other UI Other 
Income Range ($) Families Income Income Benefits Transfers 

All Atlantic* 

Less than 15,000 416,370 2,197 584 822 5,136 

15,000-34,999 421,480 14,196 1,850 2,576 5,631 

35,000 + 472,140 48,715 4,725 2,228 4,009 

All lncome Ranges 1,309,990 22,823 2,484 1,893 4,889 

Newfoundland 

Less than 15,000 66,490 2,036 389 1,291 4,735 

15,000-34,999 56,340 13,265 1,304 3,889 5,604 

35,000 + 65,490 51,037 3,725 3,008 3,724 

All Income Ranges 188,310 22,437 1,823 2,666 4,644 

Prince Edward Island 

Less than 15,000 14,570 2,448 663 944 5,037 

15,000-34,999 16,050 13,802 2,001 2,636 5,725 

35,000 + 16,720 46,991 5,627 2,376 4,559 

All Income Ranges 47,340 22,030 2,870 2,023 5,102 

Nova Scotia 

Less than 15,000 109,110 2,396 613 666 5,024 

15,000-34,999 114,150 14,266 2,064 1,705 6,171 

35,000 + 138,460 49,453 5,702 1,491 4,893 

All Income Ranges 361,710 24,155 3,019 1,310 5,336 

New Brunswick 

Less than 15,000 93,260 2,202 526 789 5,248 

15,000-34,999 93,220 14,149 1,819 2,542 5,824 

35,000 + 107,210 48,559 5,103 2,113 4,343 

All lncome Ranges 293,690 22,917 2,607 1,829 5,100 

Quebec* 

Less than 15,000 132,950 2,084 692 724 5,359 

15,000-34,999 141,740 14,584 1,896 2,770 5,069 

35,000 + 144,250 47,271 3,857 2,649 2,978 

All Income Ranges 418,950 21,871 2,189 2,079 4,441 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Famdy Files, Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: * Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Total 
Income 

8,739 

24,253 

59,677 

32,089 

8,451 

24,062 

61,494 

31,569 

9,092 

24,165 

59,553 

32,025 

8,699 

24,206 

61,539 

33,820 

8,764 

24,334 

60,119 

32,453 

8,858 

24,319 

56,756 

30,581 



TABI.E 23-1 
'n("(mu's (~r hllJlilin witl, DCI'cfI(lcut Cl,ilcln'u 

!ic~r[nrl"oy{'c' Fislling hlluilin 
.990 

Families by Number of Dependent Childrenl 

ProvincelIncome 
Distribution All Families 0 1 2 3+ 

All Atlantic· 

Mean ($) 31,900 28,100 34,600 36,400 34 ,900 

Median ($) 27,000 21,900 28,800 31 ,500 30,800 

Number of Families 16,250 7,730 3,410 3 ,270 1,850 

Average Number per Family 2.9 1.8 3.1 4.1 5.4 

Newfoundland 

Mean ($) 24,900 20,700 27 ,500 28,500 28,500 

Median ($) 21,900 16,900 23 ,300 25,600 26,800 

Number of Families 6,140 2,680 1,340 1,310 810 

Average Number per Family 3.1 1.8 3.1 4.1 5.5 

Prince Edward Island 

Mean ($) 31,400 26,400 31,900 38,800 36,400 

Median ($) 28,800 21,800 28,400 34 ,500 35,000 

Number of Families 1,120 520 210 220 180 

Average Number per Family 3.0 1.7 3.0 4.1 5.5 

Nova Scotia 

Mean ($) 39,300 35,000 42,600 45 ,000 42,100 

Median ($) 34,300 28,900 37,500 40,900 37,400 

Number of Families 6,400 3,150 1,390 1,250 620 

Average Number per Family 2.9 1.8 3.1 4.1 5.4 

New Brunswick 

Mean ($) 31 ,400 28,700 32,200 35,100 37 ,600 
Median ($) 26 ,500 22,400 27,200 31,200 32,200 

Number of Families 1,490 810 250 290 140 

Average Number per Family 2.8 1.8 2.9 4.0 5.4 

Quebec· 

Mean ($) 29,500 25,400 32,700 34,500 35 ,700 
Median ($) 24 ,300 19,200 27,900 29,900 31,500 

Number of Families 1,090 570 220 200 100 

Average Number per Family 2.6 1.6 2.9 4.0 5.4 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Family Files, Task Force SpeCial Tabulations. 

·Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "GS" on ly. 

I Includes dependent children aged 18 and under. 
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TABLE 23-2 
Incomes oJ ramilies with Dependent CllildYen 

Pyocessing ramilies 
1990 

Families by Number of Dependeot Children I 
Provincellncome 
Distribution All Families 0 2 3+ 

All Atlantic* 

Mean ($) 28,300 25,100 29,100 36,400 33,900 

Median ($) 25,100 20,500 25,700 30 ,000 30,800 

Number of Families 26,010 11 ,940 6,200 5,300 2,570 

Average Number per Family 2.8 1.7 2.9 4.0 5.4 

Newfoundland 

Mean ($) 29, 100 25,1 00 29,600 32,100 34,000 

Median ($) 26,900 21,300 26 ,900 30,400 31 ,400 

Number of Families 12,670 4,800 3,150 3,070 1,650 

Average Number per Family 3.1 1.8 3.0 4.0 5.4 

Prince Edward Island 

Mean ($) 25,000 20,800 26 ,500 34,300 27,300 

Median ($) 20,100 16,800 17,800 29 ,200 26 ,500 

Num ber o f Families 980 500 200 160 130 

Average Number per Family 2.7 1.6 2.7 3.9 5.3 

Nova Scotia 

Mean ($) 30,400 27 .700 31,400 34,300 38,300 

Median ($) 25,700 22,200 26,100 31,500 31,500 

Number of Families 6,140 3,260 1,400 1,050 440 

Average Number per Family 2.6 1.7 2.8 3.9 5.3 

New Brunswick 

Mean ($) 25,300 23,300 25,900 29 ,400 30 ,500 

Median ($) 20,600 18,000 21 ,300 27,300 28,700 

Number of Families 4,330 2,350 1,010 710 260 

Average Number per Family 2.5 1.7 2.7 3.8 5.2 

Quebec* 

Mean ($) 25,200 23,300 26,400 28,700 29,200 

Median ($) 22 ,100 19,500 25,200 26,900 27,800 

Number of Families 1,890 1.040 440 310 100 

Average Number per Family 2.5 1.6 2.9 3.9 5.1 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada. Family Files, Task Force Special Tabulations. 

'Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 

1 Includes dependent children aged 18 and under. 
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TABLE 23-3 
III("(mu's (~f ratnili('s wi"l l)cp('fI(Inlt Cllilclr(,fI 

OlIn.,. hsl.ing hlfJ.ili('s 
1990 

Families by Number of Dependent Childrenl 

ProvincelIncome 
Distribution All Families 0 1 2 3+ 

All AtlaDlic* 

Mean ($) 37,700 36,600 38,500 36,400 38,300 

Median ($) 34,100 32,200 34,500 35,100 35 ,300 

Numbe r of Families 30,080 11 ,880 7,580 7,160 3,480 

Average Number per Family 3,4 2,4 3.4 4.2 5.5 

Newfoundland 

Mean ($) 36 ,800 35 ,300 37,900 37 ,500 36,800 

Median ($) 33,500 31,400 34,400 34,600 33,600 

Number of Families 12,000 4,010 3,090 3,180 1,730 

Average Number per Family 3.6 2.4 3.5 4 .3 5.6 

Prince Edward Island 

Mean ($) 35,700 33,300 35,700 38,200 38,300 

Median ($) 32,700 29 ,600 32,300 34,100 36,200 

Number of Families 2,450 950 590 560 370 

Average Number per Family 3.5 2.2 3.3 4.3 5.6 

Nova Scotia 

Mean ($) 40,300 38,700 41,200 41,900 42 ,300 

Median ($) 35 ,800 33,200 36,300 37,800 38,300 

Number of Families 6,960 3,280 1,660 1,400 620 

Average Number per Family 3.2 2.3 3.4 4.2 5.5 

New Brunswick 

Mean ($) 37,200 37,500 37,200 36,500 37 ,800 
Median ($) 34,000 33,500 33,700 34 ,100 35,600 

Number of Families 6,250 2,530 1,630 1,510 590 

Average Number per Family 3.4 2.4 3.3 4.1 5.4 

Quebec* 

Mean ($) 37 ,600 35,600 39,800 38,100 40,900 

Median ($) 34,700 32,000 36,000 35,400 36,600 

Number o f Families 2,420 1,120 610 520 170 

Average Number per Family 3.2 2.3 3.4 4.1 5.4 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada, Family Files, Task Force Special Tabulations . 

'Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "GS" only. 

I Includes dependent children aged 18 and under. 
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TABLE 23-4 
Inu)fJlcs of ramifies witll Dcpcmlcnt Chiltlrcn 

Non-rislJing Families 
1990 



STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

Incomes in the Fishery 

C.UNEMPLOYMENTINSURANCE 

TABLE 24 - Employment Incomes and UI Benefits, Fishing and Non-fishing Sectors, 
1981-1990 
The average earnings, UI benefits and ratio of UI to earnings show the contribution to income 
from UI throughout the period across all provinces for fishermen and plant employees relative 
to individuals in the non-fishing sectors. This data is based on information from the Tl and T4 
merged files. 

TABLE 25 - Distribution of Fishing and Non-Fishing Individuals by Duration 
of UI Benefits and Insured Weeks of Employment, 1981 and 1990 
For all claim types, distributions were obtained on the duration of the benefit period and the 
duration of insured employment associated with the claim by sector of employment. 

These tables , based on data from the merged Status Vector files, show the distributions of fisher
men and plant employees who made claims and received UI benefits according to the duration 
of benefits and insured employment. The weeks of benefits have been divided into ranges to show 
the distributions of individuals with relatively short or long durations of benefits and the changes 
in the pattern between 1981 and 1990. Similar distributions are shown for the average duration 
of insured employment. 

For this analysis , all individuals with incomes from self-employed fishing are categorized as 
fishermen , regardless of the level of plant income. Plant employees are similarly defined. 

TABLE 26 - Fishing and Non-Fishing Individuals - Distribution by Types of 
UI Benefits, Duration and Payments, 1981 and 1990 
Detailed information associated with the U1 claims was obtained to provide information on the 
types of benefits relied on . The follOwing is a brief deSCription of the information obtained for 
fishermen, plant employees and non-fishing individuals as provided in Tables 26-1 to 26-6. 

For these analyses, individuals classified as fishermen or plant employees include all of those 
with income from the respective sector, without adjustment for those who earned income from 
both sectors. 

Type of Benefits: lnformation on the type of benefits was obtained on an individual basis accord
ing to sector of employment. The benefit experience relates to all of the claims associated with a 
particular individual in a calendar year. Claims may start in one calendar year and end in the next. 
In these cases, the claim was associated with the year in which most of the benefits were received. 
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APPENDIX C 

Individuals may receive more than one type of benefit either on a single claim or through more 
than one claim in a calendar year. These benefit payments were categorized into three groups: 

Seasonal Fishing Benefits: Benefits paid to self-employed fishermen under the fishermen's 
UI Regulations. 

Regular Benefits: Benefits paid to individuals with insured employment who become unemployed 
and qualify for payments. Year-round fishing benefits are included in this category. 

Other Benefits: Non-regular and non-fishing benefits such as sickness, maternity or parental ben
efits. 

All combinations of payments and associated claims information under these benefit types were 
obtained for the 1981 to 1990 period. This includes information by benefit type on: 

• the distribution of individuals according to the type of benefit received; 
• the average total payments for each benefit type; 
• average weekly payments; and 
• average duration of payments (weeks) . 

Individuals may receive one or more types of benefit either on a Single claim or on more than 
one claim. These distributions show how many individuals with self-employed fishing income 
or plant employment income relied on self-employed fishing benefits, regular benefits or some 
other combination of benefits. The experience for individuals in the non-fishing sectors is also 
provided. Individuals in this latter group with seasonal fishing benefits would likely have quali
fied for these benefits through earnings from self-employed fishing in the previous year. Benefit 
payments are allocated to the calendar year in which most of the payments were received. 

Note that the average duration for seasonal fishing benefits is much shorter than that for regular 
benefits , reflecting the restriction of the benefit period to the off-season period. 
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Province 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

TABLE 24-1 
bnp'o)'tJlcllt Im:otJIc lIlU' VI B('mJits 

risltillg and NOJl-rishiJlg S('cto,-s 
J 98' -1990 

Self-Employed Fishermen Processing Employees 

Total 
Employ-

ment 
Income 

($) 

8,100 

8,600 

9,200 

8,600 

9,700 

12,300 

14,800 

12,100 

11 ,300 

10,800 

5,079 

5,570 

5,293 

5,020 

4,615 

5,800 

8,641 

6,806 

5,814 

6,412 

6,726 

7,518 

9,670 

7,168 

8,962 

12,000 

13,694 

13,125 

10,607 

7,409 

Ratio 
ofUI 

UI Benefits 
Benefits to 

($) Income 

2,500 

3,000 

3,600 

4,200 

4,600 

5,100 

5,200 

6,300 

6,400 

6,600 

2,700 

3,100 

3,800 

4,300 

4,800 

5,300 

5,500 

6,700 

6,900 

6,900 

0.31 

0.35 

0.39 

0.49 

0.47 

0.41 

0.35 

0.52 

0.57 

0.61 

0.53 

0.56 

0.72 

086 

104 

0.91 

0.64 

0.98 

119 
108 

Total 
Employ-

ment 
Income 

($) 

Ratio 
ofUI 

UI Benefits 
Benefits to 

($) Income 

All Atlantic· 

6,800 

7,200 

6,800 

6,700 

7,200 

7,400 

8,800 

9,200 

9,500 

9,700 

2,000 

2,500 

3,000 

3,300 

3,300 

3,500 

3,600 

4,000 

4,400 

4,700 

0.29 

0.35 

0.44 

0.49 

0.46 

0.47 

0.41 

0.43 

0.46 

0.48 

Newfoundland 

7,591 

7,932 

7,029 

6,932 

7,502 

7,467 

9,016 

9,274 

9,242 

9,388 

2,100 

2,600 

3,200 

3,300 

3,500 

3,500 

3,700 

4,300 

4,800 

5,300 

0.28 

0.33 

0.46 

0.48 

0.47 

0.47 

0.41 

0.46 

0.52 

0.56 

Prince Edward Island 

2,800 

3,500 

4,100 

4,700 

5,000 

5,900 

6,000 

7,100 

7,400 

7,600 

0.42 

0.47 

0.42 

0.66 

0.56 

0.49 

0.44 

0.54 

0.70 

103 

4,858 

4,730 

5,306 

5,190 

5,358 

5,552 

6,233 

7,044 

7,653 

7,535 

1,900 

2,600 

2,800 

3,400 

3,500 

3,800 

4,100 

4,500 

5,100 

5,100 

0.39 

0.55 

0.53 

0.66 

0.65 

0.68 

0.66 

0.64 

0.67 

0.68 

Total 
Employ

ment 
Income 

($) 

12,700 

13,600 

14,200 

15,100 

15,600 

16,000 

16,800 

17,800 

18,700 

19,600 

12,800 

13,700 

14,000 

14,600 

14,600 

15,000 

15,800 

16,800 

17,700 

18,600 

10,700 

11,600 

12 ,200 

12,800 

13,300 

14,000 

14,700 

15,900 

16,800 

17,600 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes GO, G4 and G5 only. 
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Non-Fishing 

Ratio 
ofUI 

UI Benefits 
Benefits to 

($) Income 

700 

1,000 

1,100 

1,200 

1,200 

1,300 

1,300 

1,400 

1,400 

1,500 

800 

1,100 

1,300 

1,400 

1,600 

1,700 

1,700 

1,900 

2,100 

2,100 

600 

900 

1,000 

1,200 

1,300 

1,400 

1,400 

1,500 

1,600 

1,600 

0.06 

0.07 

0.08 

0.08 

0.08 

0.08 

0.08 

0.08 

007 

0.08 

0.06 

0.08 

0.09 

0.10 

0.11 

0.11 

0.11 

0.11 

0.12 

0.11 

0.06 

0.08 

0.08 

0.09 

0.10 

0.10 

0.10 

0.09 

0.10 

0.09 



Province 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

TABLE 24-2 
Employment IfIl:ome wul VI Bem:fits 

rislling wul Non-Fi.5hing Sectors 
1981-1990 

Self-Employed Fishermen Processing Employees 

Total 
Employ

ment 
Income 

($) 

13,457 

12,879 

13,784 

13,607 

16,318 

20,555 

23,247 

18,647 

18,673 

18,124 

8,764 

11,597 

12,823 

10,964 

11 ,632 

13,438 

14,909 

15,220 

12 ,846 

10,806 

7,270 

7,484 

8,660 

7,994 

8,972 

12,648 

17,1 43 

11 ,508 

10,816 . 

9,145 

Ratio 
of UI 

UI Benefits 
Benefits to 

($) Income 

2,000 

2,600 

3,100 

3,700 

3,900 

4,300 

4,500 

5,200 

5,300 

5,700 

2,700 

3,200 

3,700 

4,400 

4,700 

5,300 

5,200 

6,300 

6,200 

6,500 

2,900 

3,500 

3,900 

4,700 

5,200 

5,800 

5,700 

6,800 

7,000 

7,300 

0.15 

0.20 

0.22 

0.27 

0.24 

0.21 

0.19 

0.28 

0.28 

0.31 

0.31 

0.28 

0.29 

0.40 

0.40 

0.39 

0.35 

0.41 

0.48 

0.60 

0.40 

0.47 

0.45 

0.59 

0.58 

0.46 

0.33 

0.59 

0.65 

0.80 

Ratio 
ofUI 

UI Benefits 

Total 
Employ

ment 
Income Benefits to 

($) ($) Income 

Nova Scotia 

8,199 

8,929 

8,996 

8,910 

8,944 

10,126 

12,292 

12,587 

13,350 

13,0 14 

1,100 

1,300 

1,600 

1,900 

1,800 

1,900 

1,900 

2,300 

2,500 

2,900 

New Brunswick 

5,013 

5,257 

5,116 

4,923 

5,583 

5,688 

6,242 

6,936 

7,60 1 

7,888 

Quebec* 

5,208 

5,040 

5,257 

5,467 

5,839 

6,233 

6,594 

6,245 

6,660 

7,579 

2,500 

3,100 

3,500 

4,200 

4,100 

4,500 

4,400 

4,700 

4,800 

4,600 

3,000 

3,500 

4,200 

4,400 

4,400 

5,100 

5,100 

5,900 

6,600 

6,600 

0.13 

0.15 

0.18 

0.21 

0.20 

0.19 

0.15 

0.18 

0.19 

0.22 

0.50 

0.59 

0.68 

0.85 

0.73 

0.79 

0.70 

068 

0.63 

0.58 

0.58 

0.69 

0.80 

0.80 

0.75 

0.82 

0.77 

0.94 

0.99 

0.87 

Total 
Employ-

ment 
Income 

($) 

12,700 

14,100 

15,000 

16,000 

16,700 

17,200 

18,000 

19,100 

20,000 

21,000 

12,200 

13,300 

14,000 

14,700 

15,200 

15,900 

16,600 

17,700 

18,800 

19,500 

13,200 

13,700 

14,000 

15,000 

15 ,500 

15,700 

16,600 

17,500 

18,300 

19,100 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes GO, G4 and GS on l),. 
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Non-Fishing 

Ratio 
ofUI 

UI Benefits 
Benefits to 

($) Income 

400 

700 

800 

800 

900 

900 

900 

900 

1,000 

1,100 

700 

1,000 

1,100 

1,200 

1,300 

1,300 

1,300 

1,400 

1,400 

1,500 

900 

1,300 

1,300 

1,400 

1,400 

1,400 

1,400 

1,500 

1,600 

1,700 

0.03 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.05 

0.06 

0.08 

0.08 

0.08 

0.09 

0.08 

008 

0.08 

0.07 

0.08 

007 

0.09 

0.09 

0.09 

0.09 

0.09 

0.08 

0.09 

0.09 

0.09 



TABLE 23-1 
Disf .-ibllt iOfl oJ Sc~r bn"'(~l'('{1 ";SIUTfJU'fI 

by Dllmf;oll (~r til B('fU'Jih Clfla'flslIJ'c{I \Vcl'lls 
198' Clna '990 

Duration of Benefits (Weeks) 

Percentage Distribution 
Number of 

Province Individuals < 10 11 to 14 15 to 26 27 to 36 37+ 

1990 

All Atlantic' 29,930 1.9 3.2 45.2 39.5 10.2 

Newfoundland 13,950 1.0 1.6 28.0 56.3 no 
Pdnce Edward Island 2,580 48.1 38.0 136 

Nova Scotia 8,330 4.0 7.3 66.4 16.7 5.6 

New Brunswick 2,940 2.4 3.4 56 .1 29.9 8.2 

Quebec' 2,130 568 33.3 8.5 

1981 

All Atlantic' 27 ,500 5.4 5.8 61.9 20.5 6.4 

Newfoundland 13,080 5.3 3.7 57.1 25 .5 8.4 

Prince Edward Island 2,250 1.8 2.7 66.2 25.8 3.6 

Nova Scotia 6,920 9.5 12.9 67.3 7.2 3.0 

New Brunswick 2,860 2.4 3.8 67.1 19.6 7.0 

Quebec' 2,390 2.1 62.3 27.2 7.5 

Insured Weeks 

Percentage Distribution 
Number of 

Province Ind ivid ua Is < 10 11 to 14 15 to 26 27 to 36 37+ 

1990 

All Atlantic' 29,930 34.3 23.8 36.2 3.5 2.2 

Newfoundland 13,950 44.4 21.7 30.1 2.2 1.6 

Prince Edward Island 2,580 45.0 30.2 21.7 2.3 

Nova Scotia 8,330 12.8 210 55.3 7.0 3.8 

New Brunswick 2,940 31.6 33.7 29.6 3.4 1.7 

Quebec' 2,130 43.7 27.2 27.2 1.9 

1981 

All Atlantic' 27,500 104 24.5 53 .2 7.7 4.3 

Newfoundland 13,080 10.6 27.1 52.0 5.9 4.5 

Prince Edward Island 2,250 14.7 26.7 51.1 5 '8 1.8 

Nova Scotia 6,920 3.0 13.6 64.2 14.0 5.2 

New Brunswick 2,860 19.6 36.7 35.7 4.5 3.5 

Quebec' 2,390 15.5 25.5 51.0 4.6 3.3 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxflier Data , Spe~ial Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Average 
Duration 

of Benefits 
(Weeks) 

26.1 

27.8 

27.8 

22.9 

25.3 

26.4 

23.6 

24.9 

24 .6 

19.6 

24.3 

26.2 

Average 
Insured 
Weeks 

15.2 

139 

13.8 

18.6 

14.6 

13.3 

18.6 

18.3 

16.5 

21.5 

15.9 

174 



TABLE 25-2 
DistriiJution oJ Processing b"I"oy('es 

iJy Dumtion (~r Lfl Bnu:fits lind Insured Weclls 
198' lIfIl' 1990 

Duration of Benefits (Weeks) 

Percentage Distribution 
Number of 

Province Individuals < 10 lIto 14 15 to 26 27 to 36 37+ 

1990 

All Atlantic' 40,940 4.8 3.7 19.4 35 .5 36.6 

Newfoundland 20 ,820 4.4 3.3 17.1 33.0 42.2 

Prince Edward Island 1,800 3.9 15.0 46.1 34.4 

Nova Scotia 7,620 10.0 8.0 33.5 30.4 18.1 

New Brunswick 7,850 2.4 2.4 14.4 44 .1 36.7 

Quebec' 2,850 1.4 15 .1 37.2 46.0 

1981 

All At lantic' 33,250 7.8 5.7 25.9 34.3 26.3 

Newfoundland 15,560 10.2 6.9 26.1 32.7 24 .1 

Prince Edward Island 1,460 5.5 39.0 30.8 23.3 

Nova Scotia 5,230 130 8.4 34.6 26.6 17.4 

New Brunswick 7,470 3.2 3.3 15.5 43.1 34.8 

Quebec' 3,530 2.3 1.7 28.9 35.1 32 .0 

Insured Weeks 

Percentage Distribution 
Number of 

Province Individuals < 10 lIto 14 15 to 26 27 to 36 37+ 

1990 

All Atlantic' 40 ,940 18.4 21.2 35.3 135 11.6 

Newfoundland 20,820 22.4 22.4 323 137 9.2 

Prince Edward Island 1,800 19.4 36 .1 32.8 7.2 4.4 

Nova Scotia 7,620 3.7 5.8 45 .0 20.6 24.9 

New Brunswick 7,850 21.9 25 .1 33 .8 10.1 9.2 

Quebec' 2,850 17.9 34.0 37 .2 6.7 4.2 

1981 

All Atlantic' 33,250 8.9 17.3 46 .2 139 137 

Newfoundland 15,560 1l.2 19.2 42 .5 12.6 14.5 

Prince Edward Island 1,460 4.8 616 17.8 15.1 

Nova Scotia 5,230 5.9 46.1 21.6 26.4 

New Brunswick 7,470 10.8 23.3 46.7 ILl 8.0 

Quebec' 3,530 1l.3 18.7 55.0 12.2 2.8 

SOURCE: Stallstics Canada Taxnter Data, Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "G5" only. 
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Average 
Duration 

of Benefits 
(Weeks) 

315 

32 .4 

32.7 

26.0 

33. 1 

34.7 

29.3 

27.7 

29.5 

24.7 

34 .3 

32.4 

Average 
Insured 
Weeks 

2Ll 

19.8 

17.8 

28.6 

19.1 

17.4 

23.0 

22.7 

25 .1 

29.5 

20.4 

19.6 



TABLE 2'5-3 
Dist.-i'mtiOJI (~r NOIl-n ,~lling Inc'i\'i{'lI{f',~ 

by DW"{fliOfl (~r {!I lkmJils {fill' 'IiSlIn'{' ''''('ellS 
1981 {fllli 1990 

Duration of Benefits (Weeks) 

Percentage Distribution 
Number of 

Province Individuals <10 11 to 14 15 to 26 27 to 36 37+ 

1990 

All Atlantic' 39 1,140 14.9 6.5 25 .4 24 .7 28 .5 

Newfoundland 72,340 10.2 4.4 18.4 25 .7 41.3 

Prince Edward Island 17,020 12.9 5.5 25.3 28.7 27.6 

Nova Scotia 80 ,290 18.2 7.3 27.9 19.7 26 .9 

New Brunswick 84 ,730 15. 1 6.6 24 .2 24.5 29.5 

Quebec' 136,760 15.6 7.2 28.5 26. 7 22.1 

1981 

All Atlantic' 280,970 16.4 7.2 29.4 213 25.6 

Newfoundland 44,220 13.2 6.3 26.9 22 .6 31.0 

Prince Edward Island 10,830 15.2 5.8 30 .9 24.2 23.8 

Nova Scotia 56,130 22.7 7.7 28.6 17.8 23 .2 

New Brunswick 60,480 15.9 6.7 26.4 22.6 28 .4 

Quebec' 109,310 14.9 7.8 323 21. 6 23.4 

Insured Weeks 

Percentage Distribution 
Number of 

Province Individuals < 10 11 to 14 15 to 26 27 to 36 37+ 

1990 

All Atlantic' 391,140 6.5 10.1 32 .0 16.5 34.9 

Newfoundland 72,340 13.4 17.4 32.6 12.3 24 .3 

Prince Edward Island 17,020 10.6 13.9 32 .5 13.0 29.8 

Nova Scotia 80,290 2.3 5.4 29.5 18.2 44 .6 

New Brunswick 84,730 7.9 10.1 311 15.5 35.3 

Quebec' 136,760 3.9 8.5 33.5 18.9 35.2 

1981 

All Atlantic ' 280 ,970 3.8 7.9 34.7 18.3 35 .2 

Newfoundland 44,220 6.7 12.1 34.0 16.1 31.1 

Prince Edward Island 10,830 1.5 5.6 39.1 22.1 31.8 

Nova Scotia 56, 130 1.4 3.9 30.7 19.7 44 .3 

New Brunswick 60,480 6.3 10.5 32.5 16.0 34 .7 

Quebec' 109,310 2.8 7.2 37.8 19.4 32.9 

SOURCE: Stallstics Canada Taxllier Data , Special Task Force Tabulations. 

NOTE: • Quebec includes postal codes "GO", "G4" and "GS" only. 
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Average 
Duration 

of Benefits 
(Weeks) 

27.1 

31.3 

27.8 

25.5 

27.3 

25.6 

25.8 

27.9 

26.2 

23.8 

26.8 

25.5 

Average 
Insured 
Weeks 

30.4 

25. 5 

27.9 

34.3 

30.2 

31.1 

31.0 

28.9 

30.8 

34 .3 

30.3 

30. 6 



Province! 
Years 

TABLE 26-1 
S('U~ LIJII"oy('cl I :;sll(' "'''(,11 

lJ;st,.;bllt;Ofl by TYJ1('s (~f III B('fuJih WIl' 

A\'('rag(' Dlinffiofl of PlIYIII(,flh 
1981 {fIul J 990 

Types of Benefits Received 

Seasonal 
Fishing Regular Fishing and Regular Other 
Benefits Benefits Other and Other Benefits 

Only Only Benefits Benefits Only 

Distribution of Individuals by Type of UI Benefits Received 

1990 

All Atlantic 22,780 5,740 800 480 30 

Newfoundland 10,310 3,030 390 200 

Prince Edward Island 1,880 630 30 

Nova Scotia 6,760 1,190 200 140 

New Brunswick 2,140 610 120 60 

Quebec 1,690 280 70 50 

1981 

All Atlantic 20,980 6,020 190 160 40 

Newfoundland 9,680 3,180 70 90 

Prince Edward Island 1,770 430 

Nova Scotia 5,490 1,290 80 30 

New Brunswick 2,260 550 

Quebec 1,780 570 

Average Duration of UI Benefit Payments (Weeks) 

1990 

All Atlantic 24.0 34.1 24 .1 31.7 21.7 

Newfoundland 25.6 35.3 25.0 33 .6 

Prince Edward Island 24 .9 355 38.0 

Nova Scotia 21.4 31.0 22 .3 27.7 

New Brunswick 23 .2 31.8 22.9 32.5 

Quebec 24.5 35.8 24 .7 30.4 

1981 

All Atlantic 21.9 29.1 21.7 27 .1 10.8 

Newfoundland 23.1 30.0 23 .9 25.8 

Prince Edward Island 23 .7 27.4 

Nova Scotia 18.2 25.3 19.2 23.3 

New Brunswick 22.6 30.3 

Quebec 24.0 32.1 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfiler Data, Special Task Force Tabulations. 
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All 
Benefit 
Types 

29,930 

13,950 

2,580 

8,330 

2,940 

2,130 

27,500 

13,080 

2,250 

6,920 

2,860 

2,390 

26.1 

27.8 

27.9 

22.9 

25.3 

26.5 

23 .6 

24.9 

24.6 

19.5 

24.4 

26.2 



TABLE 26-2 
SelJ- f:fII1Jloyed f'ishcnncli 

AVCt'llge VI Paymcnts alld AVtTage \Vec1dy Payments 
1981 lUld 1990 

Types of Benefits Received 

Seasonal 
Fishing Regular Fishing and Regular Other 

Province! Benefits Benefits Other and Other Benefits 
Years Only Only Benefits Benefits Only 

Average UI Payments per Individual ($) 

1990 

All Atlantic 7,890 8,960 7,870 8,520 7,870 

Newfoundland 7,880 9,120 7,540 8,530 

Prince Edward Island 8,730 9,660 7,140 

Nova Scotia 7,470 8 ,180 7,900 8,740 

New Brunswick 8,080 8,490 8,230 10,240 

Quebec 8,420 10,Q30 8,880 6,690 

1981 

All Atlantic 3,270 3,960 3,280 3,800 1,390 

Newfoundland 3,240 4,020 3,270 3,720 

Prince Edward Island 3,580 3,480 

Nova Scotia 2,870 3,470 3,060 3,560 

New Brunswick 3,730 4,580 

Quebec 3,770 4,520 

Average Weekly UI Payments ($) 

1990 

All Atlantic 329 263 327 269 363 

Newfoundland 308 258 301 254 

Prince Edward Island 35 1 272 188 

Nova Scotia 349 264 354 316 

New Brunswick 349 267 359 315 

Quebec 343 280 359 220 

1981 

All Atlantic 149 136 151 140 129 

Newfoundland 140 134 137 144 

Prince Edward Island 151 127 

Nova Scotia 158 137 159 153 

New Brunswick 165 151 

Quebec 157 141 

SOURCE: Slalislics Canada Taxr.ler Dala, SpeCia l Task Force Tabulalions. 
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All 
Benefit 
Types 

8,120 

8,150 

9,000 

7,610 

8,270 

8,730 

3,440 

3,440 

3,570 

2,980 

3,930 

3,980 

311 

293 

323 

332 

327 

330 

146 

138 

145 

153 

161 

152 



Province! 
Years 

TABLE 26-3 
Pn)C('ss i JIg EIfII"(~l'('('.o.; 

Disf";'JUfioJl by ~}'/'es of III Be'l(:fifs will 
;\vcnlge Dllnllion (~f Paymenfs 

1981 WIl' 1990 
Types of Benefits Received 

Seasonal 
Fishing Regular Fishing and Regular Other 
Benefits Benefits Other and Other Benefits 

Only Only Benefits Benefits Only 

Distribution of Individuals by Type of UI Benefits Received 

1990 

All Atlantic 1,470 35 ,500 90 3,730 110 

Newfoundland 660 lS,330 30 1,750 40 

Prince Edward Island 1,670 90 

Nova Scotia 440 6,270 S50 

New Brunswick 230 6,640 930 30 

Quebec 120 2,590 110 

1981 

All Atlantic l ,S40 29,760 1,260 330 

Newfoundland 930 13,9S0 500 140 

Prince Edward Island 90 1,260 90 

Nova Scotia 470 4,300 330 120 

New Brunswick 200 6,910 2S0 70 

Quebec 150 3,310 60 

Average Duration of UI Benefit Payments (Weeks) 

1990 

All Atlantic 22 .0 31.9 23 .9 32.1 10.9 

Newfoundland 236 32.S 25.3 32.9 12.0 

Prince Edward Island 33.1 31.6 

Nova Scotia lS.9 26 .3 27.1 

New Brunswick 22.9 33 .5 34 .9 7.4 

Quebec 23.5 35.1 36.1 

1981 

All Atlantic 20.5 30.1 27.2 104 

Newfoundland 20.7 2S.3 23.7 114 

Prince Edward Island 19.9 29 .6 29.3 

Nova Scotia lS.5 254 2S.3 11.0 

New Brunswick 22.4 35.2 30.3 7.6 

Quebec 24.6 32.6 33.0 

SOURCE: Statist ics Canada Taxfiler Data , SpeCial Task Force Tabulations. 
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All 
Benefit 
Types 

40 ,940 

20 ,S20 

1,SOO 

7,620 

7,S50 

2,S50 

33,250 

15 ,560 

1,460 

5,230 

7,470 

3,530 

31.5 

324 

32.7 

26.0 

33.1 

34.7 

29.2 

27.7 

29.6 

24.S 

34.3 

32 .3 



TABLE 26-4 
I'mccssing [mplo)'n's 

A"(Tagc VI PaYIII('Jlh cmel ;\V('Hlg(' \Vcdlly Paym('ut. ... 
19tH CI JIll 1 990 

Types of Benefits Received 

Seasonal 
fishing Regular fishing and Regular Other 

Province! Benefits Benefits Other and Other Benefits 
Years Only Only Benefits Benefits Only 

Average UI Payments per Individual ($) 

1990 

All Atlantic 6,510 6,640 7,090 6,540 2,570 

Newfoundland 6,090 7,140 5,520 7,1 70 3,110 

Prince Edward Island 6,850 6,910 

Nova Scotia 6,360 5,020 5,310 

New Brunswick 7,280 6,390 6,320 1,500 

Quebec 7,880 7,550 7,620 

1981 

All Atlantic 2,750 3,400 2,910 1,450 

Newfoundland 2,590 3,200 2,610 1,730 

Prince Edward Island 2,370 3,110 2,960 

Nova Scotia 2,680 2,590 2,940 1,480 

New Brunswick 3,300 4,080 3,150 870 

Quebec 3,540 3,940 3,930 

Average Weekly UI Payments ($) 

1990 

All Atlantic 296 208 297 204 235 

Newfoundland 258 218 218 218 259 

Prince Edward Island 207 219 
Nova Scotia 336 191 196 

New Brunswick 318 191 181 204 
Quebec 335 215 211 

1981 

All Atlantic 134 113 107 139 

Newfoundland 125 113 110 152 

Prince Edward Island 11 9 105 101 

Nova Scotia 145 102 104 134 

New Brunswick 147 116 104 114 

Quebec 144 121 119 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxft ler Data, Special Tas k Force Tabulations. 
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All 
Benefit 
Types 

6,620 

7,100 

6,810 

5,150 

6,390 

7,610 

3,330 

3,130 

3,140 

2,600 

4,010 

3,940 

210 

21 9 

208 
198 

193 

219 

114 

113 

106 

105 

117 

122 



TABLE 26-5 
Non-l :isl. i ng I ndividua's 

Di_o.;f dbution IJY Types of VI Benefits and 
Ave,-age Duration of Payments 

1981 and 1990 
Types of Benefits Received 

Seasonal 
Fishing Regular Fishing and Regular Other 

Province! Benefits Benefits Other and Other Benefits 
Years Only Only Benefits Benefits Only 

Distribution of Individuals by Type of UI Benefits Received 

1990 

All Atlantic 1,630 320,560 60 40,730 28,070 

Newfoundland 730 61 ,880 30 6,600 3,090 

Prince Edward Island 70 13,860 1,950 1,110 

Nova Scotia 400 62,840 8 ,520 8,520 

New Brunswick 180 66,600 10,710 7,200 

Quebec 250 115 ,380 12,950 8 ,150 

1981 

All Atlantic 1,270 246,280 14,050 19,230 

Newfoundland 610 39,340 1,950 2,280 

Prince Edward Island 120 9,290 590 810 

Nova Scotia 260 47,190 3,160 5,490 

New Brunswick 140 53 ,290 3,040 3,970 

Quebec 140 97,170 5,310 6,680 

Average Duration of UI Benefit Payments (Weeks) 

1990 

All Atlantic 23.6 27.7 23.5 33.1 12.1 

Newroundland 24.3 31.7 25 .4 37.0 12.3 

Prince Edward Island 24.8 28 .2 330 12.5 

Nova Scotia 22 .3 26.4 33.1 11.6 

New Brunswick 22.1 28.4 31.8 11.5 

Quebec 24 .5 25.7 32 .2 12.9 

1981 

All Atlantic 2l.5 26.9 29.5 11.0 

Newfoundland 21.7 28.7 32.0 11.4 

Prince Edward Island 22 .2 27.3 29 .7 11.4 

Nova Scotia 18.1 25 .1 29 .6 10.0 

New Brunswick 23.8 27.9 30.6 10.6 

Quebec 23.8 26.2 27.7 12.0 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfder Data, Special Task Force Tabulations. 
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All 
Benefit 
Types 

391,140 

72,340 

17,020 

80,290 

84,730 

136,760 

280,970 

44,220 

10,830 

56,130 

60,480 

109,310 

27 .1 

3l.3 

27.8 

25.5 

27.4 

25 .6 

25.9 

27.8 

26.2 

23.8 

26.7 

25.4 



TABLE 26-6 
NOJJ-FislliJlg IJldivichfllls 

Ave,-age VI PlI),JJll'Jlts amI AV(Tagc \cVeddy Paymcnts 
1981 amI 1990 

Types of Benefits Received 

Seasonal 
Fishing Regular Fishing and Regular Other 

Province! Benefits Benefits Other and Other Benefits 
Years Only Only Benefits Benefits Only 

Average VI Payments per Individual ($) 

1990 

All Atlantic 7,190 6,280 7,050 6,720 2,570 

Newfoundland 7,060 7,080 6,240 7,520 3,000 

Prince Edward Island 6,900 6,100 6,330 2,490 

Nova Scotia 7,040 5,680 6,350 2,670 

New Brunswick 7,300 6,390 6,450 2,560 

Quebec 7,830 6,120 6,830 2,340 

1981 

All Atlantic 2,750 3,420 3,450 1,560 

Newfoundland 2,540 3,590 3,710 1,660 

Prince Edward Island 3,020 3,140 3,510 1,480 

Nova Scotia 2,410 2,960 3,290 1,290 

New Brunswick 3,570 3,510 3,490 1,450 

Quebec 3,240 3,540 3,430 1,830 

Average Weekly VI Payments ($) 

1990 

All Atlantic 305 227 300 203 213 

Newfoundland 291 223 246 203 244 

Prince Edward Island 278 216 192 200 

Nova Scotia 316 215 192 230 

New Brunswick 331 225 203 223 

Quebec 320 238 212 181 

1981 

All Atlantic 128 127 117 142 

Newfoundland 117 125 116 145 

Prince Edward Island 136 115 118 130 

Nova Scotia 133 118 111 129 

New Brunswick 150 126 114 137 

Quebec 136 135 124 153 

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Taxfller Data, Special Task Force Tabulations. 
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All 
Benefit 
Types 

6,060 

6,950 

5,920 

5,440 

6,080 

5,970 

3,290 

3,480 

3,040 

2,810 

3,370 

3,430 

224 

222 

213 

213 

222 

233 

127 

125 

116 

118 

126 

135 


